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I .  INTRODUCTION 
A strong impact of quantum chemistry can be expected to occur in 
the f ield of chemical reactions because theoretical calculat ions of 
reaction paths and transit ion states are, in principle, no dif ferent in 
nature from those of stable molecules, whereas the experimental elucida­
t ion of reaction intermediates is subject to many uncertaint ies due to 
their f leeting appearance and disappearance. 
However, even for the theoretical approach, there exists a marked 
dif ference between the calculat ion of stable species and that of molecular 
structures characterist ic for most reaction intermediates. While the 
standard self-consistent-f ield method has proved to be a very service­
able "dominant approximation" for many stable molecules, i t  is rarely 
adequate for systems in the f lux of reactive changes, where orbitals 
not only deform but, in addit ion, change occupation numbers due to 
changes in configurational mixing, fn fact, on the basis of currently 
avai lable experience, i t  is not possible to anticipate which configura­
t ions wi l l  dominate a wavefunction at various points on a reactive path. 
Consider, for example, the case that reactants and products are well  
descrtbed by single determinant SCF functions and that many, but not al l  
of the occupied orbitals continuously deform into certain occupied 
product orbitals. Some of the doubly occupied reactant orbitals deform, 
however, into virtual (unoccupied) product orbitals and, correspondingly, 
some of the virtual reactant orbitals deform into doubly occupied 
product orbitals. In such a case, i t  is tempting to calculate the 
reaction using a two determinant wavefunction. But more often than not 
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in the Intermediate region where the "reaction orbitals" have occupa­
t ion numbers close to unity, there exist numerous other configurations 
in addit ion to the reactant and product configurations which have similar 
importance in the wavefunction. Their inclusion in the dominant part 
of the wavefunction proves to be essential,  in part icular, for the 
calculat ion of reaction barriers. 
Conversely, i t  Is also Important to know which parts of the exact 
wavefunction can be completely neglected for calculat ions along a 
specif ic reaction path. Since ful l  recovery of the correlat ion energy 
by direct computation Is out of the question, even with present day 
computers, the practical goal of quantum chemistry Is always the calcula­
t ion of energy curves which are rel iably paral lel to the exact energy 
surfaces by including al l  those correlat ion effects which change 
signif icantly (I .e.,  more than l<T) whi le omitt ing those effects which 
do not and, hence, would cancel when energy dif ferences are taken. 
This paral lel ism is required for quanti tat ive evaluation of both overal l  
reaction energetics and barr ier heights. 
From the preceding remarks, i t  can be inferred that i t  is essential 
to avoid unjusti f ied restr ict ions In the selection of configurations or 
In the orbitals from which these configurations are formed, so that al l  
pert inent changes can be ref lected without bias in the calculat ion. As 
mentioned, this is even more crucial for transit ion states than 
products or reactants. Unbiased configuration generating orbitals can 
be guaranteed by use of a mult I-configurâtional SCF approach with 
adequately large atomic basis sets. El imination of prejudice In the 
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selection of configurations cal ls for an MCSCF model that makes provi­
sion for the free interaction of al l  configurations which may become 
signif icant during the course of the molecular rearrangements. I t  is, 
therefore, necessary to formulate a method for determining configuration 
generating orbitals and for selecting configurations which is general, 
unambiguously defined, without any bias, and quanti tat ively rel iable. 
In addit ion, i t  is desirable that the model lend i tself  in a natural,  
but r igorous way, to suitable chemical interpretat ion in terms of atoms 
and bonds. 
The Ful l  Optimized Reaction Space (.FORS) model for the treatment 
of chemical reactions is described in Chapter I I .  The FORS model is 
i l lustrated, and i ts quanti tat ive rel iabi l i ty assessed by calculat ions 
on diatomic molecules. In Chapter I I I ,  certain orbital invariances in 
FORS wavefunctions are exploited to obtain a number of dif ferent, yet 
equivalent sets of orbitals, including a new type of local ized orbital,  
obtained by projection. These orbital sets reveal dif ferent chemical 
aspects of the FORS wavefunction, including molecular bonding and the 
part icipation of atoms in the molecular environment. Two polyatomic 
reactions are examined in the next two chapters. In Chapter IV, the 
dîhydrogen exchange reaction between ethane and ethylene is shown via 
SCF calculat ions to possess a large reaction barrier, in spîte of the 
reaction's symmetry-al lowedness. FORS calculatTons serve to reinforce 
this result.  Various orbital sets from both the SCF and FORS wavefunc-
tîons are used to analyze the presence and magnitude of the barrier to 
this exchange. Chapter V deals with a reaction important in gas phase 
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ozonolysis. The insert ion of singlet methylene into singlet oxygen to 
form the small  r ing molecule dioxirane, the opening of this r ing to 
dioxymethane, and the decomposit ion of dioxymethane to hydrogen and 
carbon dioxide are examined. This reactive sequence features extensive 
configurational mixfng and, hence, is treated entirely at the FORS 
level. Final ly, Chapter Vl describes how a FORS wavefunction can be 
transformed, with the help of the projected local ized orbitals, into an 
equivalent function that is a superposit ion of products of atomic and 
ionic states. Such an analysis reveals how various atomic and ionic 
valence states part icipate in molecular wavefunctions. Furthermore, 
knowledge of such "atoms-in-molecules" expansions permits the incorpora­
t ion of data from atomic spectra according to an empir ical correction 
scheme termed the IntraAtomic Correlat ion Correction. This correction 
to the FORS wavefunction is shown to yield improved results for the 
bond strengths of diatomics. 
A number of abbreviat ions wi l l  be used repeatedly in the fol lowing 
chapters. Many of these abbreviat ions are common quantum chemical usage, 
while others may not be. These terms are defined where f i rst used, but 
are gathered here for convenience. 
AO Atomic Orbital -  The functions, usually atom centered, in which 
the molecular orbitals are expressed. 
PAO Primit ive Atomic Orbital -  An exponential or Gaussian AO with 
f ixed exponent, mult ipl ied by appropriate angular dependence to 
form an s, p, d, etc. PAO. 
$ 
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QBO Quantitat ive Basis Orbital -  A f ixed l inear combination of PAOs. 
There are ordinari ly fewer QBOs than PAOs. These "contractions" 
combine only functions with the same angular dependence on the 
same nucleus. The MOs are expanded in the QBO basis. 
MBS Minimal Basis Set -  I f  the number of QBOs used on an atom just 
equals the number of orbitals occupied in that atom's SCF function, 
the basis is minimal. Ordinari ly an extended, more f lexible, 
basis is used. 
MO Molecular Orbital -  A l inear combination of QBOs. There are a 
number of types: 
CGO Configurational Generating Orbital -  Any MO which is occupied in 
any of the configurations in the wavefunction. 
NRO Natural Reaction Orbitals -  The part icular set of reactive MOs 
whose f i rst order density matrix is diagonal. Often cal led 
simply NOs. 
LRO Localized Reaction Orbitals -  Any set of reactive MOs which has 
been local ized by any feasible method, 
PLO Projected Localized Orbitals -  A set of core and reactive MOs 
which has been local ized by a projective technique. The PLOs are 
usually very atomic in character. 
The above types of AOs and MOs depend on the coordinates of only a 
single electron. The fol lowing terms refer to N electron basis functions: 
SAAP Spin Adapted Antisymmetrized Product -  A product of space 
orbitals (MOs), mult ipl ied by a Serber spin function, and 
antisymmetrized. 
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CSF Configurational State Function -  Often identical with a SAAP. 
In cases of high point symmetry, a CSF is a f ixed l inear combina­
t ion of a few SAAPs having the correct spatial symmetry. 
CF Composite Function -  An antisymmetrized product of atomic 
eigenstates. This is a dif ferent type of N electron function 
than a CSF. 
There are three major types of MO calculat ions: 
SCF Self-Consistent Field -  A type of wavefunction using only one 
configuration (CSF) for which the expansion of the MOs in the QBO 
basis is optimized. 
CI Configuration Interaction -  A type of wavefunction in which 
more than one configuration is used, but the MOs from which these 
configurations are bui l t  are held constant. 
MCSCF Mult i-Configuration SCF -  The " logical or" of SCF and CI. Both 
the expansion coeff icients of the configurations, and the expan­
sions of the MOs in the QBO basis are optimized. 
A few other terms are given below. 
FRS Ful l  Reaction Space -  A set of al l  possible CSFs (.or CFs) 
obtained by occupying the reactive orbTtals by the reactive elec­
trons in al l  possîble ways. 
FORS Ful l  Optimized Reaction Space -  A MCSCF model, wherein the 
orbital s used to generate a FRS are optimized for that part icular 
configurational space via MCSCF calculat ion. 
AIM Atoms In Molecules -  An empir ical correction scheme, whereby a 
molecular wavefunction ts expanded Tn a CF basis, and corrected 
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by use of known atomic data. 
ICC Intraatomic Correlat ion Correction -  An AIM calculat ion, In 
which basis set corrections due to rescal ing are omitted. 
lACC IntraAtomic Correlat ion Correction -  An AIM calculat ion In 
which a FRS of CPs, formed from molecule optimized orthonormal 
PLOs, is used, and the corrections applied account only for the 
neglect of atomic correlat ion and relat ivi ty effects for each CP. 
Two dimensionless units are used throughout. The atomic unit  of 
length Is the bohr; 1 bohr = 0.52917715 A. The atomic unit of energy 
is the Hartree; 1 h = 27.212 eV = 627.51 Kcal/mole = 219475 cm \  The 
Hartree Is a very large unit;  chemical energy dif ferences are usually 
measured In mi 111hartrees (mh). 
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I I .  THE FORS MODEL AND ITS APPLICATION TO DIATOMIC MOLECULES 
A. Introduction 
The model of the Ful l  Optimized Reaction Space (FORS) was developed 
to do just ice to the desiderata for a theory of chemical reactions l isted 
in Chapter I .  This model was f i rst introduced by Ruedenberg and Sundberg 
(1976) and has subsequently been applied to a number of reactions by 
Sundberg (1975), Cheung, Sundberg and Ruedenberg (1979), Dombek (1977), 
Fel ler (1979), Johnson and Schmidt ( I98I),  and Fel ler, Schmidt and 
Ruedenberg (I982). More recently, the concept has been adopted by Roos 
et al.  (1980) and Siegbahn et al.  (1980) under the name "complete 
active space". 
The model bears some relat ionship to certain previous approaches. 
One is that taken several years ago by Schaefer and Harris (1968) in 
their calculat ions using the ful l  valence space generated from f ixed 
minimal basis set Slater-type atomic orbitals. Others are represented 
by various MCSCF models with restr icted configuration selection such as 
the Optimized Valence Configurations (OVC) approach of Wahl and Das 
(1977), the Hartree-Fock plus Proper Dissociat ion (HF+PD) model of Lie 
and Clement! (1974), the General ized Valence Bond (GVB) method of 
Bobrowicz and Goddard (1977), or the separated pair model of Si lver, 
Mehler and Ruedenberg (1970). Very similar in spir i t  to the present 
approach are the GVB-CI calculat ions of Hunt et al .  (1972) and Dunning 
et al.  (1976), and the Valence CI calculat ion of Kirby-Docken and Liu 
(1977). However, before the advent of the FORS model, there had been 
no attempt to combine consistently the concept of the ful l  configuration 
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space with the principal of orbital optimization in this space and to 
explore systematical ly the implications of such a framework. 
The unambiguous formulation of orbital and configurational spaces 
that are suff iciently general and unbiased to lead to quanti tat ive 
potential energy surfaces is the major goal of the FORS model. This 
goal is obtained with the help of the minimal basis set concept. 
B. Dominance of the Atomic Minimal Basis Set in 
Molecular Wavefunctions: Effective Molecular Bases 
Experimental and theoretical chemists al ike routinely use the con­
cept of "formal minimal basis sets" of atomic orbitals when interpreting 
or anticipating the results of quanti tat ive molecular calculat ions in an 
intuit ive manner. By contrast, minimal basis sets usually do not play 
a prominent role in the actual execution of most current ab ini t io cal -
culat ions, since extended AO bases have proven to be essential for 
obtaining quanti tat ive results. Bardo and Ruedenberg (1974) as well  as 
Fel ler and Ruedenberg (1979) have shown, however, that, in fact, minimal 
basis sets also dominate the AO expansions of accurate molecular ab 
ini t io wavefunctions. These authors calculated very accurate SCF wave-
functions in terms of large (up to l6s,8p,2d) uncontracted bases of 
Gaussian primit ives and then determTned "molecular-adapted" contractions 
of the same primit ives in such a manner that SCF calculat ions in terms 
of these contracted bases would optimally reproduce the uncontracted 
calculat ions. 
The aforementioned investigations led to the fol lowing conclusions 
regarding eff icient and quanti tat ively rel iable contracted AO bases: 
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( i)  On each atom, there exists a small  number of dominant con-
tracted AOs whose occupation numbers exceed those of the rest 
by an order of magnitude at least. The number of these 
dominant contracted AOs on any atom is always equal to the 
number of minimal basis set AOs of that atom; 
( i i )  Only a small  number of addit ional contracted AOs (one, two or 
three, depending upon the desired accuracy) Is required to 
recover the results of the uncontracted calculat ions; 
( i l l )  A large overlap (usually in excess of 0.9) exists between the 
orbital space spanned by the dominant molecular-adapted con­
tractions mentioned under ( I)  and the orbital space spanned 
by the minimal basis set SCF AOs of the free atom; 
( iv) The orbital space spanned by the dominant molecule-adapted 
contracted AOs mentioned under ( i )  and ( i i )  is practical ly 
identical with that obtained when the few lowest- lying vi rtual 
SCF AOs of the free atom are added to the minimal basis set 
free-atom SCF AOs mentioned under ( i l l ) ;  
(v) For the purpose of spanning the orbital space required to 
express molecular wavefunctions, the low-lying virtual free-
atom SCF AOs can be replaced by the most dif fuse Gaussian 
primi t lves. This is so because the lowest virtual free-atom 
AOs in a given basis of primit ives are nearly identical with 
those AOs which are obtained by Schmidt orthogonalizing the 
most dif fuse primit ives to al l  occupied free-atom SCF AOs. 
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Another consideration is the choice of primit ive atomic orbital s 
(PAOs) to be used in constructing the contracted basis set. Molecular 
calculat ions are usually performed with functions having a Gaussian 
radial dependence, as suggested by Boys (1950). A simple and convenient 
choice for the Gaussian exponents is the even-tempered cr i terion of 
1/ 
Ruedenberg, Raffenett l  and Bardo (1973), namely = «6 .  RaffenettI  
(1975) has presented a few such Gaussian PAO bases. Fel ler and 
Ruedenberg (1979) and Schmidt and Ruedenberg (1979) have shown how the 
parameters a and g vary as the size of the primit ive set is changed. 
Final ly, Schmidt and Ruedenberg (1979) have presented Gaussian bases for 
hydrogen to argon, inclusive. These PAO sets are given for small  to 
very large expansion lengths. 
The ready avai labi l i ty of such PAO bases and the previously detai led 
conclusions regarding eff icient contraction schemes suggests the fol­
lowing "recipe" for constructing basis sets to be used in molecular 
calculat ions: 
PAOs: A set of even-tempered Gaussian primit ives which approaches the 
atomic Hartree-Fock l imit to the desired level of accuracy is 
chosen. These PAOs are contracted to two types of quanti tat ive 
basis orbitals (QBOs). 
Principal QBOs: The MBS of the occupied SCF-AOs of the free atoms. 
For hydrogen, the free-atom AO can be chosen with a scale factor 
of 1.2, provided that the hydrogen is not dissociated during the 
reaction of interest, in which case i t  should be unsealed. 
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Secondary QBOs: Single Gaussian primit ives. They are of three kinds, 
( i )  The most dif fuse PAOs that occur in the principal QBOs, as 
discussed above; 
( i i )  Polarization functions, i .e.,  PAOs with Z quantum numbers 
higher than those of the principal QBOs; 
( i i i )  Very dif fuse PAOs with the same H quantum numbers as the 
principal QBOs, but whose orbital exponent is chosen as the 
even-tempered parameter a for atoms possessing appreciable 
negative charge in the molecule or a/6 for Rydberg states. 
Such extended basis sets were f i rst suggested by Raffenett i  (1973), 
and hence wi l l  be termed Raffenett i- type bases. Molecular calculat ions 
can be easi ly and routinely performed with such bases. They are at 
least as effect ive as any other type of contracted AO basis and, more­
over, are easi ly constructed for any atom, for any arbitrary number of 
primit ives and for any size of the contracted basis. They have the 
further advantage of expl ici t ly containing the dominant QBOs, together 
with the less important QBO, which function as modif iers to the dominant 
QBOs to account for the molecular environment- Thereby, the r igorous AO 
bases remain no longer purely numerical devices, but become useful 
vehicles also for physical ly meaningful analyses of molecular wave-
functions -  a goal that often seems to have been abandoned in commonly 
used ab ini t io bases (Dunning and Hay, 1977). 
Such analyses confirm again the dominant role played by the 
principal QBOs and the reason for this dominance is readily understood 
in terms of the variat ion principle, i t  is the fact that any occupation 
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of the minimal-basis-set free-atom SCF AOs, even i f  only part ial and 
indirect ( i .e.,  through being bui lding blocks of MPs), wi l l  yield sub­
stantial ly lower energy contr ibutions than similar occupations of any 
other ("promoted") AOs that could be formulated. This conclusion remains 
also val id when going beyond the Hartree-Fock approximation and, con­
sequently, i t  is to be expected that the electronic rearrangements 
occurring during chemical reactions can be essential ly ( i .e.,  in zeroth 
order) described as redistr ibutions of electronic populat ions among the 
principal valence shel l  QBOs while preserving the overal l  dominance of 
this subset of basis orbitals. The surprisingly good results of the 
early calculat ions with f ixed minimal-basis-sets of Slater-type AOs 
(Schaefer and Harris, I968) support this inference. 
Unless otherwise specif ied, the molecular basis sets used for the 
calculat ions described in this dissertat ion are of the Raffenett i- type 
described above, taken from Schmidt and Ruedenberg (1979). The fol lowing 
type of notation wi l l  be used to specify the basis: ( l4s,7p,2d/3s,2p, 
2d). The port ion before the slash gives the number of Gaussian primi­
t ives (PAOs) used on a given atom, the part fol lowing the slash gives 
the number of contracted functions (QBOs) formed from these primit ives 
according to the "recipe" given above. 
C. The Ful l  Optimized Reaction Space (FORS) Model 
From the aforementioned "persistent dominance" of the principal 
quanti tat ive basis orbitals, the fol lowing fundamental conjecture, which 
forms the basis for the concept of the "Ful l  Optimized Reaction Space 
(FORS)", may be inferred: 
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The number of dominant configuration-generating molecular 
orbital s is at most equal to the number of formal minimal-
basis-set atomic orbital s in the molecule. 
Denoting this number by n^ i t  is further postulated that meaningful 
descript ions of molecular rearrangements are obtained by expressing the 
electronic wavefunction in terms of n configuration-generating MOs (CGOs). 
No assumptions are made as regards the form of the CGOs and as regards 
the selection of configurations, except that the CGOs corresponding to 
closed shells remain doubly occupied in al l  CSFs. The CGOs are expected 
to be determined as expansions in terms of extended basis sets of 
principal and secondary QBOs by means of an MCSCF procedure. 
The most general ful1 reaction space (FRS) is the ful l  valence 
space. Here i t  is only assumed that the CGOs describing inner shel ls 
remain doubly occupied in al l  configurations and al l  remaining CGOs are 
considered as "reactive orbitals". The FRS is then spanned by aj_l_ pos­
sible configurations result ing from al1 possible couplings between the 
reaction orbitals and using al l  possible spin couplings. I t  is apparent 
that the inclusion of al1 valence configurations al lows for a descrip­
t ion of any possible electronic rearrangements associated with arbitrary 
atomic rearrangements, including dissociat ions and atomizations, without 
introducing any bias due to preconceptions or nescience. Under certain 
condit ions, there may exîst val id reasons for anticipating that certain 
CGOs can be chosen in such a manner, e.g., as lone pairs or bond 
orbitals, that they remain essential ly closed, i .e.,  doubly occupied, 
during a specif ic reactive arrangement. In such cases, the number of 
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persistent closed shel ls can be extended to include these CGOs and this 
leads to a reduced ful l  reaction space. In any event, the n CGOs of the 
system are divided into n^ closed core CGOs and nj^ reactive CGOs, and 
the FRS is defined as the configuration space which is spanned by al1 
configurations which keep the n^ core CGOs doubly occupied and couple the 
np^ reactive CGOs In al1 possible ways, compatible with the overal l  space 
and spin symmetry. 
The configuration space which results when, for a specif ic molecular 
geometry, the CGOs of the ful l  reaction space (FRS) are MCSCF optimized, 
is cal led the ful l  optimized reaction space (FORS). This optimization 
in an adequately large orbital variat ion space is essential.  Those 
orbital s in the orbital variat ion space which are orthogonal to the 
optimal CGOs are cal led virtual or unoccupied FORS MOs. 
From the described construction, i t  is apparent that the CGOs of 
an FRS are not unique. This Fs so because the FRS is invariant with 
respect to the fol lowing two kinds of unitary orbital transformations: 
( i )  transformations among the n^ closed CGOs; 
( i i )  transformations among the n^^ reactive CGOs. 
The former invariance is entirely analogous to that known for Hartree-
Fock wavefunctions and. In fact, leaves each configuration by I tself  
invariant. The latter invariance gives r ise to a unitary transformation 
between the configurations constructed from the "old" CGOs and those 
constructed from the "new" CGOs. This f lexibi l i ty in the choice of the 
CGOs Is a valuable asset of the FRS, since i t  offers the possibi l i ty of 
"adapting" the CGOs to various computational or interpretat ive purposes, 
a feature which wi l l  be examined in this and the fol lowing chapter. 
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D. Molecular Wavefunctions and the ALIS Programs 
For the molecular calculat ions reported here, the wavefunction is 
chosen as a superposit ion of configurations 
. •" • i •" « 
where each configuration is chosen to be normalized spin-adapted 
antisymmetrized product (SAAP) of CGOs. A SAAP is an N electron wave-
function of the form 
$^^(space,spin) = N^, A{U^Xspace)0^^(spin)} 
where 9^^ is a spin eigenfunction, S and M being the eigenvalues of 
and S^; U|^ is a product of CGOs; A = (N!) 2p(- l)^P is the conven­
t ional antisymmetrizer, and = 2 with tt(K) being the number of 
doubly occupied CGOs in Uj^. Propert ies of SAAPs are described by 
Ruedenberg (1971)> Salmon, Cheung and Ruedenberg (1972), and Ruedenberg 
and Poshusta (1972). in cases of suff iciently high spatial symmetry, 
certain f ixed combinations of SAAPs can be chosen as configuration state 
functions (CSFs). The molecular wavefunction is obtained by a mult icon-
f iguration self-consistent-f ield (MCSCF) calculat ion, that is the energy 
functional is minimized with respect to the superposit ion coeff icients 
C|^^ and the expansion of the CGOs in the QBO basis. Occasionally, only 
the superposit ion coeff icients are optimized, with the CGOs held 
invariant; this type of wavefunction is known as a configuration inter­
action (CI) wavefunction. In the special case that only one configura­
t ion is used, so that only the QBO expansion of the CGOs need be 
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optimized, the wavefunction is referred to as the self-consistent-f ield 
(SCF) type. 
The molecular calculat ions detai led here were al l  performed using 
the ALIS (Ames Laboratory-Iowa State) computer program system. The ALIS 
system contains a version of Raffenett i 's (1973) BIGGMOLI program for 
generation of integrals over general ly contracted QBOs; an integral 
transformation program by Elbert (1978). and an MCSCF program based on 
the Bri1louin-Levy-Berthier theorem described by Ruedenberg, Cheung 
and Elbert (1979). The ALIS system is a very powerful tool for modern 
quantum mechanical investigation of reaction pathways of small  molecules, 
and is now in worldwide usage. A number of other programs were used to 
draw orbital contour plots, obtain local ized orbitals, or compute 
molecular propert ies. 
E. Examples: Diatomics with Small Ful l  Reaction Spaces 
1 + 
As a f i rst example, consider the ground state of Lig. The 
formal minimal basis set consists of the Is, 2s, 2px, 2py, 2pz AOs on 
both atoms so that n^ = 2 and n^ = 8. In symmetry-adapted form, the 
CGOs are: 
closed CGOs: la ,  la ;  g u 
reaction CGOs: 2ag, 3a2a^, irx^, irx^, ny^, Try^ 
From them, ten SAAPs can be constructed which possess symmetry. 
They are 
12»^. |20g3Cg>, | .xj>. | ,y2> ,  
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|2aJ>, \3al>, \2a^3a>, | irx^>, ,  
where and are defined by 
= 2"3/2 A{10g1o2*^I(ag -  6a)//5]3} 
IW> = 2 ^ A{l0glay*^[(ag -  Pa)//2]^} 
1 + 2 2 For Eg symmetry, the irx and try configurations must occur with equal 
coeff icients so that they can be combined to the two configuration 
state functions (CSFs) 
= { | i rxj>+ |ï ïy^}//2 
I iT^> = { I '7rx^> + I i ry^}//2 g g g 
Furthermore, because of the invariance of the FORS space, i t  is possible 
to choose the natural orbitals of the result ing wavefunction as CGOs. 
Since there are only two open shel l  electrons, transformation to these 
"natural reaction orbitals (NROs)" wi l l  annihi late the contr ibutions of 
|2ag30g> and |2Gy3oJ> to this wavefunction. Since the CGOs are going 
to be MCSCF-optimized, these two off-diagonal SAAPs can, therefore, be 
omitted from the start and, thus, the FORS space is actual ly only six 
dimens ional. 
For inf inite separation, the wavefunction assumes the asymptotic 
form Y = {|2a^> -  I2a^>}//2. Here the invariance of the FRS can be used g '  u 
to introduce the " local ized reaction orbitals (LROs)" 
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Ic^A = ( lOg + 1o^j)/ /2 lOg = (lOg -  1a^)//2 
= (20g + 2a^)//2 2ag = (Za^ -  2a^)//2 
Using them as CGOs, one can transform the asymptotic wavefunction into 
the form 
f  = 2'^  Aaal  l0g 2a^ 2ag[(aB -  3a)//2]^} 
= [2 ^ AHlCT^a) ( la^p) (20^0) ( lago) (iCTgg) (2age) }  
-  2 ^ A{ ( la^a) ( la^e) (20^3) ( lOga) (Iag3) (2aga) }] />/2 
At inf inity, the local ized CGOs become the atomic Is and 2s SCF AOs, 
i .e.,  la^, iCTg, 20^, 2a^ become Identical with the principal QBOs Is^, 
25^, ISg, 2sg, and i t  is readily seen that the energy of Y becomes the 
sum of the atomic SCF energies. This is not always the case, however; 
an atom may dissociate into a two configuration wavefunction of the type 
C^s^p" + CgS^p"*^, i f  n < 4. This is a common si tuation for atoms such 
as beryl l ium, boron, or carbon. 
An MCSCF optimization at the experimental bond length of 5.07 bohr, 
using a (I2s,3p,1d/6s,3p,Id) Raffenett i- type QBO basis in this FORS space 
yielded an energy of -14.9006 h (h = one Hartree), can be compared with 
the SCF result of -14.8712 h and an SCF energy for two l i thium atoms of 
-14.8651 h. Thus, this calculat ion improves the binding energy from 
the SCF value of 0.17 eV to the FORS value of 0.97 eV, within 1.8 Kcal/ 
mole of the experimental value of 1.07 eV. Moreover, the FORS calcula­
t ion connects Li^ and 2Li by a good dissociat ion curve. 
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3 -As a second example, consider the Z ground state of NH, imidogen. 
Here the minimal basis consists of the Is, 2s, 2px, 2py, and 2pz orbital s 
of nitrogen, and the Is orbital of hydrogen. Only the nitrogen Is is a 
core orbital so that, in notation, the CGOs are: 
closed CGOs: 1o ;  
reaction CGOs: 20, 3o, 4a,  
3 -From these, nine Z SAAPs containing eight electrons, can be constructed: 
1a^ 2o^ 3a^ 0^ 
1o^ 2a^ I ÏÏ^ 0 X y 1 
9  9  1 1 1 1  
la 2a 3a 4a lir^ lir^ 0^ 
1a^ 3a^ 4a^ 1ir^ l i r^ 0^ 
1a^ 2a^ 3a^ 4a^ l i r^ l i r^ 0^ 
1a^ 3a^ 2a^ 4a^ l i r^ l i r j  0^ 
9  9  1 1 1 1  
la 3a 2a 4a 1ir^ lir^ 0^ 
1a^ 4a^ 2a^ 3a^ 1IT^ ITT^ 0^ 
1a^ 4a^ 2a^ 3a^ Iw^ l i r^ 0^ 
The f i rst SAAP is the SCF configuration around R^, the f i rst three SAAPs 
4 2 
are required for proper dissociat ion to the S and S SCF ground states 
of nitrogen and hydrogen. Note that the three space orbital products 
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having four unpaired electrons are not combined with the overal l  t r iplet 
Serber spin function which singlet couples the second pair of singly 
occupied orbitals to symmetry, causing these SAAPs to possess an 
3 
overal l  symmetry of A. 
Direct MCSCF optimization with a ( l4s,7p,2d/5s,3p,2d) QBO basis on 
nitrogen and an unsealed (6s,2p/3s,2p) QBO basis on hydrogen to obtain 
the FORS wavefunction at a variety of internuclear distances were 
performed. The potential curves are shown in Fig. 2.1, along with the 
SCF potential.  I t  is apparent that the FORS curve, unl ike the SCF curve, 
treats the dissociat ion reaction NH -»• N + H correctly, at least qual i ta­
t ively. Selected spectroscopic constants, obtained via Dunham analysis 
with a program by Valtazanos (1980) are given in Table 2.1. The FORS 
calculat ion recovers 40% of the error in the SCF bond energy (D^), but 
is st i l l  in error by 24.9 Kcal/mole. 
As a f inal example of a diatomic with a small  ful l  reaction space, 
consider F^. F^ has the same CGOs as Lig. Where Li^ has two valence 
shel l  electrons, F^ lacks two electrons of possessing a completely 
f i l led valence shel l .  Exploit ing this fact by using a "hole" notation, 
the ful l  valence space SAAPs for Fg are: 
|2a"^  3a~J> 
Uv'/> 12,-1 3a-1> ,  
12%^ 
u 
12";^ l 'VÛ^ 
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-54.88 (HARTREE) 
SCF 
N+H 
'd— _ 
FORS 
-54.92 
-54.96 
-55.00 
NH 
8.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 
Figure 2.1. Calculated potentials for the ground state of imidogen 
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Table 2.1. Spectroscopic constants for NH 
SCF FORS ExperIment^ 
Re (Â) 1.058 1.067 1 .036 
Bg (cm ^ 16.0 15.7 16.7 
Dg (eV) 2.06 2.77 3.85 ± 0.10^ 
E
 o 0) 3 3180 3090 3282 
Ve (cm - - - 85 73.3 
«g (cm b --- 0.57 0.649 
^Huber and Herzberg (1979). 
' 'Piper (1979). 
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where the notation indicates which.two electrons are to be deleted from 
the completely f i l led KKLL shel l  )a^]a^Za^Za^3o^3o^-n^ir^. The f i rst con-g u g u g u u g  
f iguration is the SCF configuration near R^; the f i rst two are required 
for proper dissociat ion into two SCF f luorine atoms. Just as for Lig, 
the two SAAPs |20g^3Gg^> and |20y^30y^> are el iminated by transformation 
to natural orbital s, and the four ir hole SAAPs combine to form two 
CSFs, so that the ful l  valence space of F^ consists of 6 CSFs. 
Fg is a rather famous example of the fai l ings of SCF theory. Beyond 
the normal circumstance that the diatomic SCF function does not dis­
sociate into a product of the two atomic SCF functions, SCF theory fai ls 
to predict F^ as a bound molecule, as f i rst noted by Wahl (1964). Using 
a ( l4s,7p,2d/4s,3p,2d) QBO basis at the experimental equi l ibr ium dis­
tance, the SCF energy is -198.764060 h, corresponding to a bond energy 
of -1.40 eV, i .e.,  F^ l ies above 2F by 1.40 eV. MCSCF optimization of 
the FRS SAAPs yields an energy of -198.844328 h, representing a bond 
energy of 0.78 eV, and thus the satisfying conclusion that F^ Is a 
stable species. The FORS wavefunction removes 71% of the binding energy 
error of the SCF function, compared to the experimental value of 1.65 eV. 
Moreover, the FORS wavefunction of Fg smoothly dissociates to two SCF 
F atoms. However, the calculated FORS bond energy for Fg is in error 
by 20.1 Kca1/mo 1e. 
F. Methodologies for Large Ful l  Reaction Spaces 
The results for the three singly sigma bonded diatomics discussed 
in Section l I .E indicate the FORS model to be of some usefulness for 
studying chemical reactions. When attempting to undertake such an 
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investigation, however, one is immediately confronted with many more 
configurations than for the simple systems thus far considered. 
For diatomic molecules with s-p valence shel ls, the FRS generated 
by distr ibuting in al l  possible ways al l  valence electrons in al l  CGOs 
which can be formed from al l  minimal basis set valence atomic orbitals 
can contain several hundred SAAPs. For tr iatomics, this ful l  valence 
space can contain several thousand SAAPs; for ethylene, the ful l  valence 
space consists of 29,248 SAAPs. f t  fs clearly possible to conceive of 
ful l  reaction spaces whose dimensions exceed the l imitat ions of any 
MCSCF procedure, because there is a l imit to the number of configura­
t ions that can be handled by any configuration interaction method, and 
even more severe l imits exist in this respect for MCSCF procedures. I t  
is, therefore, an important problem to establ ish rel iable rules for 
identi fying in advance as many noncontr ibuting configurations as 
possible. 
One method for signif icantly reducing the number of SAAPs has 
already been presented in Section I I .C. A reduced FRS is obtained by 
demanding that certain bonds and/or lone pairs which intuit ively seem 
to be uninvolved in a part icular reaction remain doubly occupied. For 
example, Cheung et al .  C1979) were able to study the breaking of the 
double bond in ethylene with a reduced FRS containing Just eight rather 
than nearly 30,000 SAAPs by the simple expedient of requir ing the four 
CH bond orbitals to remain doubly occupied. 
In general, i t  is not always possible to achieve a reduction in the 
ful l  reaction space to only a dozen or so SAAPs. More often than not. 
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interesting chemical problems require FRSs containing hundreds or 
thousands of SAAPs, even after al l  uninvolved lone pairs and bonds have 
been held to double occupancy. The MCSCF procedure used here can 
optimize only tens of SAAPs, which precludes the direct optimization of 
any FRS containing hundreds or thousands of SAAPs. 
1. Optimization in a large FRS 
Although i t  is not currently feasible to directly MCSCF optimize a 
FRS containing hundreds or thousands of SAAPs, this number of SAAPs is 
well  within the reach of any configuration interaction (CI) procedure. 
Dombek (1977) has detai led a method that combines Cf calculat ions in 
the FRS with a circumstance that el iminates the need for MCSCF optimiza­
t ion in the entire FRS. I t  happens that the shapes of the optimal CGOs 
depend only upon a relat ively small  number of leading configurations in 
the FRS. This is not to say that the remaining configurations are 
irrelevant for the energy calculat ion. Typical ly, at least 30% of al l  
configurations in the FRS are required to recover the energy of the 
ful l  CI calculat ion to within 0.1 mf11ihartree. However, as a rule, 
less than 3% wi l l  be needed to determine the optimal molecular orbital s. 
To be precise: the energy obtained from the CI calculat ion in the 
entire FRS generated by the best possible MOs ( j .e.,  the true FORS MOs) 
wi l l  dif fer by less than a mil  1ihartree from the energy obtained by a 
CI calculat ion in the entire FRS generated from those orbitals whîch are 
determined by means of an MCSCF calculat ion using only the leading 3% of 
al l  configurations. In practice, this almost always means less than 
twenty configurations are required for any MCSCF calculat ion. 
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Thus, MCSCF calculat ions are possible for very large reaction 
spaces, i f  i t  is possible to ascertain the dominant configuration^. How 
is i t  possible to identi fy those before knowing the wavefunction which 
is yet to be determined? The answer is: by the macro-i terat ive 
approach of Dombek (1977). 
Assume that one has an approximation to the optimal set of CGOs of 
a large ful l  reaction space. Methods for obtaining such ini t ial  CGOs 
are discussed in the fol lowing subsections. These CGOs can be improved 
by the fol lowing two-step macro-i terat ion: 
( i )  a) A CI calculat ion is performed in the FRS spanned by these 
CGOs; 
b) The symmetry-adapted natural orbitals of the CI wavefunction 
are determined; 
c) The CI wavefunction is expressed in terms of NO-based con­
f igurations ( i .e.,  configurations generated from the 
natural orbitals); 
Ci I )  a) The leading NO-based configurations are selected from the 
expansion establ ished under (T) c);  
b) An MCSCF calculat ion ts performed using these leading con­
f igurations to get improved CGOs. 
The number and selection of the leading NO-based configurations for the 
MCSCF step depends on the coeff icients of the NO-based CI expansion. 
Appropriately this number should be increased from one macro-i terat ion 
to another corresponding to the increasing ref inement of the CGOs. These 
two-step macro-i terat ions are repeated unti l  self-consistency is achieved 
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according to the fol lowing three convergence cr i teria: 
( i  ) Stab i l i ty of the C I  energy _i_n_ the ful 1 reaction space; 
( i i )  Stabi l i ty of the NO-based CI expansions in the ful l  reaction 
space as regards the order of the NO-based configurations and 
the values of the coeff icients of these configurations; 
( i i i )  Lack of change in the CGOs result ing from the MCSCF step. 
Normally, convergence is attained after three macro-i terat ions involving 
two MCSCF steps, the f i rst typical ly involving between f ive and ten con­
f igurations and the second involving between ten and twenty configura­
t ions. The MCSCF energies are clearly unsuited for monitoring the 
macro-i terat ive convergence. 
The transformations to natural orbitals are necessary in order to 
be consistent in performing step ( i i )  a) of the macro-i terat ions and in 
applying the convergence cr i terion ( i i ) .  This is because, in general, 
the CGOs result ing from any one MCSCF step are not identical with the 
natural orbitals from that MCSCF wavefunction and, moreover, the number 
of leading configurations normally varies from one macro-i terat ion to 
another. Because of the invariance of the ful l  reaction space under 
orbital transformation, convergence cannot be monitored for the 
coeff icients of the CI expansions when the configurations are generated 
directly with the CGOs from the MCSCF step. 
Orbital optimizations can also be simpli f ied in other ways. There 
is no molecule (except H^) in which i t  is not possible to divide the 
CGOs in groups such that there is only l i t t le coupling between the 
orbital optimizations in dif ferent groups. The eff iciency of the MCSCF 
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process is substantial ly increased i f ,  at f i rst,  orbital optimizations 
are performed separately in each group, freezing the orbitals in the 
other groups. Usually the f inal total MCSCF calculat ion wil l  then con­
verge in two i terat ions. Similarly, the eff iciency of the MCSCF process 
is increased i f  orbital optimizations are performed f i rst for a small  
basis of QBOs, to obtain excel lent start ing CGOs for the MCSCF calcula­
t ion with a very large number of basis orbitals. A wise optimization 
strategy not only yields substantial savings in computer usage, but also 
furnishes valuable insights into the interactions that exist between 
various orbitals and configurations in a molecule. 
I t  must be reemphasized that, even though the described MCSCF 
steps are very adequate to determine the optimal MOs, the energy must 
be calculated to the accuracy of the ful l  reaction space in order to 
obtain rel iably changes on energy surfaces for chemical reactions. 
Experience has shown that there exists no just i f iable selection of a 
small  number of configurations, such as 3% of the FRS, to represent a 
system without energy bias. Moreover, the leading configurations 
usually vary signif icantly along the reaction path. Retaining the 
entire FRS in the Ci steps of the above macro-i terat ive procedure 
ensures that the leading configurations wi l l  always be found at any 
given point on the molecular potential energy surface. 
2. Obtaining ini t ial  CGOs 
The macro-i terat ive procedure of Dombek (1977) just outl ined 
assumes that a reasonably accurate ini t ial  choice of CGOs is avai lable. 
Practical ly speaking, poor convergence of Dombek's method is almost 
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always attr ibutable to the lack of adequate start ing orbitals. Conse­
quently, one should make every effort to obtain the best possible 
start ing CGOs. 
In cases where a prel iminary SCF calculat ion is feasible, a quite 
general procedure suggested by Sundberg and applied by Dombek (1977) 
can be applied. The occupied SCF MOs are taken as a zeroth order 
approximation for some of the FRS CGOs. However, since in general, 
there exist more CGOs in the FRS than there are occupied SCF MOs, 
addit ional zeroth order CGOs which l ie in the virtual SCF space must be 
found. The lowest SCF virtual MOs are usually poor choices for these 
addit ional CGOs, due to their great spatial dif fuseness. Instead, the 
necessary addit ional CGOs are obtained as fol lows. A few addit ional 
configurations are chosen which, for intuit ive reasons, can be expected 
to contr ibute substantial contr ibutions (typical ly double excitat ions 
providing left-r ight correlat ions in bonding MOs), just enough so that 
every CGO occurs in at least one configuration. Then, an MCSCF calcula­
t ion is performed for a wavefunction consist ing of the SCF configuration 
plus the newly chosen configurations, wTth the occupied SCF MOs frozen, 
i .e.,  only the addit ional CGOs in the vfrtual SCF space are optimized. 
This "frozen orbital" prel iminary MCSCF calculat ion yields the desired 
ful l  set of ini t ial  CGOs. A straight CI calculat ion with these ini t ial  
CGOs wi l l  furnish the approximate wavefunction in the FRS from which the 
natural orbitals can be determined and the macro-i terat ive optimization 
in the FRS begun. 
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This technique of an SCF calculat ion fol lowed by a "frozen orbital" 
MCSCF to generate start ing CGOs for the macro-i terat ive optimization of 
the FRS is completely general, and was routinely applied in the calcula­
t ions described below. The method assumes nothing about the structure 
of the FRS; i t  may be applied to any reduced FRS as readily as to a ful l  
valence reaction space. 
I t  is worth noting that i t  is not necessary for the ini t ial  SCF 
wavefunction, on which the just described procedures are based, to have 
proper spatial and spin symmetry, even though the MOs must. This is so 
because the determination of molecular orbital s is the only objective 
of these prel iminary calculat ions. Thus, any SCF calculat ion which con­
verges is adequate, not necessari ly one on the electronic state whose 
FORS function is sought. For example, a closed shel l  calculat ion may 
be performed in l ieu of one with two unpaired electrons. I t  may be 
helpful to carry out the SCF calculat ion on the singly posit ive ion as 
this tends to generate more compact vir tual orbitals. 
An effect ive means of determining better virtual orbitals for 
ini t iat ing the "frozen orbital" MCSCF is to generate the modif ied virtual 
orbitals (MVOs) of Bauschlicher (198O). MVOs are obtained by delet ing 
about f ive or so electrons from the converged SCF orbitals, and 
diagonalizing within the virtual orbital subspace the Fock operator cor­
responding to this highly posit ive ion. The lowest virtuals are "drawn 
in" to the region of the molecule inhabited by the valence MOs whose 
electrons were deleted. Thus, the expense of one SCF i terat ion generates 
MVOs which can save one or more i terat ions during a subsequent MCSCF 
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run. As an MCSCF cycle can easi ly be ten t imes longer than an SCF 
cycle, the savings are apparent. 
Convergence dif f icult ies are a common occurrence in MCSCF calcula­
t ions. An inappropriate ini t ial  guess for the weakly occupied cor­
relat ing orbital s can preclude convergence. Another common dif f iculty 
in optimizing a reduced FRS is the scrambling of bonds and lone pairs 
in the delocal ized canonical SCF MOs. Local izing the canonical MOs, 
say, into a bond orbital which is to be correlated and a bond and a lone 
pair which are to remain doubly occupied could substantial ly improve 
convergence over lett ing this local ization occur during the MCSCF cycles. 
Poor convergence can also be attr ibuted to poor selection of configura­
t ions rather than poor start ing orbitals. A wavefunctfon that contains 
mainly singly excited configurations usually converges slowly; the 
addit ion of a few sensible double excitat ions can effect convergence in 
only a few i terat ions. A f inal source of dTff iculty is an i11-conceived 
ful l  reaction space. For example, a single orbital cannot be expected 
to correlate two dif ferent bonds, t f  this is attempted, the MCSCF 
cycles wi l l  osci l late wildly; in one cycle one bond is correlated, in 
the next cycle the other bond. Adding a second correlat ing orbital to 
the CGO set, thus expanding the FRS, wi l l  immediately bring convergence. 
A FORS function for any part icular molecule can perhaps be obtained 
readily, or perhaps with some dif f iculty. When encountered, poor con­
vergence can be met by a cleverer choice of ini t fal orbitals, wiser 
selection of configurations, or a more appropriate FRS. MCSCF calcula­
t ions in general, and FORS calculat ions in part icular, require a 
theorist wi l l ing to think through convergence problems instead of just 
al lowing many more expensive MCSCF cycles. 
3. An alternative choice of ini t ial  CGOs: the atomic MBS 
In introducing the FORS model in Section I I .C, the number of 
molecular orbitals, or CGOs, in the ful l  valence space was chosen equal 
to the number of formal minimal basis set (MBS) AOs on al l  atoms in the 
molecule. This is so because the low lying molecular orbitals (higher 
occupied and lower unoccupied) from which effect ive configurations are 
to be formed are expected to be bonding and antibonding combinations of 
these MBS AOs. As a consequence, one would expect the ful l  valence 
space spanned by the configurations generated from the minimal basis set 
of these free-atom SCF AOs to be quite similar to the Ful l  Optimized 
Reaction Space of the molecule. Indeed, this turns out to be true and 
i t  proves to be useful because, for a minimal basis set, the orbital 
reaction space is identical with the orbital variat ion space and, hence, 
the optimal wavefunction in this approximate space can be obtained 
without orbital optimization by a straight CI calculat ion. Because of 
the approximate nature of such a prel iminary analysis, i t  is desirable 
to choose as an orbital basis CGOs which lead to as clear a separation 
into strongly and weakly contr ibuting configurations as possible. The 
weights of the dominant configurations wi l l  then be predicted wTth 
higher relat ive accuracy than those of the weak configurations. In 
general, natural orbitals are known to yield configuration expansions 
which have such a "compact" character. 
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Thus, excel lent approximations to the FORS NOs and to the weights 
of the configurations based on FORS NOs can be obtained in advance of 
the macro-i terat ive optimization of the FRS by performing a straight CI 
calculat ion in the FRS generated by the principal QBOs, i .e.,  the atomic 
MBS, then f inding the natural reaction orbitals of the result ing wave-
function, and f inal ly repeating the CI calculat ion in terms of FRS con­
f igurations constructed from these natural orbitals. 
When performing this kind of calculat ion, henceforth designated a 
MBS FRS CI calculat ion, i t  is necessary f i rst to construct, from the 
principal QBOs, a basis of orthogonal approximate CGOs for the closed 
core space and for the reactive CGO space. Similarly, an orthogonal 
orbital basis for the corresponding virtual space can be constructed 
from the secondary QBOs. This is accomplished as fol lows. First,  the 
inner shel l  QBOs are mutual ly orthogonal !  zed to form the approximate 
closed core basis. Then the principal valence QBOs are Schmidt 
orthogonalized to the closed core orbitals just formed and then mutual ly 
orthogonalized to form the approximate basis of the reactive orbital 
space. Final ly, the secondary QBOs are Schmidt orthogonalized to both 
the closed core and the reactive orbital space and then mutual ly 
orthogonalized to form a basis for the virtual space. (The latter is 
done with a view to subsequent calculat ions with the extended basis.) 
This means of preparing start ing CGOs for optimization of a ful l  
valence space-type wavefunction is easi ly implemented when Raffenett i-
type bases are used. These bases, as described in Section I I .B above, 
contain expl ici t  core, valence, and virtual QBOs. Linear combinations 
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of these QBOs that are symmetry adapted to the molecular point group are 
easi ly formed. These l inear combinations serve to span the ini t ial  
core, valence, and virtual CGO spaces, and must be orthogonalized as 
described above. A general ization that produces start ing CGOs for a 
reduced FRS is presented elsewhere by Ruedenberg et al. (i982). 
The major advantage of using the MBS FRS CI natural orbitals as 
start ing CGOs is that the MBS CI expansion, after transformation to 
natural orbitals, is quite similar to that of the optimized wavefunction 
in the FRS, expressed in terms of the optimized natural orbitals. Thus, 
before commencing the macro-i terat ive optimizations, the dominant con­
f igurations in the f inal optimized wavefunction are known, and can be 
immediately used in the MCSCF orbital optimization steps. In addit ion, 
the MBS FRS CI natural orbitals are adequate ini t ial  guesses for a 11 
CGOs, since as many MBS AOs as there are CGOs in the ful l  valence space, 
by definit ion. In contrast, the start ing CGOs obtained form an SCF 
calculat ion in the extended basis set give good approximations to the 
heavi ly occupied f inal CGOs, but rather poor approximations to the weakly 
occupied f inal CGOs. Lastly, since the procedure is described here for 
the most general FRS possible, the ful l  valence space, there is no pos­
sibi l i ty of mistakenly working in an overly restr icted FRS. Thus, the 
MBS FRS CI approach addresses the three major sources of convergence 
dif f icult ies mentioned at the end of Section I I .F.2, 
4. I l lustrat ion of the MBS FRS CI al ternative: F? 
As an example of using natural orbitals from a CI calculat ion in 
the FRS spanned by taking the MBS atomic orbitals as CGOs, consider 
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again the molecule. The optimized ful l  valence space wavefunction for 
F2 was described in Section I I .E above. Here the use of MBS FRS CI 
natural orbitals is i l lustrated for F^. Denoting atomic orbital s on the 
left  or r ight f luorine as L or R, the core CGOs are taken as la^ = Is^^ + 
1S|^ and la^ = ISj^ -  ISp,. The valence shel l  CGOs are taken as 
Zo^ = 2S l  + 25%, 3ag = 2pZ l  + 2pz%, 2a^ = 2s^ -  2s%, 3o^ = Z^z^ -  2pz^. 
TTX^ = pX|^ + px%, and ïïx^ = pX|^ -  pXp,. The try CGOs are analogous to the 
irxs. A CI In the FRS with these CGOs, after orthogonal izat ion, yields 
natural orbitals, for which the 20g/30g and 2a^/3a^ natural orbitals are 
mixtures of the original ly pure 2s or 2pz 2a^/3o^ and 2a^/3cr^ CGOs. A 
second CI in the FRS with these natural orbitals yields the expansion 
shown in Table 2.2 along with the optimal natural,  orbital based 
expans i  on. 
The economical ly generated MBS FRS CI expansion Is str ikingly 
similar to the optimized FORS expansion. Clearly, the MBS FRS CI cal­
culat ion correctly predicts those configurations which dominate the 
optimal wavefunction in the FRS. Besides generating such an accurate CI 
expansion in the FRS, the MBS FRS CI natural orbitals are excel lent 
start ing orbitals for the direct MCSCF optimization of this ful l  valence 
space; only four MCSCF i terat ions are required for convergence. 
The f i rst configuration in Table 2.2 is the SCF wavefunction which 
corresponds to the standard bonding picture in terms of symmetry 
orbitals, result ing in a single sigma bond. From the mixing coeff icients 
in the second column, i t  is seen to have a weight of 93.1% in the FORS 
wavefunction. There is one secondary configuration, with a weight of 
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Table 2.2. Mixing of configurations generated from natural orbital s in 
F2 at t l ie equi l ibr ium distance 
Configuration State Functions 
Exci tat ion 
Hole Descript ion from SCF 
Configuration Mixing Coeff icients 
FORS MBS FRS CI 
3cr, SCF 0.965127 0.963282 
30 2 2 3*9 " 3°u -0.256618 -0.262606 
2a K - '"u -0.025857 -0.016167 
2a 2 2 •0.015070 -0.014130 
* 3% 
" K 
(irxg^ + ïïy^^)//2 2 2 
*9 " 
-0.040769 -0.046774 
(nxy + )//2 2 2 -0.010898 -0.006944 
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6'6%, which corresponds to the left-r ight correlat ion in the sigma bond. 
The remaining configurations, adding up to a total of 0.3%, describe 
the other possible degeneracy-type correlat ions among the principal QBOs. 
As noted in Section l I .E, the coeff icients of the two configurations 
with singly occupied orbitals are annihi lated by transformation to 
natural orbitals, and the ir "holes" must be combined as shown to obtain 
1 + 
Z CSFs. g 
The effect iveness of the MBS FRS CI procedure derives from the fact 
that the vector space spanned by the minimal basis set of the free atom 
AOs has a very high overlap with the optimal orbital reaction space 
spanned by the FORS CGOs. Quanti tat ive demonstrat ion of this overlap 
wi l l  be g Iven in Chapter i l l .  In view of such very 1arge overlap 
values, i t  Is just i f ied to raise the question whether the minimal basis 
set may not be adequate by i tself ,  and whether the MCSCF calculat ion In 
the orbital variat ion space of the extended basis may, therefore, not be 
superf luous. The answer Is provided by the results of the calculat ions 
of F2 given in Table 2.3. I t  is seen that the relat ively sl ight improve­
ments in the FORS MOs due to the extended basis makes a dif ference of 
about 23 Kcal/mole in the energy, raises the correlat ion energy recovery 
from 39% to 71% and is essential for obtaining binding of F^ in the FRS 
approach. Thus, the energetic effect is substantial and of practical 
consequence. This is presumably so because the orbital basis of the 
principal QBOs, although being "good" for the descript ion of the 
molecule, is even better for the separated atoms, for which I t  is, in 
fact, optimal. Thus, there results a bias in favor of the separated 
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Table 2.3. Energies for various calculat ions 
Type of Calculat ion Total Energy (in) Binding Energy (eV) 
SCF = FORS of two F atoms 
SCF of F2 molecule 
MBS FRS Cl of F. 
FORS MCSCF of F, 
-198.815576 
-198.764060 
-198.807886 
-198.844328 
Experimental 
-1.40 
-0 .21  
+0.78 
+1.65 
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atoms which leads to a binding energy that is too low and, moreover, 
distorts the energy curve so severely that the equil ibr ium distance is 
displaced outward by about 0.5 bohr for most dîatomics. This explana­
t ion is in agreement with the observation that minimal basis set CI 
calculat ions with Slater-type AOs, which are relat ively poor for the 
separated atoms as well  as for the molecule, usually yield better 
energy dif ferences between the molecule and the separated atoms than do 
minimal basis set CI calculat ions with free-atom SCF AOs (Schaefer and 
Harris, 1968). 
As i l lustrated for F^, the MBS FRS CI wavefunction typical ly does 
not recover as much correlat ion energy as optimization in the FRS does, 
and the potential surfaces from such calculat ions are not part icularly 
paral lel to the exact surfaces. These two reasons necessitate optimiza­
t ion in the FRS, for which the MBS FRS CI wavefunction is an excel lent 
start ing point. 
G. Examples: Dîatomics with Large Ful l  Reaction Spaces 
As examples of optimization of a large ful l  reaction space, consider 
two tr iply bonded diatomics, CO and Ng, at their experimental equi l ib­
r ium distances usTng rather extensive basTs sets. Both molecules have 
ten configuration generating orbital s (CGOs) ar ising from the Is, 2s, 
and 2p orbital s of the consti tuent atoms and ten reactive electrons. 
The only real dif ference in the structure of the FRS for these two 
molecules is the absence of an inversion center in CO. CO and Ng are 
chosen to i l lustrate the various techniques described in Section 11,F 
to optimize in a large FRS, 
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In CO, the closed core consists of the ( la)  and (2a) CGOs describing 
the inner shel ls; the reactive CGOs are (3a), (4a), (5a), (6a); ( i trx), 
(2nx); ( l i ry), (2ny). Using ten reactive electrons, 316 SAAPs can be 
constructed which can be combined to 176 CSFs of symmetry. This is 
the ful l  valence space which is chosen as the FRS. Upon dissociat ion in 
the FRS, one obtains the SCF ground state of oxygen and a two-configura-
t ion wavefunction of the form [a(s^p^) + b(s^p'*)]  for the ground state 
of carbon. 
Start ing orbitals are obtained by the MBS FRS CI method described 
in Section I I .F.3. The entire calculat ion converges in 2 1/2 macro-
i terat ions involving two MCSCF calculat ions. Pert inent detai ls of the 
optimization are presented in Table 2.4. In the f i rst macro-i terat ion, 
the FRS CI calculat ion is based on the principal QBOs. Casting the 
result ing CI expansion in terms of configurations based on natural 
orbitals yields the type and order of configuration from which the six 
SAAPs for the subsequent MCSCF calculat ions are deduced. In this MCSCF 
calculat ion, the two core CGOs corresponding to the inner shel ls are kept 
frozen. In the second macro-i terat ion, the FRS CI is based on the CGOs 
from the f i rst MCSCF calculat ion and, from the natural-orbital-based 
reexpansion of this CI wavefunction, the 19 leading SAAPs are taken for 
the second MCSCF calculat ion in which al l  CGOs (core and reactive) are 
optimized. I t  may be noted that the CI energy of the f i rst macro-
i terat ion ( in the FRS generated by the principal QBOs) is about 3 eV 
poorer than the SCF energy, which again i l lustrates the energetic 
importance of the secondary QBOs. Nonetheless and in agreement with the 
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Table 2.4. FORS calculat ions for CO and N, 
Results of FORS Calculat ion 
Property SCF FORS EXP 
Energy (h) of C 
Energy (h) of 0 
Energy (h) of CO 
Binding energy (eV) 
Dipole moment (Debye) 
Energy (h) of N 
Energy (h) of N? 
Binding energy (eV) 
Carbon Monoxide 
-37.6883 
-74.8084 
-112.7829 
7.79 
+0.26 
Nitrogen Molecule^ 
-54.4004 
-108.9853 
5.01 
-37.7057 
-74.8084 
•112.9144 
10.89 
-0.30 
-54.4004 
-109.1337 
9 .06  
11.225 
-0.12 
9.90 
Energies During I terat ive Process 
Macro-i terat ion Step 1: FRS-Ci Step 2: MCSCF 
Carbon Monoxide 
1 -112.6858 -112.8676 (  6  SAAPs/5 i terat ions)  
2 -112.9122 -112.9089 (19 SAAPs/2 i terat ions) 
3 -112.9144 
Nitrogen Molecule 
1 -108.9353 (SCF) 
2 -109.0847 -109.0780 ( 8 SAAPs/4 i terat ions) 
3 -109.1180 -109.1222 (13 SAAPs/7 i terat ions)  
4 -109.1334 -109.1281 (19 SAAPs/3 i terat ions)  
5 -109.1337 -109.1292 (23 SAAPs/1 i terat ion) 
6 -109.1337 
^Geometries: R^g = 2.13195, R|^ = 2.068 bohr. 
^CO basis: ( l4s,7p,2d/4s,3p,2d) d exponents SCF optimized in CO 
from Feller and Ruedenberg (1979), 0.2567 and 1.001 for C, O.i813 and 
1.0643 for 0. 
^N_ basis: ( l4s,7p,2d/5s,3p,2d) d exponents assumed as 0.2 and 
1 . 0 .  
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discussion in Sect ion I  I .F.3, the expansion of this CI wavefunct ion in 
terms of natural-orbi tal-based conf igurat ions is quite simi lar to the 
analogous expansion of the f inal  converged CI calculat ion, and i ts 
natural  orbi tal  s are excel lent start ing CGOs for the f i rst  MCSCF 
calculat ion. 
In Ng, the closed core is spanned by the CGOs and 1a^, while 
the reactive CGOs are Zo^, 2a^, 3a^; irx^, ï ïx^; i ry^, The 
number of possible SAAPs is 176 and they can be combined to 95 CSFs of 
symmetry. The FORS wavefunction dissociates into the SCF descrip­
t ion of the ground states of the two nitrogen atoms. 
The detai ls of the calculat ion are also shown in Table 2.4. For 
this optimization, the start ing CGOs were obtained from the SCF plus 
"frozen orbital" MCSCF procedure described in Section I I .F.2. A pre­
l iminary SCF calculat ion was fol lowed by a prel iminary MCSCF calculat ion 
which was based on eight configurations selected from the NO-based 
expansion of the CI calculat ion in the FRS spanned by the occupied and 
the lowest three virtual SCF MOs. In this prel iminary MCSCF calculat ion, 
four CGOs were frozen and six were optimized. Subsequently, three 
macro-i terat ions were carr ied through using 13, 19 and 23 configurations, 
respectively. The f inal MCSCF calculat ion was unnecessary; i ts object 
was merely to demonstrate that the use of 23 configurations would not 
alter the results obtained by using 19 configurations: the CGOs and the 
FRS-CI energy remained indeed unchanged. In fact, the FRS-CI energy 
obtained with the CGOs from the 13 configuration MCSCF calculat ion is 
already within 0.3 mil l ihartree of the f inal FORS energy. By comparing 
the CO and calculat ions, I t  can be seen that the MBS FRS CI approach 
gets more quickly into effect ive macro-iterat ions and el iminates the 
need for orbital optimization prior to the f i rst FRS-CI calculat ion. 
From the results for bond strengths of CO and given in Table 2 .4, 
i t  is apparent that the effect iveness of the FORS model is qual i tat ively 
similar in these two isoelectronic molecules. I t  is interesting to 
note, however, that this consistency depends on the consistent applica­
t ion of the FORS concept, which demands the earl ier mentioned two-
configuration wavefunction for the carbon atom. I f  Instead the one-
configuration SCF approximation is used for the carbon atom, as is 
mistakenly done by KIrby-Docken and Liu (1977), then the value 11.32 eV 
is obtained for the dissociat ion energy of CO, which is larger than the 
experimental value. 
The binding energy is not the only molecular property which is 
improved by the FORS wavefunction. Table 2.4 also contains dipole 
moments for CO. The dipole moment of CO Is an oft-quoted fai lure of 
SCF theory, as f i rst noted by Huo (1965). SCF theory predicts a small  
posit ive dipole for CO, corresponding to C^O .  The FORS calculat ion 
correctly predicts a small  negative dipole, meaning a negative carbon. 
The discrepancy between the FORS and experimental dipole is due to the 
rapid change in the dipole moment with bond length. I t  is this large 
dipole derivative that makes CO an intense infrared absorber. The FORS 
moment is calculated at R^, and the experimental moment Is averaged over 
the molecular vibrat ion. Bi l l ingsley and Krauss (1974) found vibrational 
averaging of their OVC function for CO sl ightly reduced the magnitude 
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of their small  negative moment, the same effect would be expected for the 
FORS function. 
H. Diatomics as a Test of the FORS Model 
The crucial test for a chemical theory of molecular potential 
energy surfaces is how well  i t  predicts reaction energies. How accurate 
are the calculated exo- or endoergicit ies? How accurate are the pre­
dicted barrier heights? Diatomics serve as excel lent benchmarks for 
such a theory. An accurate experimental dissociat ion energy, D^, that 
is the reaction energy for AB 2 A + B, is usually avai lable for compari­
son. Only one molecular calculat ion, at the known equil ibr ium posit ion, 
Rg, need be performed to obtain the D^ predicted by the theory. The 
atomic bases can be chosen large enough to approach the single part icle 
basis set l imit,  so that errors in the calculated D^ are attr ibutable 
to fai l ings in the theory rather than the basis used to execute the 
theory. Final ly, diatomics are a str ingent test of a theory's abi l i ty 
to calculate the variat ions in electron correlat ion at dif ferent loca­
t ions on the potential surface. Where the atoms typical ly have one or 
more unpaired electrons in a high spin state, the diatoms are low spin 
systems possessing newly paired electron bonds. 
Accordingly, diatomics are presented here as a test of the accuracy 
of the FORS model. Tables 2.5 through 2.9 contain a summary of SCF and 
FORS calculat ions on al l  homonuclear and several important heteronuclear 
diatomics of the second period. These tables draw, in part,  on unpub­
l ished calculat ions of Brenda Lam and David Fel ler, as indicated in 
Table 2 .5.  
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Table 2.5. Synopsis of diatomic calculat ions 
Diatomic Electronic Bond Distance^ Calculat ion 
Molecule State (bohr) Basis Set Performed by 
Homonuclear :  
^'2 5.07 (12s,3p,1d/6s,3p,1d)C Schmidt 
«2 3.0047 (I4s,7p,2d/4s,3p,2d)d Lam 
^2 2.579 (I4s,7p,2d/4s,3p,2d)® Lam 
2.068 (I4s,7p,2d/5s,3p,2d)® Schmidt 
°2 2.2817 (I4s,7p,2d/4s,3p,2d)f Schmidt 
^2 x '< 2.68 (I4s,7p,2d/4s,3p,2d)f Schmidt 
CN 
BO 
CO 
NO 
x:z+ 
xz. 
Heteronuclear: 
2.2144 (I4s,7p,2d/4s,3p,2d)9 
2.2762 (I4s,7p,2d/4s,3p,2d)h 
2.132 ( l4s,7p,2d/4s,3p,2d)'  
2.1747 ( l4s,7p,2d/5s,3p,2d)J 
Schmidt 
Lam 
Schmidt 
Fel ler 
^Experimental equi l ibr ium distance from Huber and Herzberg (1979). 
^Atomic basis from Schmidt and Ruedenberg (1979). Polarization as 
indicated, 
' 'çp = 0.0678, 0.264, 1.03; Çp = 0.275 SCF optimized in Lig. 
= 0.145, 0.913 assumed values. 
= 0.2, 1.0 assumed values. 
= 0.5, 1.6 assumed values. 
®C: çp = 0.3, 1.05 M: Çq  = 0.32, 1.12 assumed values. 
^B: Çp = 0.145, 0.913 0: Çp = 0.15, 1.1 assumed values. 
'C: ç» = 0.2567, 1.001 0: Ç- = O.i8i3, 1.0643 SCF optimized In 
CO (Fel ler and Ruedenberg, 1979). 
•^'n: çq = 0.257, 1.0 0: Çp = 0.i809, 1.062 assumed values. 
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The calculat ions described in this section are al l  on the ground 
electronic states of the diatoms. To increase the number of molecules 
surveyed, the calculat ions were only performed at the experimental 
equi l ibr ium distances. The minimum of the SCF potential often occurs at 
a sl ightly smaller internuclear distance; FORS wavefunctions almost 
inevitably yield somewhat elongated bonds, in either case, the calculated 
dissociat ion energy would be increased only sl ightly by geometry optimiza­
t ion. (These assert ions are not true for the inf lexibly contracted MBS 
FRS CI calculat ions, see the discussion in Section I I .F.4.) 
Al l  diatomic calculat ions described here are the same in spir i t  as 
the Lig, Fg, Ng, and CO calculat ions discussed above. Two core CGOs 
represent the atomic inner shel ls; eight reactive CGOs ar ising from the 
atomic 2s and 2p shel ls are used to construct configurations correlat ing 
each valence electron. The number of SAAPs required for these ful l  
valence space calculat ions is shown in Table 2.7. The FORS space of 
each diatomic considered dissociates to atomic ground states. 
Accurate chemical predict ions require the error in calculated bond 
energies to be no more than kT, which at room temperature is 0.9 mil l i -
hartree, 0.025 eV, or 0.6 Kcal/mole. Roughly speaking, the error in a 
calculated energy derives from two sources, namely from using a f ini te 
number of configurations, and secondly, in the orbitals due to their 
expansion in a f ini te basis. To ensure a val id test of a configurational 
selection scheme such as the FORS model, the molecular basis sets used 
ideal ly should approach the l imit of completeness to within kT to 
el iminate this second type of error. 
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The molecular basis sets, shown in Table 2.5, consist of atomic basis 
sets involving extensive numbers of Gaussian primit ives, contracted 
f lexibly (tr iple zeta or better), with at least two sets of polarization 
functions. The atomic bases used approach the atomic l imit to within 
about kT; their errors vary monotonical ly from 0.1 mil l ihartree for Li 
to 1.6 mil l ihartree for F (Schmidt and Ruedenberg, 1979). The molecular 
basis sets, as shown in Table 2.6, have errors of about f ive to ten kT. 
This error is estimated as the dif ference between the molecular SCF 
functions calculated here and the results of SCF calculat ions using 
optimized extensive Slater (exponential) type orbital bases. The errors 
given in Table 2.6 are described as maxima because the possible small  
improvements in the atomic bases presumably carry over into the diatom 
and make no contr ibution to the calculated D s. The remainder of the 
e 
molecular error is from two causes, omission of an f  polarization orbital 
on atoms other than Li,  and the lack of optimization of the d polariza­
t ion orbitals. This residual error does contr ibute to increased D^s, 
so that the estimated basis errors in Table 2.6 should not be counted 
against the FORS model. 
The energies of the SCF and FORS wavefunctions are shown in Tables 
2.6 and 2.7, respectively. These data are shown converted into dissocia­
t ion energies in Table 2.8. I t  is apparent that the FORS dissociat ion 
energies are much superior to the SCF values. A convenient measure of 
the accuracy of a wavefunction is the percentage of "molecular extra 
correlat ion energy" recovered, that is,the percentage of the discrepancy 
between SCF and actual dissociat ion energies. In most cases, the FORS 
Table 2.6. SCF calculat ions on diatomics 
Diatomi c Molecules SCF Atomi c SCF^ Molecular SCF Maximum Basis Error^ 
Molecule Energy (hartree) 
(this work) 
Energy (hartree) 
(this work) 
Energy (hartree) 
(11terature) 
(mi 11ihartree) (Kcal/mole) 
Homonuclear: 
•- '2 -14.8712 -7.4326 -14.8715 0,3 0.2 
^2 -49.0874 -24.5289 -49.0909^ 3.5 2.2 
S -75.4015 -37.6883 -75.4062^ 4.7 2.9 
"2 -108.9853 -54.4004 -108.9928^ 7.5 4.7 
«2 -149.6580 -74.8084 -149.6659^ 7.9 5.0 
^2 -198.7641 -99.4078 -198.7701^ 6.0 3.8 
Heteronuclear: 
CN -92.2192 e -92.2232^ 4.0 2.5 
BO -99.5566 e -99.55559 -1.1^ 
r
 0 
1 
CO -112.7829 e -112.7892' 6.3 4.0 
NO -129.2894 e -129.2953^ 5.9 3.7 
^Calculated using a l4s,7p basis (12s for Li) from Schmidt and Ruedenberg 0979). 
Lowest publ ished energies, using extensive spdf STO basis sets, 
' 'Estimated as column 2 minus column 4. See text for discussion. 
^Cade and Wahl (1974). 
^See entr ies for the two corresponding homonuclear diatoms. 
^Green (1972a). 
^Cade and Huo (1975). 
^The data here indicate the BO wavefunct ion in reference g is about 5 mi l l ihartree above 
the Hartree-Fock l imit .  
'Green (1970). 
•^Green ( 1972b). 
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Table 2.7. FORS calculat ions on diatomics 
Diatomic Number of^ Molecular FORS Atomic FORS 
Molecule SAAPs Energy (hartree) Energy (hartree) 
heteronuclear:  
CN 616 -92.3708 
BO 616 -99.6780 
CO 316 -112.9144 
NO 252 -129.4055 
homonuclear:  
Lig 8 -14.9006 ' -7.4326 
Bg 136 -49.2171 -24.5601^ 
Cg 264 -75.6369 -37.7056^ 
ng 176 -109.1337 -54.4004 
Og 44 -149.7631 -74.8084 
Fg 8 -198.8444 -99.4078 
c 
_c 
_c 
c 
^This is the dimension of the ful l  valence space, i .e. ,  
al l  electrons correlated by al l  conf igurat ions bui l t  from al l  
valence orbi tals.  The number of  C^ adapted CSFs is in 
general smal ler.  
^The ground states of these atoms have two CSF FORS func­
t ions of the form as^pn + bs^p""*"^.  The FORS funct ion of the 
other atoms is the SCF funct ion. 
' 'See the entr ies for the two corresponding homonuclear 
diatoms, 
Table 2.8. Diatomic dissociat ion energies 
Diatomic D (SCF)^ D (FORS)b D^(experiment)^ % Correlat ion^ Error:  
Molecule ®(eV) ® (eV) ® (eV) Recovered (  Kca1/mole) 
homonuclear:  
L i  0.16 0.96 1.068 88 2.5 
62^ 0.81 2.64 3.08 81 10.1 
C2 0.68 6.14 6.32 97 4.1 
nz 5.02 9.06 9.905 83 19.5 
O2 1.12 3.98 5.213 70 28.4 
f2 -1.40 0.78 1.658 71 20.2 
heteronuclear:  
CN 3.55 7.21 7.89 84 15.7 
BO 5.97 8.42 8.40 101 -0.5 
CO 7.79 10.89 11.226 90 7.7 
NO 2.19 5.35 6.615 71 29.2 
^I t  is tradi t ional to def ine this quanti ty as the atomic SCF energies minus the molecular 
SCF energy. Note that the SCF atoms and molecule are not connected by a smooth potent ial  
curve. 
^The d i f ference between the FORS atoms and molecule. These are connected by a smooth 
curve. 
' 'Calculated from data in Huber and Herzberg (1979) as D = + 1/2 oj -  1/4 w x 
+  1 / 8  w  Y  .  e u e e e  
e e 
^^00% X (D^(FORS) -  Dg(SCF))/(D^(experiment) -  D^(SCF)).  
(experiment) -  D^(FORS). 
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wavefunct ion recovers 70-95% of this correlat ion error,  which represents 
a very substant ial  improvement over the SCF value. On the other hand, 
the remaining error in the FORS bond energies is 5 to 30 Kcal/mole, 
which, is several t imes larger than the 2 to 5 Kcal/mole error attr ibut­
able to the basis set.  
These residual errors in the FORS bond energies seem quite unsys­
tematic,  except for two general t rends. Except for bo, a l l  calculated 
FORS dissociat ion energies are too smal l .  Also, as might be expected, 
the FORS model does relat ively better when the number of  valence 
electrons is smaller than the number of  valence orbi tals.  In Lig, which 
has one electron pair  and seven orbi tals to correlate i t ,  88% of the 
correlat ion error is recovered. In F^, which has seven pairs and one 
correlat ing orbi tal ,  71% is recovered. Oddly enough, the variat ion in 
the effect iveness of the FORS model for the isoelectronic pair  CO and 
Ng is not s ignif icant ly di f ferent than for any other pair  of diatoms. 
Another important molecular property is the dipole moment. The 
calculated SCF and FORS dipoles of the heteronuclear molecules are com­
pared to the experimental values in Table 2,9. in al l  cases, the FORS 
values are an improvement over the SCF values, and are quite close to 
the experimental values. As noted in Sect ion I I .G, fai lure to average 
the calculated dipole over the molecular v ibratfon is probably the 
largest source of error in the FORS dipoles. For the ground vibrat ional 
level,  the averaged dipole is obtained from the calculated dipole 
at Rg by the formula (Raymonda, Muenter,  Klemperer,  1970) 
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Table 2.9. Diatomic dipole moments^ 
Diatomic Molecule SCF FORS Experiment^ 
CN 2.30 1.62 1.45 (cV) 
BO 3.00 2.34 (B+O") 
CO -0.26 0.30 0.122 (C"0*) 
NO -0.31 0.24 0.159 (NV) 
^A11 values given in Debye units.  
'^Huber and Herzberg (1979). 
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This vibrat ional averaging cannot be done without addit ional information 
on the potent ial  curve (oi^.a^) and the dipole derivat ive funct ion 
(dy/dR). 
The calculat ions reported here pr imari ly serve to test the accuracy 
of the FORS model.  However, the ul t imate goal of  a theory is to make 
predict ions for unknown chemical propert ies. This is possible for BO, 
which has received l i t t le experimental or theoret ical  at tent ion. I t  is 
clear from Table 2.6 that the Slater type orbi tal  bases used in SCF 
calculat ions by Cade and Huo (1975) are not as wel l-opt imized as for the 
other molecules. Except for BO, the FORS bond energies in Table 2.8 
recover 70-95% of the correlat ion error,  and some 84% for the isoelec-
tronic CN. i t  seems unl ikely that the FORS model is any better for BO 
than the other diatoms, and thus, that the experimental bond energy is 
in error.  Assuming the FORS wavefunctTon for BO recovers 85 ± 10% of 
the correlat ion energy, the predicted bond energy for BO is 8.85 ± 0.3 eV. 
This predict ion is somewhat larger than the recent thermochemîcal deter­
minat ion of 8.44 ± 0.12 eV by Uy and Drowart (1970). I t  should be 
noted that the bond energy of BO has never been wel l-determined experi­
mental ly;  publ ished values range from 7.4 to 9-2 eV. Final ly,  Table 2.9 
gives the dipole for BO as 2.34D, probably accurate to ±0.3D, for which 
no experimental result  is avai lable. 
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The FORS model underest imates bond energies for diatomics by f ive to 
thir ty Kcal/mole. This error is larger than can be attr ibuted to the 
basis sets used, and is a factor of ten larger than desired for rel iable 
chemical predict ions. As noted, diatomics are.an extreme case of 
changing correlat ion energy as the new bond or mult iple bonds are formed. 
In cases where the number of  electron pairs does not change (e.g.,  
closed shel l  reactants -> c losed shel l  products),  the changes in electron 
correlat ion are much less severe, and the performance of the FORS model 
should be correspondingly better.  In such si tuat ions, the FORS model 
can be expected to yield chemical energy di f ferences accurate to a few 
Kca1/mole. 
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I I I .  ORBITAL ANALYSES OF FORS WAVEFUNCTIONS 
A. Introduct ion 
As shown in Chapter I I ,  the Ful l  Optimized React ion Space model was 
introduced to obtain wavefunct ions which describe electronic rearrange­
ments without bias along an ent ire chemical react ion pathway. A 
second major advantage is that the FORS wavefunct ions are invariant 
under certain transformations of the occupied MOs. The usefulness of 
this invariance for chemical interpretat ion of the wavefunct ion is the 
subject of  this chapter.  
The FORS wavefunct ion is invariant against two types of transforma­
t ions, namely an arbi trary orthogonal transformation of the core, or 
doubly occupied orbi tals,  and an arbi trary orthogonal transformation of 
the react ive, or part ial ly occupied valence orbi tals.  There are, thus, 
an inf ini te number of  orbi tals from which the same FORS wavefunct ion can 
be constructed, and a number of  these orbi tal  choices afford valuable 
chemical insight into bonding and other aspects of electronic structure. 
Within the closed core orbi tal  space are local ized orbi tals or 
canonical orbi tals.  The choices for the react ive orbi tals are more 
numerous, and rather more interest ing. Natural  react ion orbi tals yield 
the most compact FORS funct ion possible. A new project ion scheme yields 
molecular orbi tals that are almost ent irely local ized onto one or another 
atom of the molecule and, therefore, furnish an unambiguous atomic 
populat ion analysis.  Appropriate compromises between these local ized 
orbi tals and the delocal ized natural  orbi tals can be found to i l lustrate 
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various features of the chemical binding. These lat ter sets are termed 
chemical ly adapted orbi tals.  
In the next four sect ions, the manner In which the invariance of 
the closed core and react ive valence orbi tals can be exploi ted is con­
sidered in detai l .  In the fol lowing sect ion, some of the various orbi tal  
types are i l lustrated for some of the diatomic wavefunct ions given in 
Chapter I I ,  and chemical interpretat ion given. In the f inal  sect ion, 
the FORS orbi tals are used to reexamine and conf irm the def ini t ion of 
the FORS wavefunct ion. 
B. Invariance of the Core Orbital  Space 
The invariance of each SAAP against orthogonal transformations 
among the closed core CGOs derives from the fact that these orbi tals al l  
have ident ical  occupation numbers ( i .e. ,  2),  which leads to a core 
degeneracy of the f i rst-order density matr ix so that the natural  orbi tals 
for the core are not unique. 
1. Canonical core CGOs 
As in the analogous case of the restr icted HF-SCF approximation, 
there exists a s ingle Fock operator for al l  core CGOs and thus canonical 
core CGOs can be obtained by diagonal iz ing this core Fock operator Fg, 
given by 
F c  =  h * 2  Z ' W . J  -  1 / 2  K . J) + E" - 1/2 K,^) (3.1) 
J  k ,  %  
where the sums go over the core or react ive orbi tals as indicated; h,  C, 
and K are the usual one electron Hamil tonian, and two electron Coulomb 
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and exchange operators, and p is the bond order,  or density matr ix.  A 
derivat ion of this operator is given by Das and Wahl (1966). 
The formation of canonical core CGOs has the effect of separat ing 
the inner shel l  core MOs from those valence MOs which are included in 
the closed core. (These two types of MOs can get arbi trar i ly mixed by 
MCSCF opt imizat ions.) The separat ion of inner shel l  and valence core 
MOs is important for conceptual interpretat ions as wel l  as for computa­
t ional ref inements, such as fol lowing the FORS opt imizat ion with a CI 
calculat ion including excitat ions from these higher energy "core" MOs. 
2.  Local ized core CGOs 
On the other hand, the closed shel l  CGOs may be local ized according 
to standard techniques, such as the Edmiston-Ruedenberg (1963, 1965, 
1971) or the Foster-Boys ( i960) methods. Such local izat ion yields 
atomic inner shel l  MOs as wel l  as those atomic lone pair  MOs and 
local ized bond MOs which are "unaffected" by the react ion and for this 
reason were included in the closed core, in order to reduce the dimen­
sion of the ful l  react ion space. 
In the case where the ful l  valence space is used, the local ized 
atomic inner shel l  MOs can also be obtafned by the project ion method to 
be def ined in the next sect ion. 
C. Invariance of the React ive Orbital  Space 
The invariance of the ful l  react ion space (FRS) against transforma­
t ions among the react ive CGOs derives from the fact that al l  possible 
conf igurat ions involving the CGOs are included in the FRS. An orthogonal 
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transformation among the reactive CGOs does not leave the individual 
configurations invariant, but i t  induces an orthogonal transformation 
among al l  configurations spanning the FRS. The FRS as an entity is 
thus invariant to arbitrary transformations of the reactive orbital s. 
1. Natural  react ion orbi tal  s 
A CGC set of  part icular interest is the one which furnishes the 
most compact and succinct character izat ion of the molecular wavefunc-
t ions, a goal which may be ident i f ied with the most compact orbi tal  
expansion of the f i rst  order density kernel.  The CGOs which accomplish 
this object ive are the natural  react ion orbi tal  s (NROs) (Lowdin, 1955). 
obtained by diagonal iz ing the f i rst  order density matr ix in the space of 
the react ive CGOs. This diagonal izatIon tends to extremize the eigen­
values of the density matr ix,  which are the orbi tal  occupations. For 
closed shel l  molecules near their  equi l ibr ium geometry, this separates 
the natural  orbl tals into those which are nearly doubly occupied and 
those which are largely vacant.  Molecules with unpaired electrons wi l l  
also have NOs with occupancies near one. 
I t  Is this separat ion of the orbl tals into dominant (approximately 
s ingly or doubly occupied) orbl tals and secondary (nearly zero occupa­
t ion) correlat ing orbl tals that causes the FORS wavefunct ion expressed 
in the NO basis to be the most compact form. As noted in Chapter I I ,  
this compactness faci l i tates the choice of a smal l  number of  conf igura­
t ions to be used during the MCSCF orbi tal  opt imizat ion steps. 
For nuclear geometr ies away from the equi l ibr ium posit ions of 
reactants or products, i .e. ,  near t ransit ion states, the occupations can 
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assume any value from zero to two, and the NO based FORS expansions are 
then somewhat less compact than at the equi l ibr ium posit ions. Obtaining 
the FORS wavefunct ion at a t ransit ion state is only marginal ly more di f ­
f icul t  than at the equi l ibr ium posit ion (a few more conf igurat ions are 
needed in the MCSCF orbi tal  opt imizat ion).  This is in sharp contrast to 
experimental chemical methods, where f leet ing intermediates are vir tual ly 
i  naccessible. 
2.  Local ized react ion orbi tal  s 
The react ive valence orbi tals,  that is,  those with occupancies less 
than two, may be local ized according to any intr insic cr i ter ion, such as 
the maximizat ion of the sum of the orbi tal  sel f  energies (Edmiston and 
Ruedenberg (1963, 1965)) or minimizing the sum of the squares of 
orbi tal  dipoles (Foster and Boys ( i960)).  Normal ly these local izat ion 
cr i ter ia are appl ied to the doubly occupied orbi tals of an SCF funct ion, 
whose single conf igurat ion is invariant to such local izat ion. Here the 
local izat ion can be appl ied to any or al l  the react ive orbi tals,  which 
are not doubly occupied, s ince the total  FORS wavefunct ion is invariant 
to this local izat ion. The result ing local ized orbi tals are termed 
local ized react ion orbi tals (LROs). 
I t  is apparent that local ized react ion orbi tals usual ly do not 
belong to i rreducible representat ions of the molecular symmetry group. 
Therefore, the number of  SAAPs constructed from LROs, which are required 
to span the ful l  conf igurat ional react ion space, is usual ly larger than 
the number of  SAAPs constructed from symmetry-adapted CGOs required to 
span the FRS. For a molecule of average symmetry (say Cg^),  this can 
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increase the number of  SAAPs in the FORS funct ion by a factor of ten. 
Calculat ion of the FORS wavefunct ion based on LROs rather than symmetry-
adapted orbi tals such as the NROs requires correspondingly greater com­
puter resources. The major usefulness of LROs is,  therefore, interpre­
t ive rather than computat ional.  
Fortunately,  the bond order ( f i rst  order density) matr ix for the 
LROs can be obtained without recalculat ing the FORS wavefunct ion. Given 
the orthogonal transformation T from any in i t ia l  symmetry adapted MOs (j) 
to the LROs <p 
ip = (pt , (3.2) 
the bond order matr ix over the LROs is calculated by 
= T+ Y* T .  (3.3) 
A convenient choice of in i t ia l  symmetry orbi tals for the local izat ion 
are the above mentioned NROs, for which is diagonal.  The diagonal 
elements of are the electron occupations of the LROs; the offdiagonal 
elements are related to bonding or ant ibonding effects between any pair  
of  LROs. 
Upon local iz ing the react ive CGOs of  a FORS wavefunct ion, one 
nearly always obtains local ized CGOs with the fol lowing character ist ics: 
( i )  Each LRO is nearly completely local ized on one atom, and the 
orthogonal iz ing tai ls on the neighboring atoms are extremely 
smal1 ;  and 
( i i )  The number of  LROs on any one atom is equal to the number of  
pr incipal QBOs, i .e. ,  of formal minimal basis set AOs on that 
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atom, which were included in determining the total  number of  
react ive CGOs. 
The lat ter character ist ic is a consequence of ,  and conf irmation for,  the 
def ini t ion of the FORS wavefunct ion. The f i rst  character ist ic means 
LROs are ideal vehicles for demonstrat ing atomic part ic ipat ion in 
molecular wavefunct ions. 
Consider the simple FORS wavefunct ion describing a single sigma 
bond. Upon MCSCF opt imizat ion of the two CGOs, one obtains a NRO with 
nearly double occupancy, correspondîng to the sigma bond, and a just 
barely occupied NRO, which Is a sigma ant ibond correlat ing the bond 
pair .  Upon local izat ion of these two NROs, one obtains a single orbi tal  
on each atom, directed toward the other atom. Each orbi tal  wi l l  have an 
occupation of about one, indicat ing each atom contr ibutes a single 
electron to the bond pair .  Furthermore, the offdiagonal bond order 
matr ix element wi l l  be a large posit ive number, indicat ing strong bonding 
between the atoms. 
In general,  the FORS wavefunct ion correlates more than one electron 
pair ,  so that after local izat ion each atom in the molecule wi l l  possess 
more than one LRO. These LROs wi l l  general ly not be readi ly interpreted 
as lone pairs,  bond orbi tals,  etc.  However, LROs having these inter­
pretat ions can be found as transformations among the orbi tals on any 
one atom preserve the local izat ion onto that atom. A f i rst  step toward 
f inding such LROs is to diagonal ize the atomic submatr ices of the bond 
order matr ix.  This diagonal izat ion wi l l  produce on each atom three pos­
sible types of "atomic natural  orbi tals":  nearly doubly occupied LROs 
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which are interpreted as lone pairs,  nearly singly occupied orbi tals 
which are involved in bonding, and occasional ly,  in the case of electron 
def ic iency, nearly vacant LROs. Final ly,  when an atom part ic ipates in 
two or more bonds, i t  may wel l  happen that the two or more s ingly 
occupied LROs obtained by the diagonal izat ion of the interatomic density 
matr ix do not point in the direct ions of the atoms to which i t  is bonded. 
This direct ion into bonds can be accomplished by further transformation 
of only the singly occupied orbi tals on any one atom so as to maximize 
certain offdiagonal elements of the interatomic bond order matr ix.  
LROs which have been somehow local ized onto atoms and then subjected 
to transformations on each atom to obtain lone pairs,  and orbi tals 
directed into bonds are termed directed local ized react ion orbi tals 
(DLROs). A beaut i ful  i l lustrat ion of the DLROs involved in the HNO-HON 
isomerizat ion is given by Dombek (1977). DLROs general ly look l ike 
hybrid atomic orbi tals,  for example, in methane, the DLROs would 
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correspond to an s orbital on each hydrogen and four equivalent sp 
hybrids on the central carbon. As such, the DLROs reveal how the con­
stituent atoms participate in molecular bonding. 
To maintain i ts orthogonal i ty to the other LROs, each LRO possesses 
a smal l  ant ibonding " tai l "  on adjacent atoms. Since these tai ls are 
smal l ,  i t  seems reasonable to assign the electron occupancy (diagonal 
element of  the bond order matr ix) of  the LRO ent irely to the atom on 
which the LRO pr incipal ly resides. Summing over a l l  LROs on an atom gives 
an unambiguous measure of  the number of  electrons populat ing that atom 
in the molecular wavefunctîon, a useful  quant i ty in discussing charge 
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t ransfer.  These populat ion numbers are free of the l imitat ions 
associated with the Mul l iken (1955) populat ion analysis,  which requires 
the arbi trary part i t ioning of overlap populat ions between nonorthogonal 
atomic basis orbi tals.  
D. Projected Local ized Orbitals 
The local ized core and reactfve orbi tals discussed above are 
obtained in two steps, namely local izat ion onto the atoms, then trans­
formations among the react ive orbi tals on the same atom. The f i rst  step 
can be accomplished according to some cr i ter ion involving an intr insic 
property of the orbi tals,  such as maximizing the self-energy sum in the 
Edmiston-Ruedenberg (1963, 1965) procedure, i t  is possible to achieve 
this in i t ia l  local izat ion onto atoms according to an extensive cr i ter ion; 
that the local ized orbi tals resemble as far as possible the basis 
orbi tals located on that atom. The procedure serves to local ize the 
core, react ive, and v ir tual MOs, requires only the overlap integrals for 
the atomic basis, and uses only seconds of computer t ime-orders of 
magnitude less than an energy local izat ion. 
The local izat ion is accomplished by project ion of the atomic basis 
orbi tals onto the core, react ive, or vir tual orbi tal  subspaces of the 
FORS orbi tal  space. The orbi tals which result  from the project ion 
process are termed projected local ized orbi tals,  and are of three types: 
projected local ized core, react ive, or v ir tual orbi tals (PLCOs, PLROs, 
PLVOs). The project ion procedure Ts given here only for the case of the 
Ful l  Valence Space type FORS wavefunct ion, where the react ive MOs are 
equal in number to the atomic valence shel l  orbi tals.  A possible 
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general izat ion to t l ie s i tuat ion where some valence MOs are incorporated 
into the core orbi tal  subspace to achieve a FRS containing a reduced 
number of  conf igurat ions is presented elsewhere (Ruedenberg, Schmidt 
and GiIbert ,  I982).  
Fol lowing opt imizat ion of the FRS, the molecular orbi tals (j) have a 
known expansion in the atomic orbi tal  basis %, 
* = xc .  (3.4) 
Here <t> and % are row vectors, and the AOs have a known overlap matr ix,  
whi le the MOs are an orthonormal basis, 
s = (3.5) 
i = (i)'*'* . (3.6) 
For s impl ic i ty,  i t  is assumed the MOs have no symmetry (C^),  and are 
ordered with the core MOs before the react ive MOs before the vir tual MOs. 
The general izat ion to symmetry adapted MOs is presented below. The AOs 
must be placed in a corresponding order,  those AOs which are chosen for 
project ion onto the core MOs f i rst ,  fol lowed by the AOs to be projected 
onto the react ive and v ir tual MO subspaces. Equation (3.4) can be 
inverted, so that the AOs are expressed in the MO basis, 
X = <f>D' •  (3.7) 
Matr ix inversion is not necessary, D' is obtained by 
d '  =  i d '  
= 
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= 
= c*x*x 
= c'^s . (3.8) 
In Eq. (3.7),  each AO Xj is a l inear combinat ion of al l  MOs A par­
t icular Xj can be projected onto one of the core, react ive, or vir tual 
MO subspaces by zeroing i ts coeff ic ients Dj^. whenever the index k fal ls 
in the other two orbi tal  subspaces. That is,  the project ions it of the 
AOs on the MOs are given by 
n = *d ,  (3.9) 
where, because of the in i t ia l  ordering of the MOs and AOs, D is obtained 
from D' by zeroing al l  elements of D' outside the diagonal core, 
react ive and v ir tual blocks. These project ions are neither orthogonal 
or normal ized; their  metr ic,  or overlap matr ix,  is calculated by 
+ CT = IT IT 
*(* 
= D (() (J)D 
= D*ID 
= D'^ 'D . (3.10) 
The set of  orthonormal projected orbi tal  s which most c losely resembles 
these project ions is obtained by symmetr ic orthogonal izat ion (Lowdin, 
1950). Let U be the orthogonal matr ix which diagonal izes a, 
X = U^oU 
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The matr ix needed for the orthonormal izat ion is 
,  (3.11) 
where the elements of X are def ined as 
.  a,.//»: . 
The f inal  orthonormal projected orbi tals are calculated from 
p = no . (3.12) 
I t  is readi ly ver i f ied that these orbi tals have a unit  metr ic,  and can 
be expressed in the or iginal MO basis or the AO basis by 
P = *T (3.13) 
P = xL .  (3.14) 
Subst i tut ion of Eqs. (3.9) and (3.4) into (3.12) shows T and L are 
calculated by 
T = (3.15) 
L = CDo' l /Z _ (3.16) 
Since p and cj) are orthogonal orbi tal  sets, the matr ix T is an orthogonal 
t ransformation. 
The occupied projected orbi tals strongly resemble the or iginal 
atomic orbi tals which were projected. Since an AO is located on a 
single atom, i ts project ion, which is of course an opt imal molecular 
orbi tal  capable of generat ing the orîginal FORS wavefunctîon, Is highly 
local ized on that atom. Usual ly the overlap between one of the occupied 
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projected orb!tats and the AO before project ion is in excess of 0.9, so 
that the projected orbi tals are indeed atom local ized. 
The project ion scheme is most easi ly appl ied i f  the atomic orbi tal  
basis is of the Raffenett i  type described in Chapter 11. In this case, 
the single basis funct ions which represent the various atomic inner 
shel ls are projected onto the core MOs. The s ingle basis funct ions 
represent ing the atomic valence orbi tals are projected onto the react ive 
MOs, which are equal in number due to the choice of the ful l  valence 
space type of FORS funct ion. Last ly,  a l l  the secondary basis funct ions, 
such as di f fuse and polar iz ing Gauss Tans, are projected onto the vir tual 
MOs. The result ing PLOs strongly resemble the or iginal s,  p, d, etc.  
AOs, and hence could be termed s,  p, d, etc.  type orbi tals,  al though 
they are molecular orbi tals,  and thus possess smal l  orthogonal iz ing 
" tai ls" on adjacent atoms. A possible computat ional improvement to the 
FORS model,  based on these unhybridized, str ik ingly atomic PLOs is 
presented in Chapter V.I .  
I t  is possible to apply the project ion scheme when a segmented 
type basis is used. In this case, each atomic inner shel l  AO is a 
l inear combinat ion of the basis orbi tals on that atom, and the valence 
AOs are di f ferent l inear combinat ions of the same basis orbi tals.  These 
l inear combinat ions are projected onto the core or valence MOs, as 
appropriate, to obtain the PLOs. The l inear combinat ions of basis 
orbi tals that are the orthogonal complement to the occupied AOs can be 
used to local ize in the vir tual space. 
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I t  is,  of course, not necessary to project s,  p, d, etc.  type AOs. 
One could f i rst  form hybrid AOs from the atomic basis, and project these 
hybrids onto the FORS orbi tal  s to obtain hybridized PLOs. The general i ­
zat ion of the project ion scheme to the case of a reduced FRS given by 
Ruedenberg, Schmidt and Gi lbert  (1982) involves the construct ion of 
appropriate hybrids to be projected onto the reduced react ive orbi tal  
space. 
As previously stated, the PLOs are quite simi lar to the AOs; their  
overlap is normal ly larger than 0.9. The major cause of this small  
di f ference is the symmetr ic orthonormalTzat ion in Eq. (3.12).  I f  this 
orthonormal izat ion is not performed, and instead the project ions are 
just normal ized according to 
p = ttN , N .J = 6.y/0TT , (3.17) 
the result ing orbi tals p wi l l  lack orthogonal iz ing components on 
adjacent atoms. In this case, Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) are replaced by 
T = DN (3.18) 
and 
L = CDN .  (3.19) 
I t  should be noted that this T is not orthogonal,  s ince i t  no longer 
relates two orthonormal bases. The absence of orthogonal iz ing tai ls on 
these nonorthogonal project ions increases their  atomic character (as 
measured by overlap with the AOs before project ion).  However, the di f­
f icul ty of performing any type of calculat ion with a nonorthogonal 
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orbital  basis renders these nonorthogona1 projected orbi tals useless 
from a computat ional standpoint.  
Many molecules possess one or more symmetry elements, and the di f­
f icul ty of the FORS opt imizat ion is al leviated substant ial ly by per­
forming i t  using symmetry adapted orbi tals,  which permits the symmetry 
c lassi f icat ion of the individual conf igurat ions. Upon complet ion of the 
opt imizat ion, the molecular orbi tals in each i rreducible representat ion 
are ei ther core, react ive, or vir tual orbi tals.  The atomic basis func­
t ions are of course not symmetry adapted, but pr imit ive symmetry 
orbi tals can readi ly be formed from them by an orthogonal transforma­
t ion U 
X = xU ( 3 . 2 0 )  
These symmetry orbi tals have the metr ic 
u*x*xu 
u+su ( 3 . 2 1 )  
and the MOs can be expressed in the symmetry orbi tal  basts by 
* = xc 
( 3 . 2 2 )  
C ( 3 . 2 3 )  
Both S and C are block diagonal along i rrep boundarTes. 
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The project ion scheme is analogous to the case of no symmetry. The 
symmetry adapted AOs are expressed in terms of MOs as 
X  =  * D '  ( 3 . 2 4 )  
D' = C'^S . (3.25) 
The project ions are again given by zeroing elements of  D' outside core, 
react ive, or v ir tual blocks, where this project ion is now done in each 
^ a 
block ( îrrep) of D'.  The result ing matr ix D gives the unnormal ized, 
nonorthogonal project ions 
m = ,  (3.26) 
whose metr ic is 
o = do . (3.27) 
Symmetr ical ly orthonormal project ions are obtained from 
""-1/2 P = TTCT 
These symmetry adapted project ions may now be local ized onto the atoms 
by an orthogonal t ransformation W, 
p = pW .  (3.28) 
A possible choice for W is U^, the inverse of the transformation from 
AOs to symmetry orbi tals,  al though one could choose W d i f ferent ly,  for 
example, to achieve a part ial  local izat ion. The f inal  PLOs are given by 
p = (j)T (3.29) 
p = xl (3.30) 
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where 
T = DÔ"1/2w (3.31) 
L = CDo' l /Zw .  (3.32) 
The use of symmetry to block diagonal ize the matr ices C, S, D, a,  etc.  
increases the speed of the project ion process. Looping over the smal ler 
diagonal blocks decreases the matr ix mult ipl icat ion and diagonal izat ion 
t ime requirements, as wel l  as storage needs. 
Forming symmetry orbi tal  s by an orthogonal transformation U, 
project ing the symmetry orbi tals,  and local iz ing with U is equivalent 
to project ing without regard to symmetry. This is proven by showing the 
^ + 
orbitals from the f i rst  method, pL) ,  are ident ical  to those of the 
second, p.  The two sets of projected orbi tals are given by 
pU"*" = xCD0"^' 'V (,3.33).  
p = xCDo ,  (3,34) 
Before project ion, Eq. ( .3.25) gives 
D' = C"^S 
= (c+u)(u+su) 
= (.c'^s)u 
= D'U ,  (3,35) 
where Eqs. (3.23),  (3.21) and (3.8) were used. This same relat ion holds 
after project ion, as the symmetry adaptat ion U combines only equivalent 
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AOs, i .e. ,  core with core AOs, valence with valence AO, and secondary 
with secondary AO, so 
D = DU .  (3.36) 
Wi th this result ,  
A A A 
a = D D 
= u*d*du 
= u^au ,  
where Eqs. (3.27) and (3.10) were used. I t  can be shown that i f  two 
matr ices are related by a s imi lar i ty transformation, any power of  these 
matr ices are related by the same s imi lar i ty transformation, 
0"^ = uVu ,  (3,37) 
in part icular for m = -1/2. Subst i tut ing Eqs. (3.21),  (3.23),  (3-36) and 
(3.37) into (3.33) 
;u+ . 
= (xu)(u+c)(du)(u+o"]/2u)u+ 
= xCDa"1/2 
= P 
according to (3.34).  Q.E.D. 
A very useful  quant i ty in discussing orbi tals and their  signif icance 
in terms of occupation or contr ibut ion to bonding is the bond order 
matr ix y*,  which represents the expansion of the f i rst  order reduced 
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density matr ix in a part icular orbi tal  basis 
p(r,r ' )  = E Z Yt.*.(r)4"(r ' )  .  (3.38) 
Î j  U '  J 
The f i rst  order density,  i .e. ,  the bond order matr ix in a part icular 
orbi tal  basis can be calculated from the wavefunct ion obtained in the 
same orbi tal  basis according to i ts formal def ini t ion 
p(r,r  ) — N J ds^ j  . . .  /  dT|^ ( rs^,T2, . . .» (r  *•*> * 
Upon complet ion of the FORS opt imizat ion, the bond order matr ix in the 
orbi tal  basis used to construct the FORS wavefunct ion is,  therefore, 
known. Changing the orbi tal  basis by transformations within the core 
or react ive orbi tal  spaces leaves ip and thus p invariant,  but the bond 
order matr ix does change, and should thus be given a superscr ipt label 
to indicate the orbi tal  basis used to expand p. Upon local izat ion, the 
bond order matr ix in the PLO basis can be found without the computa­
t ional cost of reexpressing the wavefunct ion in the low symmetry PLO 
basis. These PLOs are obtained by transforming the or iginal MOs, 
p = (j)T 
where T is given by equations such as (3.15) or (3.18).  This can be 
i  nverted, 
(j) =  pT ^ ,  
with T ^ equal to T^ i f  the PLOs are orthonormal,  or else found by 
expl ic i t  matr ix inversion i f  nonorthogonal PLOs are made. Subst i tut ing 
in Eq. (3.38) gives 
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P 
Of course, in the PLO basis 
Comparing and using matr ix notat ion, 
+ 
(3.39) 
The bond order matr ix for a part icular orbi tal  basis is very 
helpful  in interpretat ion of those orbi tals.  To repeat,  the diagonal 
elements of the bond order matr ix have the interpretat ion of electron 
occupations, whi le the sign and magnitude of offdiagonal elements are 
related to the strength of binding or ant ibinding interact ions between 
orbi  ta Is.  
Having obtained the bond order matr ix over the PLOs, the procedure 
to obtain DLROs given in the previous sect ion can be appl ied. The 
local izat ion by project ion can thus serve to nearly el iminate the com­
putat ional requirements for obtaining DLROs, namely the in i t ia l  local ize 
t ion onto atoms, which is quite t ime consuming for other local izat ion 
methods. 
The atom local ized orbi tals such as the unhybridized PLOs or the 
hybrid DLROs, and their  bond order,  or density matr ix,  serve to 
E. Chemical ly Adapted MOs 
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character ize the part ic ipat ion of atoms in the molecular wavefunct lon. 
I t  is also desirable to f ind MOs which display the typical molecular 
character ist ics of the electronic wavefunct lon. Such orbi tals are 
cal led chemical ly adapted, and are general izat ions of the energy 
local ized MOs of  an SCF wavefunct lon. The term chemical ly adapted Is 
appl ied to any orbi tals which c lar i fy some aspect of  the molecular 
bonding; thus, I t  may be possible or desirable to isolate several sets 
of chemical ly adapted MOs. 
Chemical terminology for the descript ion of electronic structure 
includes "two center bond", "resonance structure",  " lone pair" ,  " Inner 
shel l" ,  "nonbonding orbi tal" ,  " three center bond", "Lewis structure",  
etc.  A general procedure to extract MOs from the FORS orbi tal  space 
which correspond to these concepts Is di f f icul t  to formulate, part icu­
lar ly for molecules with unusual electronic structure. Two di f ferent 
procedures are given below, however, any part icular molecule may require 
some other treatment to best i l lustrate the electronic distr ibut ion in 
that molecule. 
The discussion of chemical adaptat ion of the FORS MOs is presented 
here for a general FORS funct ion, not necessari ly a ful l  valence space. 
Chemical ly adapted MOs for the closed shel l  orbi tal  space are readi ly 
found by energy local izat ion, as described in Sect ion I I I .B.2. A guiding 
pr inciple for the determinat ion of chemical ly adapted react ive orbi tals 
Is maximal occupancy, that is,  concentrat ing the electron distr ibut ion 
Into as many nearly doubly occupied orbi tals as possible. The natural  
react ion orbi tals,  found by diagonal izîng the ent ire density matr ix,  
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sat isfy this cr i ter ion, but are unfortunately delocal ized over the 
ent ire molecule. A second desirable qual i ty of chemical ly adapted 
orbi tals is that they should be local ized into two center bonds, etc.  
Chemical ly adapted MOs thus respresent a compromise between highly 
local ized atom adapted MOs and the extremized occupation of natural  
react ion orbi tals.  They should be as local ized as possible, whi le 
possessing a nearly diagonal matr ix.  This is obviously not a unique 
def ini t ion, leaving room for maneuvering to determine the most c lar i fy ing 
possible chemical MOs. 
One simple method for obtaining these MOs starts from the natural  
orbi tals,  which can usual ly be divided into three sets of NROs, some 
with occupancy near two, some with occupancy near zero, and possibly 
some with near s ingle occupancy. Restr ict ing the local izat ion to just 
those orbi tals with nearly double occupancy gives local ized orbi tals 
which al l ,  of necessity,  have occupations near 1,9. These orbi tals 
wi l l  be local ized into the desired chemical interpretat ions as lone 
pairs,  two center bonds, and possibly mult icenter bonds. Local ized 
correlat ing orbi tals for these electron pair  orbftals can be found by 
local iz ing the nearly vacant NROs. Final ly,  any singly occupied 
orbi tals can be local ized. Note that these local izat ions restr icted to 
part  of the NRO space must be of the intr insic type. 
A second procedure, less arbi trary than dividing the natural  
orbi tals by occupation, but more di f f icul t  to apply, starts from the 
atom local ized orbi tals.  The in i t ia l  step is to obtain one center pair  
orbi tals by diagonal iz ing each atomic submatrfx of  the density matr ix.  
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Any orbitals with occupation near two are taken as chemical ly adapted, 
i .e.,  lone pairs, and are removed from further consideration. Next, 
every possible two atom submatrix of the density matrix transformed into 
the above found atom-diagonal-density orbitals is taken and diagonalized. 
Any orbitals found with occupation near two are two center bond orbitals. 
These bond orbitals are symmetrical ly orthogonalized, and are removed 
from further consideration. I f  any orbitals with occupation signif i­
cantly greater than zero remain, mult icenter bonding is present. Three 
center bonds are found by diagonalizing al l  possible three atom sub-
matrices and taking any orbitals with occupancy near two, after sym­
metric orthogonalization. This process is repeated unti l  any possible 
bonds over even more centers are found. The remaining orbitals al l  
have occupancies near zero. I t  is possible to form local ized correlat ing 
orbitals from these, perhaps by energy local izing them. This could also 
be accomplished by forming the orthogonal complement to the above found 
two center bonds, etc. 
These two schemes may not lead to MOs which are the most revealing. 
For any part icular molecule, chemical ly adapted MOs may be found in 
some other fashion. In any case, the abi l i ty to extract such chemical ly 
signif icant orbitals from the FORS wavefunction is a very important 
feature of the FORS model. 
F. Examples of Orbital Types 
Examples of the various kinds of orbitals described in the pre­
ceding sections are i l lustrated for some of the ful l  valence space 
type FORS wavefunctions of diatomics given in Chapter I I .  The molecules 
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chosen are NH, and CO. The orbitals are i l lustrated by contour 
plots giving the orbital ampli tude on a planar cross section of the 
orbital.  Each contour l ine represents 0.05 bohr Sol id and dashed 
contours represent posit ive and negative ampli tudes, respectively. 
Nodes or zeros are shown by widely spaced dashed curves. 
Three dif ferent orbital sets are given for NH in Fig. 3.1. The 
core MO Is and valence MO ir^ (and the tt^ not shown) span one dimensional 
orbital spaces and are, thus, the same for al l  three orbital sets. The 
f i rst set of valence a orbitals shown are the natural orbitals, which 
are, general ly speaking, delocal ized over the molecule. The electron 
occupancies of these orbitals have been extremFzed; there are two nearly 
doubly occupied orbitals and one nearly vacant correlat ing orbital.  
The second orbital set for NH was local ized according to the energy 
local ization procedure of Edmiston and Ruedenberg (1963, 1965). The 
local ization yields orbitals that are spatial ly isolated, so that sp 
hybrids are found on the nitrogen atom. These two hybrids have a sub­
s t a n t i a l  o f f d i a g o n a l  b o n d  o r d e r  o f  0 . 3 9 9 9 -  D i a g o n a l i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  2 x 2  
nitrogen a block gives two directed local ized reaction orbitals, with 
occupancies of 1.9960 and 1.0239. This diagonalization increases the s 
character of the lone pair hybrid point ing away from the H atom, and 
increases the p character of the nitrogen bonding hybrid. 
The f inal set of NH orbitals shown were local ized by the projection 
technique. Note that these orbitals are quite l ike unhybridized atomic 
orbitals. One measure of their atomic nature is the overlap of these 
MOs with the corresponding free atom AO. These overlaps are shown in 
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NATURAL REACTION ORBITALS 
1.9960 1.9737 0.0302 
ENERGY LOCALIZED ORBITALS 
1.7862 .2337 0.9801 
/ //m# 
i M 
PROJECTED LOCALIZED ORBITALS 
1.3878 His 
Figure 3.1. Three equivalent FORS orbital sets for the ground state 
of imidogen. Numbers indicate electron occupancies 
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Table 3.1. Inspection of the hydrogen orbitals shows that the energy 
and projection local ization methods accomplish the local ization onto 
atoms sl ightly dif ferently. 
For Fg, the natural- orbitals are shown in Fig. 3.2. The projected 
local ized orbitals are shown in Fig. 3.3. These projected orbitals are 
even more atomic in character than those of NH. The overlap of these 
MOs with the corresponding AOs is given in Table 3.1. These overlaps 
can be brought even closer to unity i f  the symmetric orthogonalization 
is not performed. These nonorthogonal orbitals are not shown, but their 
overlaps with the corresponding AOs are Included in Table 3.1, and are 
closer to one than for the orthonormalized PLCs. 
The local density submatrix on each f luorine for the orthogonalized 
PLOs is diagonal with respect to the i r-PLOs, but not with respect to 
the a-PLOs, a(F2s) and a(.F2pz) .  Diagonal i  zation of this 2x2 local o 
density matrix yields two hybrid-type PLOs with the composit ions 
• o(FAp) = 0.980426 cr(F2sl -  0.196887 a(F2pz) 
a(Fbo) = 0.196887 a(F2s) + 0.980426 a(F2pz) 
on the left  f luorine and the mirror images on the r ight f luorine. The 
occupation numbers of these two MOs are 1.994 and 1.006, respectively, 
as compared with 1.956 and 1.046 for the original 2s and 2pz type PLOs, 
showing that the left  and r ight a(F&p) orbitals have lone pair character 
and that the left  and r ight a(Fbo) orbitals have bonding character. 
The total a and i r  density matrices for these atom-adapted FORS MOs is 
given in Table 3.2. The only large offdiagonal element of this matrix 
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Table 3.1. Overlap integrals between FORS PLOs and 
free atom AOs 
NH FG CO 
NIs 0.9996 orthonormal PLOs CIS 0.9994 
N2s 0.9557 Fis 0.9994 C2s 0.9237 
N2pz 0.9681 F2s 0.9900 C2pz 0.8630 
N2px 0.9987 F2pz 0.9818 C2px 0.9437 
His 0.8886 F2pir 0.9982 01s 0.9999 
nonorthogonal PLOs 02s 0.9090 
Fis 0.9993 02pz 0.9471 
F2s 0.9991 02px 0.9722 
F2pz 0.9949 
F2pTT 0.9997 
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1.9999^^ ITTU 
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F i g u r e  3 . 2 .  Natural reaction orbital s for F^. Numbers give electron 
occupancies 
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1.999 ttfl 
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1.999 
1.046 r(2pzg) a-(2pzr) 
i» 
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fe«s\\ 
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F i g u r e  3 . 3 .  Projected local ized orbitals for F^. Numbers give electron 
occupancies 
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Table 3.2. Bond order matrix for 
atomic diagonalization 
F2 fol lowing 
Left Right 
o(F&p) a(Fbo) o(F&p) o(Fbo) 
L 
e 
G(F&p) 1.994 0 -0.004 0.034 
f  
t  
a(Fbo) 0 1.008 0.034 0.870 
R 
i  a(F&p) -0.004 0.034 1.994 0 
y 
h 
t  
a(Fbo) 0.034 0.870 0 1.008 
TT (FJeft) ïï(F,r ight) 
n(F,left) 1.999 0.001 
Tr(F, r ight) 0.001 1.999 
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indicates the only strong interaction is between the left  and the r ight 
a(Fbo) MOs. 
One can now form the binding and antibinding combinations of these 
left  and r ight atom-adapted bonding MOs, 
o^Fgbo) = [a(left  Fbo) + a(r ight Fbo)]/ /2 ,  
^ oiFgab) = [a(left  Fbo) -  a(r ight Fbo) ] / /2 
The result ing chemical ly adapted cr-type FORS MOs have the density matrix 
given in Table 3.3. This density matrix is very nearly dfagonal. Com­
plete diagonalization of the density gives the natural orbitals, which 
have only sl ightly more extremized occupation numbers, at the expense 
of delocal ization over the diatom. Plots of the chemical ly adapted MOs 
are shown in Fig. 3.4. Eight of these MOs represent inner shel ls (not 
shown) and lone pairs with occupancies near 2. The ninth FORS MO 
represents the sigma bond and the last FORS MO correlates the electrons 
in the sigma bond, i t  is apparent that this choice of FORS MOs is a 
chemical ly motivated compromise between natural and completely local ized 
orbitals. The lone pair MOs and the bonding MO clearly correspond to 
the electron dashes in the Lewis structure |£ - f^l • I t  is also 
apparent that the chemical ly adapted orbitals with occupation numbers 
near 2 are similar in character to local ized SCF MOs. The former are, 
thus, a general ization of the latter. The central dash in the Lewis 
structure of F^ is represented by one local ized bond orbital in the SCF 
wavefunction, while this electron pair occupies a bond and correlat ing 
antibond in the FORS wavefunction. I t  is this increase in the 
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Table 3.3. Bond order matrix for chemical ly adapted MOs 
a( left  F&p) CT(right F&p) otFgbo) atFgab) 
a( left  F&p) 1.994 -0.004 0.024 0.024 
a(r ight F&p) -0.004 1.994 0.024 -0.024 
oifgbo) 
acf^ab) 
0.024 
0.024 
0.024 
0.024 
1.878 0 
0 0.138 
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sophist ication with which the central dash is treated that accounts for 
the improvement of the FORS over the SCF wavefunction. 
The f inal example of orbital types is CO. The natural orbitals 
are shown in Fig. 3.5, with the carbon atom at the left .  Since CO is a 
diatomic, the natural orbitals are delocal ized only over two atoms, and 
thus are to that extent chemical ly adapted. These natural orbitals 
explain very nicely the l igand chemistry of CO. The carbon end of CO 
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bonds to metal atoms by forming a donor and ir acceptor bonds. The a 
donation is from the nearly f i l led ka natural orbital,  while the nearly 
vacant Zir  natural orbital serves as the i r "  acceptor. 
The projected local ized orbitals of CO are shown in Fig. 3.6. One 
glance shows that these orbitals, part icularly on the carbon, are less 
atomic than the NH or F^ PLOs. This is born out by the overlap 
integrals between PLOs and corresponding AOs given in Table 3.1. The 
populat ions of the two atoms are interesting. Summing the occupations 
of the PLOs on each atom gives 5.965 e on carbon and 8.035 e on 
oxygen. For comparison, a conventional Mull iken populat ion analysis 
gives C: 5.924 e", 0: 8.O76 e .  Note that the small  computed dipole 
moment for the CO FORS function, which unl ike atomic populat ions is a 
physical observable and was given in Chapter I I ,  has the opposing 
s e n s e  C O .  
G. The FORS Model Reexamined 
The presentation of the FORS model in Chapter I I  and I I I  has of 
necessity been in a l inear fashion. The reasoning behind the model is 
actual ly more of a ful l  circle. In Chapter f l ,  the number of orbitals 
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Figure 3.5. Natural reaction orbitals for CO. Numbers give electron 
occupanc i  es 
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Figure 3.6 .  Projected local ized orbital s for CO. Numbers give electron 
occupancies 
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în the ful l  valence space type FORS function was defined as the number 
of minimal basis set AOs present. As a consequence, the local ization 
schemes described in this chapter give as many local ized MOs on each 
atom as in that atom's formal minimal basis. I t  is just to attain this 
result that the number of FORS orbitals was chosen so. In Chapter I I ,  
the atomic MBS orbitals were shown to give reasonably accurate natural 
orbitals, but that a signif icant amount of energy can be recovered by 
optimization in an extended basis set. In this chapter, the optimal 
local ized MOs are shown to possess almost, but not quite, unit  overlap 
with the free atom MBS. The atomic MBS AOs are almost optimal MOs; the 
optimal MOs are almost identical to the MBS. 
The analysis in these two chapters confirms the dominance of the 
atomic MBS in molecular wavefunctions » The FORS model uses the simple 
concept of the atomic minimal basis to define a sophist icated molecular 
wavefunction. As a consequence, a FORS wavefunctîon, with a quanti tat ive 
rel iabi l i ty as shown in Chapter 11, is open to quali tat ive interpreta­
t ion, as demonstrated in this chapter. 
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IV. CONCERTED DIHYDROGEN EXCHANGE BETWEEN ETHANE AND 
ETHYLENE. SCF AND FORS CALCULATIONS OF THE BARRIER 
A. Introduction 
The dihydrogen exchange reaction detai led in this chapter is an 
application of the FORS model to a reaction of greater chemical s ignif i­
cance than the dissociat ion of diatomics. The investigation of this 
reaction has been published by Fel ler, Schmidt and Ruedenberg (1982). 
The SCF geometry optimization and vibrat ional analysis calculat ions 
described below were performed by David Fel ler. 
The least-motion concerted transfer of two hydrogen atoms from 
ecl ipsed ethane to ethylene is symmetry-al lowed, and has been expl ici t ly 
discussed as a paradigm by Woodward and Hoffmann (1971) and by Goddard 
(1972). Rye and Hansen (1969) have conjectured such a process to play 
an intermediary role in the hydrogénation of ethylene over a metal 
catalyst, supposing that the adsorbed ethylene might have a structure 
similar to that of ethane. Doering and Rosenthal (1967) have observed 
dihydrogen exchange from cis-9,10-dihydronaphthalene to various olef ins. 
Mackenzie (1965, 1969) has observed intramolecular hydrogen transfer in 
isodrin derivatives, i .e.;  
CI 
CI 
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A more recent observation of this type of transfer is 
H 
130' H. 10 
E E-COOMe 
by Hagenbuch et al .  (I98l). 
The analogous hydrogénation of olef ins by di imide has long been 
recognized for its versatility and stereospecificity. Miller (1965) 
and Hunig et al.  (1965) have given reviews of olef in hydrogénation by 
di imide. Gas phase kinetic studies by Vidyarthi et al .  (1974) and 
Wil l is et al.  (1977) confirm the mechanism of concerted dihydrogen 
transfer from di imide to olef ins. 
Nonetheless, the theoretical investigation reported here reveals 
the existence of a substantial barr ier for the concerted exchange of 
hydrogens from ethane to ethylene. 
In agreement with the reasoning by Woodward and Hoffmann (1971), a 
concerted movement of both hydrogens is assumed, maintaining symmetry 
throughout. A further assumptfon is that the activated complex of 
highest energy occurs for the transit ion state of symmetry: 
H H 
9 6  
That this geometry is indeed a saddle point on the energy surface is 
veri f ied afterwards. 
In the present case, the "conservation of symmetry" is equivalent 
to the statement that a single-determinant Hartree-Fock SCF wavefunction 
can be used to represent the system at al l  stages of the reaction in 
the sense that the occupied MOs of the reactants deform continuously 
and smoothly into the occupied MOs of the products. Accordingly, ab 
ini t io calculat ions at the SCF level were performed for the reactant/ 
product geometry and for the transit ion state geometry. Subsequently, 
the val idity of this approximation and, hence, the applicabi l i ty of the 
concept of symmetry-al lowedness is veri f ied by carrying out Ful l  
Optimized Reaction Space (FORS) mult iconfiguration SCF (MCSCF) calcula­
t ions which al low for the dominant electron correlat ion effects on the 
calculated barrier. Orbital analysis of the SCF and FORS wavefunctions 
serve to deepen the understanding of the electronic rearrangements. 
B. Calculat ional Detai ls 
Three dif ferent basis sets, taken from Schmidt and Ruedenberg 
(1979), were used during this investigation. The geometry optimization 
of the complex was performed with the smallest basis, denoted basis A, 
consist ing of a C(6s3p/4s2p), H(3s/2s) QBO set, with the hydrogen 
functions scaled 1.1. Once the optimal geometry was found, larger bases 
were employed. Basis B, of double zeta quali ty contained an increased 
number of primit ives, namely C(lOs5p/3s2p), H(4s/2s) with the hydrogen 
unsealed. Basis C, of double zeta plus polarization quali ty, contains 
basis B and a set of d functions on carbon and p functions on the 
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reacting hydrogens, with exponents = 0.75 and = 1.0, taken from 
Dunning and Hay (1977)• This f inal basis contains 170 PAOs and 86 QBOs. 
The Hartree-Fock SCF calculat ions on ethane, ethylene, and the 
intermediate complex were performed using al l  three bases. The Ful l  
Optimized Reaction Space (FORS) MCSCF calculat ions were undertaken with 
basis B. 
Al l  calculat ions, except the normal mode analysis, were performed 
using the ALIS system for quantum chemical molecular calculat ions. The 
calculat ion of the normal modes and their frequencies was done with the 
GAMESS (General Atomic and Molecular Electronic Structure System) pro­
gram system of Dupuis, Spangler and Wendoloski (1980), using the 
standard 3"21G basis of Binkley et al .  (1979). 
C. Results and Discussion of SCF Calculat ions 
1. Geometry 
The determination of the transit ion state of the reaction con­
sidered here is greatly simpli f ied by the fact that i t  has D^^^ symmetry. 
Using basis A, al l  geometric parameters of the activated complex were 
optimized within this symmetry by SCF calculat ions. The optimal geometry 
is presented in Table 4.1. The CC bonds of the complex are intermediate 
in length (1.42 Â) between ethylene (1.33 A) and ethane (1.57 A). The 
four central CH bonds are quite long (1.38 A), but the peripheral CH 
bond remains 1.09 A, The peripheral hydrogens are bent back 29.0 
degrees, again intermediate between ethylene (0°) and ethane (51.3°). 
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Table 4.1. Optimal geometry of ethane-ethylene 
complex 
Atoms x: y'  
c ±2.555 ±1.341 0 
H (reacting) 0 ±1 .878 0 
H (peripheral) ±3.095 ±2.315 ±1.729 
^Coordinates of atoms in units of bohrs (1 bohr 
= 0.5292 A) and referr ing to the coordinate system 
shown in the text. 
That this optimized geometry of the intermediate complex is indeed 
a saddle point on the molecular energy hypersurface was veri f ied by 
calculat ing al l  normal modes and their frequencies. Diagonalization of 
the mass weighted Hessian matrix yielded exactly one negative force con­
stant which is the condit ion for a transit ion state. The corresponding 
imaginary frequency was found to be 2l83i cm \  indicating a rather 
sharply curved energy surface in the direction of the reaction coordi­
nate. The latter is the b^^ normal mode which consists of the set of 
atomic displacements shown here: 
I t  is apparent that the left  hand side of this f igure depicts the 
deformation towards ethane (decrease of the HCC angle, increase of the 
CC distance, decrease of the distance between carbon and i ts neighboring 
central hydrogen), whereas the r ight hand side depicts the deformation 
towards ethylene ( increase of the HCC angle, decrease of the CC dis­
tance, increase of the distance between carbon and i ts neighboring 
central hydrogen). The center of mass is, of course, at rest. I f  the 
central hydrogens are thought of as belonging to the r ight hand part of 
the complex, then the indicated displacements describe the entrance of 
the reactants into the transit ion state. I f  the central hydrogens are 
imagined to belong to the left  hand part of the complex, then the 
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picture describes the exit  out of the transit ion state towards the 
products. Clearly, this normal mode describes the concerted exchange of 
both hydrogens. 
For ethane, the experimental geometry of Kuchitsu (1966) was 
assumed, while for ecl ipsed ethane, the SCF optimized geometry of 
Clement! and Popkie (1972) was taken. 
2. SCF picture of the electronic structure 
The low lying molecular orbitals, which are essential ly involved 
in this reaction, arise from one sp^-type hybrid on each carbon and a 
Is-type orbital on each of the exchanging hydrogens. Each of these six 
orbitals contr ibutes one electron to the reacting set. Because of the 
quasi-hexagonal arrangement of these atomic orbitals, the molecular 
orbitals of the activated complex are similar to those of the 
benzene i r  system. Of course, the hydrogen and carbon orbitals are 
inequivalent, lowering the symmetry to and l i f t ing the degeneracy 
of the benzene e orbitals, as i l lustrated in Fig. 4.1. Nonetheless, the 
nodal structures of the transit ion state orbitals are quite similar to 
those of benzene. For the SCF calculat ions, the three lowest of these 
molecular orbitals are doubly occupied, and the three highest are 
vacant. This quasi-aromatic character of the transit ion state lends 
support to the view that the reaction is symmetry-al lowed, i t  should be 
noted, however, that the highest occupied orbital (Aby^) in the 
activated complex is the it  orbital of ethylene delocal ized antisym-
metrical ly between the left  and r ight CC bonds and, hence, represents an 
antlbonding combination of the left  and r ight i r  MOs. 
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In addit ion to the three occupied MOs in the reaction zone which 
were just discussed, there are fourteen addit ional occupied MOs cor­
responding to four carbon inner shel ls, two CC sigma bonds, and eight 
peripheral CH bonds. When canonical SCF orbitals are determined, then 
the ten nonreacting valence MOs get mixed with the three occupied 
reaction MOs discussed in the preceding paragraph. In order to identi fy 
clearly the essential changes along the reaction path, i t  is, therefore, 
necessary to generate molecular orbîtals that are local ized inside and 
outside the reaction zone. We accomplîshed this separation into 
reacting and nonreacting MOs by performing the fol lowing part ial 
Edmiston-Ruedenberg (I963, 1965) localîzatîons» In ethane, al l  valence 
MOs were local ized yielding one CC sîgma bond and six CH sigma bonds. 
In ethylene, the f ive sigma valence MOs were local ized yielding one CC 
sigma bond and four CH sigma bonds, but the tt MO was left  in canonical 
form. For the activated complex, twelve MOs were local ized, namely al l  
valence MOs excepting only the Ab^^ MO which was left  in canonical form. 
This local ization of the transit ion state yielded two equivalent CC 
sîgma bonds, eight equtvalent peripheral CH sigma bonds, and two 
equivalent CHC three-center bonds describing the concerted hydrogen 
transfer. The canonical MO describes the shif t  of the tr bond from 
one CC atom pair to the other. Contour plots of the three reacting MOs 
mentioned last are shown in Fig. 4 .2 for the reactants/products and the 
transit ion state i l lustrat ing the progress of the reaction. 
An alternative SCF MO interpretat ion of the transit ion state is 
obtained when al l  orbîtals, including the MO, are incorporated in 
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the local ization process. When this is done, one obtains in the reaction 
zone, the MOs depicted in Fig. 4.3 rather than those shown previously 
in Fig. 4.2. (The SCF wavefunction formed with the MOs of Fig. 4.3 is, 
of course, identical to the one formed with the MOs of Fig. 4.2.) The 
MOs of Fig. 4.3 can be thought of as representing the intermediate 
stage of the continuous and concerted orbital shif ts and deformations 
which are most easi ly summarized by the schematic diagram: 
In the left  column of Fig. 4.3, the three MOs are local ized into three 
two-center bonds. In the middle column, each one of them is delocal ized 
into a three-center bond covering three adjacent atoms. In the r ight-
hand column, each MO is now relocal ized into the adjacent two-center 
bond. This picture of an MO crawling to a nefghborTng sTte corresponds 
remarkably well  to the idea of "electron pushing" associated by organic 
chemists with shorthand diagrams such as the above. Figure 4.3 demon­
strates that, for the reaction at hand, this type of dfagram has a 
r igorous quantum mechanical meaning, i f  i t  îs understood to imply 
adfabatic orbital deformations rather than dynamic motions of electrons. 
I t  is worth noting, however, that those two intermediate transit ion 
state MOs of Fig. 4.3 which represent mixtures between a CH bond and a 
CC IT bond ( lower two plots) contain nonnegl igi  ble antibonding 
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contr ibutions at the C atom diagonally across from the main orbital lobe. 
These two antibonding contr ibutions are equivalent to the previously 
mentioned antibonding contr ibution of the 4bgy MO. 
The part ial ly local ized SCF orbitals in Fig. 4 . 2  correspond to 
this "electron pushing" diagram: 
^ ^ H 
C C c 
I—II - II 
A H 
3. Energies 
SCF energies of ethylene, ecl ipsed ethane, and the intermediate 
complex for al l  three bases are reported in Table 4 .2,  along with the 
predicted reaction barriers. These barr iers are underestimates because 
of the assumption of an ecl ipsed conformation for ethane as i t  enters 
the reaction coordTnate. Nonetheless, they are al l  quite large. The 
computed SCF reaction barrTer increases wTth increasing f lexibi l i ty of 
the basis to a value of nearly 77 Kcal/mole for the largest bases 
considered. 
That this barrier is related to the energetic changes of the three 
reacting MOs depicted in Fig. 4 .2 can be inferred from Fig. 4.4. I t  
exhibits quanti tat ively the orbital energies, i .e.,  the diagonal elements 
of the Fock matrix, of al l  a-type local ized valence orbitals and of the 
ir canonical orbitals for the reactants/products and for the transit ion 
state; the connecting l ines indicating the progress of the reaction. I t  
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Table 4.2. Calculated total energies and barr ier to dihydrogen 
exchange 
Bas i  s 
Level of 
Calculat ion 
, C4H10 
(Hartree) 
C2H4 
(Hartree) 
, C2H6 ^ 
(Hartree) 
Barrier^ 
(Kcal/mole) 
A SCF -156.6792 -77.8036 -78.9871 70.0 
B SCF -157.0813 -78.0078 -79.1923 74.5 
C SCF -157.1338 -78.0333 -79.2228 76.7 
B FORS -157.1524 -78.0377 -79.2252 69.3 
^Barrier equals E(C/jH^o) "  EfC.Hr) -  E(C_H,), where 1 
hartree = 627.51 Kcal/mole. 
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is apparent that the orbital energies of the ten nonreacting MOs vary 
smoothly from the (higher) ethane values to the ( lower) ethylene values, 
with the transit ion state having intermediate values. By contrast, the 
three MOs which are local ized in the reaction region, i .e.,  the 46^^ MO 
and the two CHC three-center MOs al l  have substantial ly higher values 
for the activated complex than for the reactants and products. 
The numerical values of the MO energies of the reacting MOs are also 
indicated on Fig. 4.2. The orbital energies of the alternate orbital s 
of Fig. 4.3 are contained in that f fgure. 
The Invariant sum of al l  orbi ta 1 energies is 114 Kcal/mole higher 
for the transit ion state than for the reactants/products and, thus, of 
the same order of general magnitude as the actual barr ier. (The sum of 
the SCF orbital energies is well-known to dif fer from the total SCF 
energy by the electron repulsion energy.) A breakdown of this 1l4 
Kcal/mole according to contr ibutions from the various orbital types 
shown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 is given in Table 4.3. 
D. Results and Discussion of FORS Calculat ions 
In view of the large barrier found in the SCF approximation, two 
questions arise: ( i)  Is this result signif icantly changed when the 
wavefunction al lows for correlat ion? and ( i i )  Is the reaction in fact 
symmetry al lowed? The dominant changes due to correlat ion are described 
by the FORS model which moreover provides further insight into the 
electronic rearrangements. 
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Table 4.3. Breakdown of "sum-of-orbital-energies barrier" in terms of 
contr ibutions from various orbital types 
Orbital types of Fig. 4.2 AE® Orbital types of Fig. 4.3 AE^ 
4 carbon inner shel ls +10,4 4 carbon inner shel ls +10.4 
2 CC a bonds -6l ,8 2 CC a bonds -6l .8 
8 peripheral CH bonds -46.9 8 peripheral CH bonds -46.9 
2 reacting CH bonds +120.4 1 reacting CH bond +60.2 
1 reacting CC tt bond +92.1 2 bonds changing from CH 
to CC IT or  vice versa +152.3 
Total 114.2 Total 114.2 
-  Z -  S expressed in Kcal/mole. 
n n n 
I l l  
1. Wavefunctions and energies 
The FORS wavefunction of the activated complex consists of the 42 
space orbital products, including the SCF configuration, which can be 
formed by distr ibuting the six reacting electrons over the six reaction 
orbitals which are similar in shape to those indicated in Fig. 4.1. Al l  
possible couplings of these space orbital products with the one or two 
permissible spin eigenfunctions yield a total of 52 ^A^ SAAPs which 
comprise the configurational basis for the FORS function, in al l  of 
them, the remaining fourteen MOs are left  doubly occupied [but not 
frozen) as the "nonreactive core". The optimization was performed as 
fol lows. Two prel iminary six SAAR MCSCF calculat ions fol lowed by CI, 
calculat ions for configuratTon selection preceded the f inal eight SAAP 
MCSCF orbital optimizatTon. A f inal CI calculat ion was performed to 
obtain the f inal FORS energy, wavefunction, and natural reaction 
orb i tals. 
The corresponding configurational FORS bases for the reactants/ 
products are as fol lows. In ethylene, i t  consists of the two singlet 
SAAPs of appropriate symmetry that can be made from the bonding tt-MO 
and the antibonding ir-MO. In ethane, i t  consists of the twelve singlet 
SAAPs of appropriate symmetry which are possible using the bonding and 
antibonding a MOs in the reactive CH bonds; the other four CH bonds and 
the CC a bond remaining described by doubly occupied bonding MOs, The 
ethylene FORS wavefunction was obtained by direct MCSCF optimization, 
while a prel iminary three SAAP MCSCF calculat ion preceded the f inal 
twelve SAAP MCSCF calculat ion on ethane. The FORS wavefunction of the 
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reactant/product state is simply the normalized antisymmetrized product 
of the ethane and ethylene FORS wavefunctions and, hence, is a super­
posit ion of 24 SAAPs. 
Only basis B was used for these calculat ions, and the FORS energies 
of al l  three molecules are presented as the f inal entry in Table 4.2. 
Although for each molecule the FORS energy is much lower than the SCF 
energy using the same basis, the dif ference in the electron correlat ion 
energy of the reactants/products and the intermediate complex is merely 
8.3 mi 11ihartree, corresponding to a barr ier lowering of only 5 
Kca1/mole. 
For the transit ion state as well  as for the reactant/product state, 
the SCF-type configuration ( in terms of natural orbitals) is dominant 
by far. In the 52 term transit ion state FORS wavefunction, this SAAP 
has the coeff icient 0.967 corresponding to a weight of 92%. In ethane 
and ethylene, the SCF-type SAAPs have the coeff icients 0.9903 and 0.9767, 
respectively, so that the coeff icient of the SCF-type configuration in 
the 24-term FORS wavefunction of the reactant/product state is 0.9903 
X 0.9767 = 0.967 as well ,  i t  is, therefore, indeed just i f ied to con­
sider the reaction as symmetry-al lowed. 
2. FORS picture of the electronic structure 
As usual for any sensibly formulated FORS function, the physical 
interactions automatical ly local ize the six reactive MOs in the reac­
t ion zone and the fourteen ( inner shel l  and valence) core MOs outside 
the reaction zone. The core MOs can be transformed among each other by 
an arbitrary orthogonal transformation, and the same holds true among 
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the reactive MOs. Local ization of the core MOs yields MOs that are 
very similar to the corresponding SCF MOs. In the orbital space of 
the six reactive orbitals, several choices of FORS MO sets are of 
interest. 
The six natural reaction orbitals of the FORS wavefunctions for 
the three molecules, obtained by diagonalizing the f i rst-order density 
matrix, are shown in Fig. 4.5. They furnish the orbital descript ion 
which is closest to the SCF orbital descript ion, in that is has the 
smallest number of dominant FORS MOs. The nodal surfaces of the natural 
reaction orbitals of the transit ion state are very similar in both 
number and location to those of the schematic MOs which were conjectured 
in Fig. 4.1. Each orbital deforms in a smooth and continuous fashion 
from reactants to activated complex to products, in accordance with the 
symmetry-al lowed nature of the reaction. The symmetry-al lowed nature 
is furthermore confirmed by the near constancy of the electron occupa­
t ions of the nearly doubly occupied orbitals fn Fig. 4.5, and by the 
smallness of the occupation numbers of the correlat ing orbitals in 
Fig. 4.5. 
Localization of the six natural reaction orbitals according to 
the Edmiston-Ruedenberg (1963, 1965) energy cr i terion yields the six 
AO-l ike molecular orbitals shown in Fig. 4.6. These local ized reaction 
orbitals have the somewhat deformed shapes of the hydrogen Is AOs and 
the carbon hybrid AOs which were used conceptual ly to generate the 
symmetry-adapted ful l  reaction space orbital set. The local ized 
reaction orbitals represent "molecule-adapted minimal basis atomic 
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orb!tais". That is, the minimal basis set AOs can be imagined as 
having been deformed in such a fashion that they are directly usable as 
orthogonal FORS MOs. Conceptual ly, al l  other FORS MOs, such as, e.g., 
the natural reaction orbital s, can then be conveniently thought of as 
being obtained from the local ized reaction orbital s by orthogonal 
transformations. In this manner, they can be easi ly visual ized. 
The local ized reaction MOs of the FORS wavefunctions for ethane 
and ethylene have been very similar shapes, and Table 4.4 l ists a 11 
populat ions and bond orders for the local ized reaction orbital s of 
reactants, products and the transit ion state. For the transit ion state, 
the populat ions and bond orders between adjacent pairs are also indi­
cated in Fig. 4.6. The values of the bond orders are readily understood 
as the sum of the contr ibutions made by the three dominant natural 
reaction orbital s shown in Fig. 4.5., i .e.,  p. j  % 2E^ T.^Tj^, where 
n = 4a ,  3b« ,  4b_ and T is the transformation from natural to local ized g zu ju 0» 
reaction orbitals. (For example, the substantial negative CC bond 
order diagonally across the r ing results from the posit ive ha^ con­
tr ibution and the negative contr ibutions from the 3^2^ MOs.) 
From Table 4.4, the fol lowing inferences can be drawn: ( i )  Each 
local ized reaction orbital remains occupied by almost exactly one 
electron throughout the reaction; ( i i )  In ethane the two strong CH 
bonds interfere l i t t le with each other; ( i i i )  The corresponding CH 
bonds in the transit ion state are weaker than those in ethane; ( iv) The 
T T-bond between the neighborîng carbons, too, is weaker in the transit ion 
state than in ethylene; (v) In the transit ion state, al l  CH bonds and 
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Table 4.4. Populations and bond orders of local ized reaction 
orbi tais 
Pos i t ion Ethane 
Transit ion 
State Ethylene 
Populations 
C atom 1.0053 1.0006 1 
H atom 0.9947 0.9987 0 
Bond Orders 
CH (neighbors) 0.9787 0.6798 0 
CC (neighbors) 0.0610 0.5122 0.9081 
CH (next neighbors) -0.0003 0.0006 0 
CC (next neighbors) 0 -0.0018 0 
CC ( third neighbors) 0 -0.3778 0 
HH ( third neighbors) -0.0588 -0,1128 0 
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CC bonds interact with each other; and (vi) There is some antibonding 
character across the r ing which presumably contr ibutes to the barrier. 
I t  should be noted that the occupation numbers and bond orders 
given in Fig. 4.6 and in Table 4.4 are the elements of the f i rst order 
density matrix in terms of the orthogonal MOs given in Fig. 4.6 and, 
hence, are entirely unambiguous. In view of the strong local ization of 
these orbitals, these occupation numbers Imply that, of the six 
reacting electrons, a charge of one resides near each of the six 
reacting atoms in the transit ion state. (These populat ions are not 
Mull iken populat ions, which refer to nonorthogonal and less local ized 
atomic basis orbitals. In the present case, a Mull iken populat ion 
analysis distr ibutes the six reacting electrons as fol lows: reacting 
hydrogen = 0.930; carbon = 1.020; and peripheral hydrogen = 0.007. In 
view of the well-known questions regarding the definit ion of Mull iken 
populat ions, the meaning of these values is less definite.) 
Further sets of interesting FORS MOs are chemtcal ly adapted 
reaction orbi tals, which are defined as MOs that have nearly maximal or 
minimal occupation numbers and, i  n addi t  ion, are also local ized in as 
small  a part of the molecule as possible. For the transit ion state, a 
chemical ly adapted reaction orbital set is given in Table 4.5 in terms 
of the local ized reaction orbitals. I t  is readily seen that three of 
these MOs have occupation numbers close to 2 and are very similar in 
shape to the part ial ly local ized SCF MOs, which were depicted in 
Fig. 4.2. Each of the remaining three MOs is seen to be an orbital 
which essential ly provides " interatomic" electron correlat ion to one of 
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Table 4.5. Chemical ly adapted reaction orbitals corresponding to 
SCF MOs of Fig. 4.2 in terms of local ized reaction 
orbi tals® 
| C i >  | H i >  |C2> |C3> I V  I V  
Occupation 
Numbers 
|CHC>, 1/2 1/2/2 1/2 0 0 0 , .96,7 
1CHC*>^ 1/2 -1/2/2 1/2 0 0 0 0.039 J 
1CHC>2 0 0 0 1/2 1/2/2 1/2 
|CHC*>2 0 0 0 1/2 -1/2/2 1/2 0.039 J 
|CCn> 1/2 0 -1/2 -1/2 0 1/2 1.890 1 
|CCnA> 1/2 0 -1/2 1/2 0 -1/2 0.110 J  
^Column headings: Localized reaction orbitals, as shown in 
Fig. 4.6, corresponding to the indicated atoms (progressing 
counterclockwise, start ing at one-o'clock posit ion). Row 
headings: Chemical ly adapted reaction orbitals ( labels have 
meanings similar to those used in Fig. 4.2). 
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the three dominant MOs. Another set of chemical ly adapted reaction 
orbitals Is given by the orthogonal transformation in Table 4.6. I t  is 
readily veri f ied that those MOs with occupation numbers close to 2 are 
very similar to the completely local ized SCF MOs of Fig. 4.3, and that 
each of those MOs with near-zero occupation numbers again provides 
interatomic correlat ion to one of the dominant MOs. From the expansions 
in this table, the antibonding character across the r ing mentioned 
earl ier for the MOs |CCH> and |hCC> is part icularly evident. 
E. Discussion of Barrier 
The calculated zero point vibrat ional energies of ethylene, 
ecl ipsed ethane, and the activated complex are 0.0547, 0.0787, and 
0,1318 Hartree, respectively. Thus, the inclusion of zero point 
vibrat ional energies lowers the barrier by O .OOI6 Hartree, which is 
just 1.0 Kcal/mole. 
On the basis of these calculat ions, the reaction barrier is 
estimated to be 71 Kcal/mole. This estimate is obtained by subtracting 
the 5 Kcal/mole lowering due to the inclusion of electron correlat ion, 
using basis B, and the 1 Kcal/mole lowering due to the inclusion of the 
zero point vibrat ional energy, from the SCF barr ier of 77 Kcal/mole 
obtained using basis C. Further calculat ional improvements are 
unl ikely to lower the barrier signif icantly, as the largest basis used 
is quite f lexible, and the FORS method can be expected to incorporate 
the pert inent changes in electron correlat ion which occur during the 
course of a reaction. Taking into account the rotat ional barr ier in 
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Table 4.6 Chemical ly adapted reaction orbital s corresponding to SCF 
MOs of Fig. 4 .3 in terms of local ized reaction orbitals 
|Ci> |H,> |c^> |C3> |H2> IV Occupation Numbers 
|CHC>, 1/2 1/2/2 1/2 0 0 0 , .96, 7 
1CHCA>^ 1/2 -1/2/2 1/2 0 0 0 0.039 J  
|HCC> 1/4 /2 0 -1/4 /2 0 1/2 1/2/2 , .925 ? 
|HCCA> -1/4 /2 0 1/4 /2 0 -1/2 1/2/2 0.075 j  
|CCH> -1/4 /2 0 1/4 /2 1/2/2 1/2 0 ,.925 7 
|CCHA> 1/4 /2 0 -1/4 /2 1/2/2 -1/2 0 0.075 j  
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ethane, we f inal ly infer a dihydrogen exchange barrier of about Ik 
Kcal/mole between staggered ethane and ethylene. 
The origin of this large barrier is apparent from Figs. 4.4 and 
4.5. While the symmetry-al lowedness insures that the occupancies of 
the three frontier MOs remain close to 2 along the entire reaction path, 
i t  does not prevent the energies of these orbitals from changing 
drastical ly. In fact, al l  three have signif icantly higher orbital 
energies for the reaction intermediate than for the reactants/products. 
The energy increase contr ibuted by the CMC bonds is associated with the 
fact that the two-electron two-center CH bonds of ethane become CHC 
two-electron three-center bonds; a circumstance which di lutes and weakens 
the binding effect and, thereby, leads to a considerable elongation of 
the CH bonds with a concomitant r ise in energy. For very similar 
reasons, the spread of the two-electron two-center ir-bond of ethylene 
over both CC bonds di lutes and weakens the bonding effect of the 
TT-electrons, as evidenced by the lengthening of the CC bonds, compared 
to ethylene. In addit ion, the CC ir-bond is further destabi l ized by the 
left-r ight antisymmetry of the 4^^^ MO which creates an antibinding 
effect that increases with decreasing distance between the reactants. 
For the purpose of comparing the present results with the schematic 
Figure 40 of Woodward and Hoffmann (1971), one can form the normalized 
sum and dif ference of the two local ized CHC three-center SCF MOs of the 
transit ion state and the same l inear combinations of the two corre­
sponding CH local ized SCF MOs in ethane. (Plots of the local ized MOs 
were shown in Fig. 4.2.) The result ing SCF MOs have shapes which are 
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very similar to the natural reaction orbital s ^a^ and Sbg^, and the 
corresponding ethane orbitals shown in Fig. 4.5. The energies of these 
SCF MOs are given in Table 4.7 for the reactants/products and the 
transit ion state. In this formulation, the barrier contr ibutions from 
the CHC three-center bonds are seen to be entirely concentrated in the 
orbital which is antisymmetric with respect to the CC bond bisectr ix, 
whereas the symmetric orbital has nearly the same energy in the transi­
t ion state as in ethane. This is so because the offdiagonal Pock matrix 
element between the two local ized CHC MOs of the transit ion state is 
much larger than the corresponding matrix element between the CH bonds 
in ethane. This increase in the interference energy between the two 
local ized CHC MOs is probably due to the shortening of the CC distances 
and of the distance between the central hydrogens. The orbitals 4ag, 
Sbgy, and correspond conceptual ly to the orbitals denoted by S(CH), 
A(CH), and S(n) in Figure 40 of Woodward and Hoffmann (1971), 
Since the transit ion state has such a high energy, one might 
f inal ly raise the question whether there exists a nonplanar transit ion 
state, similar to the chair or boat form of cyclohexane, whose saddle 
point is lower than the one considered here. While we have not made 
an exhaustive study of al l  possible geometries, we have investigated 
the variat ion of the energy for the fol lowing deformations of the planar 
arrangement. The four carbon atoms were kept in a plane; al l  distances 
between neighbor atoms were kept at their transit ion state values and 
al l  bond angles at the carbon atoms were held f ixed as well .  These 
constraints restr ict the motions of the hydrogen atoms to r igid 
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Table 4.7. Orbital  energies of SCF MOs corresponding to the 
natural FORS MOs of Fig. 4.5 
Orbital  Ethane/Ethylene Act ivated Complex Ethylene/Ethane 
S(TT), 4b2y -0.378 -0.305 -0.378 
A(CH), -0.604 -0.506 -0.604 
S(CH), 4ag -0.677 -0.679 -0.677 
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cyl indrical rotat ions around the left  and r ight CC bonds, respectively, 
so that the bridge hydrogens are l imited to one-dimensional out-of-plane 
motions and the distance between the left  and r ight CC bonds decreases 
somewhat. The maximum displacements considered were approximately those 
where the angle between the CCCC plane and the bonds to the bridge 
hydrogens were equal to the corresponding angles in cyclohexane, at 
which point the distance between the left  and r ight CC bonds is shortened 
by about 0.15 Angstrom only. The boat form as well  as chair form was 
investigated. Specif ic geometric parameters and the corresponding 
changes in the SCF energy are l isted in Table 4,8. In view of the 
strong increase of the energy relat ive to the transit ion state, i t  
seems unl ikely that there exists another saddle point describing a 
concerted hydrogen exchange. The reason for this energetic behavior 
must be seen in the dif ference between the electronic structure of this 
activated complex and that of cyclohexane. Whereas the r ing in cyclo­
hexane is formed by 12 electrons using 6 bonding MOs formed from 12 
molecule adapted minimal basis set AOs, the r ing in the transit ion 
state at hand is formed by 10 electrons using 5 bonding MOs formed from 
10 molecule adapted minimal basis set orbitals^ There exists, thus, an 
essential delocal ization of at least two electrons over al l  four carbons. 
I t  seems, therefore, unl ikely that the CMC bridge bonds can be signif i­
cantly shortened and that the antibonding effect embodied in the 
MO wi l l  disappear when the r ing is made nonplanar. I t  rather seems 
l ikely that matters wi l l  get worse, because the IT bonding character 
embodied within the left  and r ight halves of the Ab^^ MO wi l l  be lost 
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Table 4.8. Energies of activated complex for out-of-plane 
deformations of transit ion state geometry 
Geometric Data Energies 
0-'^ CiC.c H H AE(Chair)® AE(Boat)® 
D • I Z p p 
±0 0 2.704 3.276 0 0 
±0.1 10.55 2.702 3.201 0.33 0.16 
±0.3 29.19 2.685 3.038 2.98 1.46 
±0.6 48.17 2.628 2.754 12.68 6.08 
±0.9 59.18^ 2.531 2.421 31.88 15.20 
^Components of bridge hydrogen posit ions perpendicular to 
CCCC plane in bohr. 
'^Dihedral angle between CCCC plane and CH^C planes in 
degrees (Hg = bridge hydrogens). 
" 'Shortest CC distance across the r ing, between left  and 
r ight CgH^ fragments, in Angstrom. 
'^Shortest HH distance between left  and r igTit peripheral 
hydrogens, in Angstrom. 
®AE = (SCF energy of indicated geometry) -  (SCF energy of 
Dop, t ransit ion state) in Kcal/mole, calculated with 3"21G basis 
of Binkley et al .  (1979). 
^Note: For cyclohexane, one has 0g = 54.74°. 
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when both halves of the transit ion state assume the staggered conforma­
t ion appropriate to the chair or boat form. 
F. Reconci l iat ion of High Barrier and Experimental Results 
The results reported here for the prototype concerted dihydrogen 
exchange between ethane and ethylene imply that the intr insic barrier 
( i .e.,  the barrier in the absence of other factors, such as discussed 
below) for the dihyrodgen exchange between alkyl and alkenyl carbons is 
about 71(74) Kcal/mole. This is surprisingly large and shows that 
neither the symmetry-al lowed nature of the reaction nor the aromatic 
character of the transit ion state in themselves are suff icient to 
guarantee a low activation energy. The implication is that addit ional 
factors which stabi l ize the transit ion state are required to reduce the 
activation energy for dihydrogen exchange to a surmountable magnitude. 
An example where such is the case is the analogous reaction 
between di imide and olef ins, where the formation of leads to a very 
large lowering in the energy of the products which, in turn, is 
expected to depress the activation energy substantial ly. Thus, we have, 
for instance, 
NgHg + Ng + + about 90 Kcal/mole 
where NgHg I  s assumed to be in the cis form. Pasto and Chipman (1979) 
have calculated the barrier for this reaction to be about 27 Kcal/mole. 
Their result is a confirmation of the results obtained in the present 
investigation in the fol lowing sense: Even with the assistance of a 
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very large heat of formation of the products, there st i l l  survives a 
barr ier as high as 27 Kcal/mole. 
A carbon to carbon example is the dihydrogen transfer from cis-9, 
10-dihydronaphthalene to olef ins observed by Doering and Rosenthal 
(1967). With respect to this reaction, our results lead us to agree 
with the comment by Doering and Rosenthal viz. "as the driving force in 
the hydrogénation by di imide is very probably associated with the con­
tr ibution of the heat of formation of nitrogen to the transit ion state, 
so the driving force in the transfer of hydrogen from cis-9,10-dihydro-
naphthalene may be dependent on the unique possibi l i ty of contr ibuting 
a part of the ful l  resonance energy of naphthalene (.61 Kcal/mole) to 
the transit ion state." The intramolecular transfer noted by MacKenzie 
(1965, 1969) is another example where the formation of an aromatic 
r ing lowers the activation energy. 
An interesting example of an experimental ly observed transfer, 
where the product is not much more stable than the reactant, is the 
intramolecular transfer observed by Hagenbuch et al .  (I98I). They f ind 
an equil ibr ium constant of around unity, so that the system is thermally 
neutral.  However, the "cage" structure forces the ethane and ethylene 
l ike port ions of the molecule to be quite close. As noted by Hagenbuch 
et al . ,  this compression would provide part of the energy needed to 
surmount the barrier. Using the geometric assumptions of Hagenbuch 
et al.  leads to a distance of 2»3 A across the r ing, which is much 
0 
shorter than the 2.7 A distance found for the optimal transit ion state 
between ethane and ethylene. SCF calculat ions with the 3"21G basis show 
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that bringing ethane and ethylene to 2.7 A, with unrelaxed internal geome­
tr ies, raises the energy 33 Kcal/mole. Further compression to 2.3 A re­
quires an addit ional 70 Kcal/mole. Of course, some relaxation in the 
ethane and erthylene molecules wi l l  reduce this requirement. Obviously, 
the 0.4 A extra compression forced on the ethane and ethylene moieties in 
the transfer observed by Hagenbuch et al.  provides an energy input that 
is a signif icant port ion of the intr insic barrier height reported. 
Hagenbuch et al.  estimate the enthalpy of act ivation to be 35-59 Kcal/ 
mole. The reduced barrier al lowing the transfer to occur is due to com­
pression of the reactants, rather than great stabi l i ty of the products. 
Further evidence support ing a high barrier is the fai lure to 
observe dihydrogen transfer in deuterium labeled cyclooctane (.Bellamy, 
No reaction is observed after 7 days at 250°C, Here the intermediate is 
in the "boat" conformation.. As shown above, thTs Ts even less stable 
than the planar transit ion state. 
The intr insic barrier to the Woodward-Hoffmann al lowed concerted 
dihydrogen transfer is 71 Kcal/mole. Therefore, this type of transfer 
can occur only in situations where the transit ion state is stabi l ized 
by some factor in addit ion to the symmetry al lowedness. 
0 
1972): 
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V. C REACTIONS IN THE DlOXIRANE/DIOXYMETHANE SYSTEM: 
APPLICATION TO OZONOLYSIS 
A. Introduction 
1. Chemical background 
Ozonolysis of olef inîc double bonds has been investigated from the 
turn of the century (Harries, 1903)• Ozonolysis of alkene solut ions is 
a common technique; the degradation to smaller aldehydes and ketones 
permits identi f icat ion of the original alkene. The mechanism for 
ozonolysis was f i rst proposed by Criegee (1957) and modif ied to account 
for stereochemistry by Bauld et al.  (1968). The broad outl ine of the 
Criegee, or Bauld-Bailey mechanism for solut ion phase ozonolysis is as 
fol lows :  
0 3 .  > = <  _  ^  
\ / —  ^ \ / 
"f V 
I  I I  
The thermochemistry has been estimated by Wadt and Goddard (1975). 
Structure I ,  known variously as the primary ozonide, molozonide, or 
1,2,3-trîoxolane, is about 50 Kcal/mole below the reactants. A primary 
ozonide has never been isolated, and i ts structure is st i l l  somewhat 
uncertain. Hiberty (1976) has found via SCF calculat ions that f ive 
member r ings are more stable than other possibi l i t ies for I ,  and that an 
oxygen envelope is sl ightly more stable that a half  chair conformation. 
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Structure I I ,  known as the secondary ozonide, or 1,2,4-tr loxolane, is 
readily detected in solut ion, and l ies about 35 Kcal/mole below I .  The 
Criegee mechanism for the conversion of I  to I  I  is 
A A  ^\ yf ° 
I III II 
Whether the r ing opening of I  involves concerted or stepwise cleavage 
is unsett led, but that r ing opening to the fragments shown does occur 
is proven by the incorporation of dissolved aldehydes into the secondary 
ozonide. Structure I I I ,  del iberately with only the atomic connectivi ty 
shown above, is the crucial intermediate, and is known variously as the 
Criegee intermediate, carbonyl oxide, or, with hydrogens attached, as 
peroxymethylene. The Criegee intermediate was proposed to be zwitter-
ionic by Criegee (1957), 
o. 
-ç 
but is sometimes shown as 
-© 
- 0 
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The nature of the Criegee intermediate is of part icular interest for 
ozonolysis in the gas phase, where lower pressure causes the recombined 
secondary ozonide to be found in only small  amounts at long reaction 
t imes. The gas phase reaction has been of recent interest due to i ts 
important role in photochemical smog generation (Demerj ian et al . ,  
1974). The major products of the gas phase reaction of ozone and 
ethylene are small  molecules such as H^O, COg, CO, Hg, H, OH, and traces 
of larger molecules, e.g., formic acid and methanol (Kuhne et al . ,  
In their seminal paper, Wadt and Goddard (1975), recognizing that 
peroxymethylene is isoelectronic to ozone, demonstrated via GVB-CI 
calculat ions that peroxymethylene is a singlet biradical.  
This is exactly analogous to ozone and, in fact, the zwitterions shown 
above best represent several excited states above 3.5 eV. The biradical 
nature of the Criegee intermediate had been missed by theorists (Ha et 
al . ,  1974) and experimental ists (Criegee, 1957 and Bauld et al . ,  1968) 
al ike, and has immediate mechanist ic consequences. Harding and Goddard 
(1978) estimated the energy for spl i t t ing the primary ozonide to form 
the Criegee intermediate as about 10 Kcal/mole, leaving the fragments 
some 40 Kcal/mole below the ini t ial  reactants. They calculate the 
1976). 
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rotat ional barr ier to perpendicular peroxymethylene 
H 
C 
H 
as 29 Kcal/mole, so that this rotat ion is energetical ly feasible. 
Similar numerical est imates led Wadt and Goddard to propose that the 
perpendicular form, now with both unpaired electrons in overlapping 
orbital s in the COO plane, should undergo r ing closure to form 
d ioxi rane, 
They further propose that this molecule should undergo r ing opening to 
d ioxymethane, 
which is also a singlet biradical,  again by analogy to ozone. 
H 
C 
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Dioxymethane can undergo a faci le 1,2 hydrogen atom shif t  to formic 
acid (downhil l  by 95 Kcal/mole), in a highly vibrat ional ly excited form, 
which could then decompose into a number of smaller species. 
The Wadt-Goddard mechanism for gas phase ozonolysis was confirmed 
by the discovery of dioxirane in 1977 by two teams performing microwave 
spectroscopy and mass spectrometry studies of the low temperature gas 
phase ozonolysis of ethylene. The dramatic discovery of dioxirane was 
widely reported in such popularizing magazines as Chemistry, Dimensions, 
and Chemical and Engineering News. The Wadt-Goddard mechanism was even 
incorporated into a beer ad in the Iowa State Daily: 
The actual report of the isolat ion of dioxirane at temperatures 
below -lOO'C came in companion papers. Lovas and Suenram (1977) found 
a number of microwave transit ions attr ibutable to an asymmetric top 
with a large dipole moment. Mart inez, Huie and Herron (1977) confFrmed 
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the HgCOg composit ion by mass spectrometry. The molecular, as opposed 
to radical,  nature of the species was demonstrated by the abi l i ty of 
these researchers to repeatedly freeze and vaporize the intermediate. 
Eventual ly, Suenram and Lovas (1978), by preparing isotopical ly sub­
st i tuted species, were able to obtain a complete structure for dioxirane. 
According to the Wadt-Goddard mechanism, ozonolysis of more complex 
olef ins than ethylene should yield substi tuted dioxiranes. To date 
none have been found, which Suenram and Lovas (1978) attr ibute to 
unfavorable vapor pressure versus decomposit ion temperature behavior. 
Catalan et al .  (1980) have presented theoretical geometries for f luorine 
and methyl substi tuted dioxirane. 
The Wadt-Goddard mechanism leading to f inal products is the opening 
of the 00 bond of dioxirane to dioxymethane, hydrogen shif t  to formic 
acid, which vibrat ional ly decomposes. Mart inez, Huie and Herron (1977) 
found the fol lowing f inal products for the ozonolysis of ethylene, al l  
having the same composit ion as formic acid: CO + HgO (67%), COg + Hg 
(18%), and COg + 2H (9%). Formic acid i tself  has been detected in the 
amount of 1% by Kuhne et al.  (1976). Quali tat ive consideration of the 
electronic structure of dFoxymethane (Wadt and Goddard, 1975) shows that 
the H shif t  to produce formic acid is highly exoergic. There is l ikely 
no barrier to the shif t ,  although there is no concrete evidence to 
date to support this claim. 
The only questionable step in the suggested decomposit ion of 
dioxirane at temperatures over -80°C is the r ing opening to dioxymethane. 
Wadt and Goddard (1975) and Harding and Goddard (1978) use assumed 
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geometries for both dioxirane and dioxymethane, yielding ambiguous 
energy comparisons. Wadt and Goddard f ind dioxymethane to be 14 Kcal/ 
mole below the r ing state, while Harding and Goddard f ind dioxymethane 
to be 11 Kcal/mole above the r ing. Karlstrom, Engstrom and Jonsson 
(1979) investigated the r ing opening to dioxymethane, optimizing 
geometries and locating the transit ion state. They found dioxymethane 
to be less than 2 Kcal/mole above the r ing, separated by only a 15 
Kcal/mole barr ier. I t  is worth noting here that the r ing form of 
ozone l ies 28 Kcal/mole above the biradfcal, open form ground state 
(Hay and Dunning, 1977). The experimental isolat ion of dioxirane, the 
theoretical demonstrat ion of the r ing opening, and the f inal product 
analysis al l  f i rmly establ ish the Wadt-Goddard mechanism for gas phase 
ozonolysi s. 
2. Object of present study 
The research described here investigates the entire constrained 
potential energy surface of the dioxirane/dioxymethane system. Spe­
ci f ical ly, the reactions considered are 
"a * 
/ •  
0" 
0 
Jl 
c 
II 
0 
The three reactions shown above al l  involve extensive configuration 
mixing, and as a consequence should be treated at the MCSCF level. A 
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theoretical study of the f i rst reaction, namely the insert ion of singlet 
methylene into singlet oxygen, has never been reported, i t  should be 
mentioned that the insert ion is not expected to be the most l ikely 
reaction route. Methylene usually attacks in a sideways rather than 
headron fashion, as for example, in the Isoelectronic insert ion of 
singlet methylene into ethylene to produce cyclopropane (Zurawski and 
Kutzelnigg, 1978). The second reaction, conversion of dioxirane to 
dioxymethane, is of great signif icance to the ozonolysis mechanism, as 
mentioned above. While this conversion has been studied by Karlstrom, 
Engstrom and Jonsson (1979), their MC-CI results may be biased by 
obtaining their MCSCF wavefunction at al l  points with the same ten con­
f igurations. These authors extend their probe of the potential surface 
to the transit ion state for the f inal reaction, the dissociat ion of 
dioxymethane. The conversion of dioxirane to dioxymethane as well  as 
the dissociat ion of dioxymethane has been investigated by Cimiragl ia, 
Ha and Gunthard (1982). These authors, too, may have skewed their 
results by treating the reaction with a mult ireference Ci function using 
the same six configurations as reference l ist throughout. In addit ion, 
they performed only part ial geometry optimfzation. I t  should be 
mentioned that, although + COg rs a major product in gas phase 
ozonolysis, these are formed, according to the Wadt-Goddard (.1975) 
mechanism, on a reactive path leading through formic acid. 
Al l  previous investigations on the reactive path connecting 
methylene and oxygen to carbon dioxide and molecular hydrogen are 
incomplete in that they suffer either from inadequate configuration 
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selection procedures or lack of geometry optimization. Therefore, the 
FORS model has been applied to the reactions, as the predominant con­
f igurations may vary greatly from point to point on the potential sur­
face. Ful l  geometry optimization at the FORS level was carr ied out, 
and the stable ( in structures and the transit ion states connecting 
these relat ive minima on the potential energy surface were located. 
The low-lying excited states between dioxirane and dioxymethane are 
exami ned. 
B. Configurational Descript ion of the Reaction 
The subsequent discussion wi l l  demonstrate that a Hartree-Fock SCF 
function is completely incapable of describing the transit ion states 
and even some of the stable structures on the reaction coordinate. 
Since the SCF predict ions for the HgCOg system are often wrong, they 
wi l l  not be discussed in any detai l .  A proper MCSCF methodology is 
clearly essential for this reactive system. 
Ideal ly, the ful l  valence space type of FORS wavefunction should 
be used to describe any reactive system as complicated as that of the 
dioxirane system. The ful l  valence space treats al1 reactive channels 
on an equal footing, so that the transformation of carbon from singly 
bonding two hydrogens to doubly bonding two oxygens is handled in a 
single consistent and unbiased fashion, A quick check shows that, even 
with the simpli f icat ion due to symmetry, the ful l  valence space for 
a state contains 42,816 SAAPs, As this is too large a number, the 
reaction sequence is divided into two parts: f îrst,  the însertTon of 
methylene into oxygen to form dioxirane and subsequently dToxymethane 
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.  and, second, the dissociat ion of dioxymethane. Each part of the reac­
t ion is treated with a reduced FRS appropriate to that part icular reac­
t ion, with the two treatments overlapping around the dioxymethane 
port ion of the potential energy surface. 
1. Formation of dioxirane and dioxymethane 
During the insert ion of methylene into oxygen to form f i rst 
dioxirane and then dioxymethane, the oxygens vary from doubly to singly 
to not bound. At the same t ime, new CO bonds are formed. However, the 
CH bonds are not broken, and one lone pair possessing largely 2s 
character persists on each oxygen. These four orbital s together with 
the oxygen and carbon Is inner shel ls are taken as the core orbital 
space, in symmetry notat ion, i t  consists of three a^, one b^, and 
two bg orbital s as shown in Table 5.1. Here the x axis is perpendicular 
to the COO plane, the y axis is paral lel to the 00 bond, and the z axis 
l ies on the twofold rotat ion axis. This core space is occupied by 6 
inner shel l  and 8 valence electrons. 
The remaining 8 orbital s form the reactive orbital space which can 
be characterized from the atomic and from the molecular points of view. 
The f i l led a and i r ,  half-f i l led i r  ,  and empty a shel ls of molecular 
oxygen which arise predominantly from the 2p 0 atom orbitals al low for 
correct dissociat ion of Og to 20, and permit the oxygen atoms to combine 
with the methylene. On the carbon atom, only the sp hybrid lying in 
the CHg plane, and the p orbital perpendicular to the HCH plane (and 
lying in the COO plane) are involved in the reduced FRS of a methylene 
whose CH bonds are kept doubly occupied. The combined set of these 
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Table 5.1. Symmetry labels for the orbîtals during insert ion 
Symmetry 
Label 
Orbi tal  
Type °2 CHg 
DÎOXÎ rane/ 
Dîoxymethane 
la. core 0 Is +0 Is 0 Is +0 Is 
2a. core C Is C Is 
3a, core 0 &p + 0 2p 0 2p + 0 &p 
4a, core CH + CH CH + CH 
5a 1 react ive 00 a 00 a 
6a, reactive C &p CO + CO 
7a 1 react i  ve 00 tt CO" + CO" 
la2 react i  ve 00 tt' "  00 tt"' 
core CH -  CH CH -  CH 
reactive 00 tt 
O
 
o
 
^^2 core 0 Is -  0 Is 0 Is -  0 Is 
2^2 core 0 &p -  0 2p 0 &p -  0 2p 
3*^2 reactive O
 
o
 yr 
o
 
0
 
1 o
 
o
 
4b2 reactive 00 a" 00 a" 
5^2 reactive C p CO" -  CO" 
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orbitals for methylene and oxygen consists of three a^, one ag, one ,  
and three MOs, as shown in Table 5.1. 
For the molecule dioxirane, the two CO sigma bonds must be left-
r ight correlated to account for their formation as the methylene ap­
proaches the oxygen. The 00 sigma bond must also be left-r ight corre­
lated for that bond to be broken in formfng dioxymethane. Dioxirane also 
possesses f i l led 00 i r  and i r "  oribtals ( leading to no net 00 tt bonding) 
which must be retained in the reactive orbital set for two reasons. 
First,  these orbitals correlate with the out of plane w and tt'  orbitals 
of Og, whose in plane counterparts part icipate in bonding and antibonding 
to the approaching CH^ group, A consistent treatment of the isolated 
oxygen requires both t t  and i r"  orbitals be in the reactive set. A second 
reason is that these t t  and i t ' *  orbitals are single occupied for dioxymeth­
ane. The very long 00 distance in dioxymethane removes the energy penalty 
for occupying the 00 sigma antibond, so the repulsion of the out of 
plane CH bond pairs causes only two electrons to populate the tt and tt 
shells, with four electrons in the a and a .  As shown in Table 5.1, the 
reactive orbitals for dioxirane and dioxymethane have the same symmetry 
labels as those of the separated methylene and oxygen. Therefore, the 
reactive orbital space for the insert ion of methylene into oxygen to 
form dioxirane and the subsequent conversion to dioxymethane is chosen 
to consist of three a^, one ag, one bj ,  and three b^ MOs, correlat ing 
ten valence electrons. 
Clearly, the electronic state of dioxirane is 'a^ (one can draw a 
Lewis structure for i t ) ,  with the SCF configuration 
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core (5a,)2(6a^)2(la2)2(2b^)2(3b2)^ 
The FRS for the orbital space just described contains 320 configura­
t ions, a number which is readily handled by the macro-i terat ive optimiza­
t ion procedure of Dombek and Ruedenberg described in Chapter I I .  The 
lowest potential surface for dioxirane must connect with the lowest 
states of dioxymethane and the separated methylene and oxygen. For 
dioxymethane, this state is a two configuration wavefunction: 
core (5a,)2(6a,)2(3b2)2(4b2)2l( la2)2 -  (2b^)^] 
so that on the average the oxygen it and it orbital s are singly occupied. 
The biradical dioxymethane must also possess a low-lying tr iplet state, 
namely 
core (5a^)^(ôa^)^(3b2)^(4b2)^(182)^(lb^)^ 
The separated methylene and oxygen must be in a combined state 
to form the ground state of dioxirane. The ground states of both 
molecules are tr iplets, which can, of course, couple to a combined 
singlet. However, labeled in the combined coordinate system, tr iplet 
3 3 
methylene is in a state and tr iplet oxygen is By so that the com­
bined spatial symmetry is A2, not .  Therefore, the tr iplets in a 
path correlate with an excited state of dioxirane. Of course, singlet 
oxygen and tr iplet methane, or tr iplet oxygen and singlet methylene 
cannot react adiabatical ly to give the singlet dioxirane. Singlet 
methylene and singlet oxygen can react to form the ground state of 
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dioxirane, as singlet methylene is in a state, and in symmetry 
t l ie degenerate singlet A state of 0^ resolves into a and a 
component. Consequently, at long separations, one expects the two 
configurations 
core (5a,)2(6a,)2(7a,)2(2b,)2[(3b2)2 -  ( lag)^] 
to be predominant. This function is the product of the SCF function 
for methylene and the open shel l  SCF function for the component of 
singlet delta oxygen. Note that in lower symmetry than C^^, i .e.,  
sideways attack of methylene, the reaction of tr iplet methylene and 
tr iplet oxygen to form singlet dioxirane is not forbidden on orbital 
symmetry grounds. 
The two methylene reaction orbital s generate a two configuration 
FRS for ^A^ methylene. The six oxygen reaction orbital s lead to a FRS 
containing 18 SAAPs for the state of oxygen. The product wavefunc-
t ion for the two isolated species thus contains 36 SAAPs (out of the 
ful l  320) with nonvanishing coeff icients. 
The dominant configurations for the descript ion of separated singl 
methylene and singlet oxygen, dioxirane, and dioxymethane given in the 
preceding paragraph are dif ferent. These changes in the character of 
the lowest ^A^ state must be due to avoided crossings with the second 
^A^ surface. Because of these avoided crossings, methylene plus oxygen 
dioxirane, and dioxymethane are each separated by a barr ier. 
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2. Dissociat ion of dioxymethane 
During the course of the dissociat ion of dioxymethane to 
molecular hydrogen and carbon dioxide, the CH bonds are broken, an HH 
bond forms, and CO pi bonds are formed. However, the CO sIgma bonds 
formed during the methylene Insert ion remain as do the 0 lone pairs, 
one on each oxygen. These four persistent orb I  ta Is are now kept in 
core together with Is Inner shel ls. 
To correctly treat the CH bond breakage, these bonds must be left-
r ight correlated by including orbltals arising from the hydrogen Is and 
two carbon sp hybrids. Concomitant with the hydrogen separation, the 
two hydrogen Is orbltals form the bond and correlat ing antibond of 
molecular hydrogen, giving a two configuration wavefunctlon for an 
isolated hydrogen molecule. 
The carbon dioxide fragment must form new pi bonds. For l inear 
carbon dioxide, the pi bonding, nonbonding, and antlbonding orbltals 
arise from the two p^ orbltals on each oxygen and the carbon. The two 
sp hybrids on carbon, fol lowing the spl i t t ing off of the hydrogens wi l l  
become p^ orbltals as the CO^ l inearizes. The other two sp type sfgma 
hybrids on carbon are involved In bonding to a hybrid orbital on oxygen 
forming the persistent CO sigma bond orbltals which are kept in the 
core as is the one lone pair orbital on each oxygen. The remaining two 
orbltals on each oxygen form. In dioxymethane, the nearly doubly 
occupied 00 sigma bond and antibond, and the almost singly occupied 00 
pi bond and antibond. As the dissociat ion proceeds and the CO^ becomes 
l inear, these pi orbltals become oxygen p^ orbltals out of the original 
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COO plane, while the sigma orbital s lose their s character, becoming p^ 
orbitals in the original COO plane. Thus, the carbon and oxygen orbitals 
needed to describe dioxymethane as the hydrogens are spl i t t ing off 
become the ful l  set of pi orbitals for l inear COg. For the ground 
state of COg, the FRS bui l t  from the ful l  tt orbital space contains 33 
configurations. Note that this orbital space cannot properly dissociate 
COg, but does correctly describe the bending of COg. 
The symmetry labels of these orbitals are shown in Table 5.2. I t  
is apparent that the orbitals used to describe dioxymethane, and the 
orbitals needed to describe separated hydrogen and carbon dioxide belong 
to the same symmetries: there are three a^, one a^, three b^, and one 
bg MOs correlat ing 10 valence electrons. The core orbital space con­
sists of four a^ and three b^ orbitals, also shown in Table 5.2, con­
taining six inner shel l  and eight valence electrons. The FRS again 
consists of 320 configurations. I t  contains al l  2 x 33 SAAPs of the 
dissociated states of Hg and COg, so that after dissociat ion 66 of the 
320 SAAPs have nonvanishing coeff icients. 
To clari fy the dif ference in the choice of core, reactive, and 
virtual MOs for the insert ion and r ing opening reactions, and that for 
the dissociat ion reaction, Table 5.3 compares al l  these MOs for dioxy­
methane, where the two FRS treatments overlap. I t  should be noted that 
those orbitals (CO and CH bonds and antibonds) which are switched 
between core, reactive, and virtual spaces carry a dif ferent ordering 
number in their symmetry labels in the two cases, i t  is obvious that 
part of the 320 SAAPs are the same and part dif ferent in the two cases. 
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Table 5.2. Symmetry labels for dioxymethane dissociat ion 
Symmetry Orbital mr w 
Orbital Type Dioxymethane 2 2 
1ai core 0 Is + 0 Is 0 Is + 0 Is 
core C Is C Is 
3a 1 core 0 &p + 0 &p 0 &p + 0 2p 
^-1 core CO + CO CO + CO 
5-1 reactive 00 a C°2 % 
6a, reactive CH + CH Hg a 
7-1 reactive 
s'f i t  
CH + CH 
1-2 reactive 00 it ^«2 ^  
1^1 reactive CH -  CH ^°2 % 
2^ reactive 00 it 
a 
CO2 tt^  
reactive CH" -  CH" Hg a" 
1^2 core 0 Is -  0 Is 0 Is -  0 Is 
2^2 core 0 &p -  0 &p 0 &p -  0 &p 
3^2 core CO -  CO CO -  CO 
4b2 reactive 00 a 
"2  ^  
The wavefunction for dioxymethane consists predominantly of two 
configurations 
core (5a,)2(6aT)2(lb^)2(4b2)2[( la2)2 -  (2b^)^] 
This is exactly the same as the two predominant configurations given 
above in the discussion of the insert ion FRS, as may be seen by writ ing 
out expl ici t ly the core port ion in each case and interpreting the 
symmetry labels according to Table 5.3. The predominant term in the 
wavefunction for separated hydrogen and carbon dioxide is the product 
of their SCF functions, 
core (5a^)^(6a^)^(la2)^(lb^)^(4b2)^ 
in notation. As this is formally the same as the f i rst term of the 
basic dioxymethane function, the changes in electronic structure during 
the dissociat ion of dioxymethane are simpler than during the methylene 
insert ion, or conversion of dioxirane to dioxymethane. An MCSCF treat­
ment of the predominantly two configuration dioxymethane is a necessity, 
but the wavefunction actual ly simpli f ies during the course of the dis­
sociat ion to a single predominant term. The four electrons In the CH 
bonds form the bond and the out of plane carbon dioxide bond. 
Simultaneously an in plane pi bond forms. 
C. Calculat ional Detai ls 
1. Selection of reaction coordinate 
Much chemical signif icance is attr ibuted to stat ionary points on 
molecular potential energy surfaces, where the f i rst derivatives of the 
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Table 5.3. Comparison of the two FRS orbital sets 
1nsert ion and 
Ring Opening Common Dissociat ion 
Core Orbi tal  Space 
la 0 Is + 0 Is '=t 
0 Is - 0 Is 
2a 1 C Is 
3^1 0 &p + 0 &P 3=, 
0 &p - 0 &P 
CH + CH 4a 4a CO + CO 
CH -  CH 3^2 CO -  CO 
Reactive Orbital Space 
00 a 5-1 
4b2 00 a" 4b2 
00 it 
la 00 it 
^-2 
CO + CO 
C0"+ CO" 
6ai 
7-1 
6ai 
7-1 
CH + CH 
îv v? 
CH + CH 
CO -  CO 3^2 2bi CH -  CH 
* 
CO' -  CO" 5'^2 3^1 CH -  CH 
Virtual Orbital Space 
a it 
CH + CH 8a 1 
3b 1 
8a 1 
5^2 
co" + co" 
CH -  CH 
îV >v 
CO -  CO 
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total energy with respect to al l  nuclear coordinates vanish. Stable 
molecules are at an energy minimum with respect to al l  nuclear 
coordinates, so that al l  second derivatives (force constants) are 
posit ive and, hence, al l  molecular frequencies are real. The location 
of such stable structures is straightforward; the energy must be 
minimized with respect to al l  nuclear coordinates. 
A transit ion state is a saddle point on the potential surface 
with one and only one negative second derivative and, of course, 
vanishing f i rst derivatives. Start ing out in the direction of negative 
curvature and proceeding downhil l  leads to products or back to reactants. 
For this reason, this direction is termed the reaction coordinate, and 
for motion along the reaction coordinate, the energy is maximal at the 
transit ion state. At the transit ion state, the reaction coordinate 
corresponds to a normal mode, whose force constant (proport ional to the 
second derivative of the energy) is negative. The formal frequency 
(proport ional to the square root of the force constant) is thus 
imaginary, implying that motion along the reaction coordinate fal ls off 
to reactants or products without return ("vibration") to the transit ion 
state. 
The location of a transit ion state is a more di f f icult  problem than 
that of f inding stable structures since unconstrained minimization of the 
the energy causes col lapse into either the reactants or products. One 
possibi l i ty is to minimize the sum of the squares of al l  the f i rst 
derivatives of the energy with respect to nuclear displacement. This 
length of the gradient vector goes to zero at transit ion states as well  
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as at stable structures. Recently the analyt ic calculat ion of energy 
gradients has become a very powerful tool for the investigation of 
potential surfaces (Flanigan et al . ,  1977). Unfortunately, most current 
programs using gradients are l imited to SCF type wavefunctions. Dupuis 
(1981) has recently extended the gradient formalism to MCSCF wavefunc­
t ions, but programs to calculate MCSCF gradients are not yet common. 
Since the ALIS program system does not currently permit the analyt ic 
calculat ion of gradients, a more cumbersome "brute force" method is used 
in the present study. Were i t  possible to know the reaction coordinate, 
the minimization of the total energy in al l  directions save the reaction 
coordinate and max!mlzation of the energy along the reaction coordinate 
would yield the transit ion state. Therefore, i f  i t  is possible to 
select a "good" reaction coordinate, then the fol lowing procedure may 
be applied. At each value of this reaction coordinate, the total energy 
is minimized with respect to al l  other coordinates. A plot of the 
energy versus the chosen reaction coordinate after optimization of the 
other coordinates possesses minima, which are the stable structures, and 
maxima which are the transit ion states. The rel iabi l i ty of this approach 
compared to the accurate gradient method is related to the abi l i ty to 
preselect a reaction coordinate that enters the transit ion state in a 
direction close to the eigenvector corresponding to the Imaginary fre­
quency. This approach is also ineff icient in computer t ime, as energy 
evaluations are required at more geometries than with an analyt ic 
gradient approach. 
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In applying this method to the HgCOg surface, a reaction coordinate 
had to be chosen. Clearly the distance from the methylene to the oxygen 
molecule governs the progress of the insert ion reaction. Therefore, 
the distance from the carbon atom to the midpoint of the 00 l ine is 
chosen as the reaction coordinate for the methylene insert ion to form 
dioxirane. This distance is also taken as the reaction coordinate for 
the r ing opening to dioxymethane, as the r ing strain engendered by 
pushing the methylene group even closer to the 00 bond than in the near 
equi lateral tr iangular dioxirane wi l l  cause the 00 bond to be broken. 
Similarly, for the dissociat ion of dioxymethane to carbon dioxide and 
hydrogen, the reaction coordinate is defined as the distance from the 
carbon atom to the center of the HH l ine. 
Assuming a symmetry with the HCH plane orthogonal to the OCO 
plane, the geometry of the HgCOg system is described by four coordinates. 
Thus, three coordinates must be optimized for each value of the above 
defined reaction coordinate. During the insert ion and r ing opening 
reactions, these coordinates can be taken as the CH distance, the HCH 
angle, and the CO distance. As CH bond distances vary very l i t t le, the 
optimizations can be reduced to two coordinates by assuming the CH bond 
length is 1.09 A. The CO bond distance is a natural coordinate to 
optimize around the dioxirane/dioxymethane port ion of the surface. At 
long distances of the methylene to oxygen, the optimization of the 00 
bond length in place of the CO distance is more natural.  Optimal values 
for both the 00 and CO distances are given below as a function of reac­
t ion coordinate but, of course, only one of these variables is 
i  ndependent. 
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For the dioxymethane dissociat ion, no similar reduction of the 
optimization problem can be made. The coordinates which are optimized 
are the HH distance, the CO distance, and the OCO angle, at each value 
of the carbon to Hg reaction coordinate. The CO bonds shorten con­
siderably as they go from single to double bonds, so they cannot be 
f ixed as the CH bonds were for the insert ion reaction. 
The geometry optimization for a part icular value for the reaction 
coordinate is done by quadratic f i t  to energies calculated at several 
t r ial  values of the coordinates being optimized. For optimization of 
two or three coordinates, these f i ts require energy calculat ions at 
six or ten points, respectively. Least mean square f i ts are made i f  
more than the minimum number of points are avai lable. I f  the tr ial  
points are well-selected, the optimal geometry is given by the minimum 
of the f i t ted quadratic. I f  the ini t ial  guess of the molecular struc­
ture is less good or the surface is not very quadratic, more energy 
evaluations at better chosen tr ial  geometries are required. A typical 
optimization requires ten or f i f teen energy evaluations to optimize two 
or three independent coordinates. 
2. Basis sets 
In view of the large number of dif ferent geometries for which the 
wavefunction and energy must be obtained, the size of the basis set 
must be kept relat ively small .  The basis set used for the geometry 
optimization is (8s,4p/3s,2p) on the heavy atoms, and (3s/2s) (unsealed) 
on hydrogen. This totals 33 QBOs, which fs manageable for the large 
number of calculat ions needed. I t  is well-known, however, that bond 
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lengths in the isoelectronic molecule ozone are not predicted well  unless 
polarization functions are included. Hay and Dunning (1977) found 00 
bonds to be 0.1 A too long when polarization functions are not used in 
ozone, but that this overestimate is easi ly corrected by including a 
single set of d functions. Unfortunately, adding d orbital s on the 
heavy atoms to the basis used here, even with the 3s component trans­
formed away, would increase i ts size to 48 QBOs, making the geometry 
optimizations too costly. Therefore, the smaller unpolarized basis is 
used for geometry optimization, even though this probably systematical ly 
overestimates CO and 00 bond lengths by around 0.1 A. A larger basis, 
including also polarization functions on the hydrogen, is used to obtain 
the energy at the various stable geometries and transit ion states, once 
these are located with the smaller basis. This larger basis, which is 
(12s,6p,ld/3s,2p,Id) on the heavy atoms and (4s,1p/2s,1p) (unsealed) on 
hydrogen contains 55 QBOs and should give more accurate estimates of 
the reaction energetics. 
The primit ive orbital sets are the even-tempered Gaussian bases 
given by Schmidt and Ruedenberg (1979) contracted in Raffenett i  style 
as described in Chapter 11. Polarization exponents are taken from 
Dunning and Hay (1977). 
D. Results and Discussion 
1. Formation of dioxirane and dioxymethane 
For each value of the methylene to oxygen reaction coordinate, both 
remaining geometric parameters have been optimized. The geometry 
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optimizations were conducted at the FORS rather than SCF level. Optimi­
zation of the orbital s in the 320 SAAP reaction space used to describe 
the insert ion reaction typical ly required eight to f i f teen configura­
t ions in the MCSCF calculat ions. The largest number of SAAPs in the 
MCSCF orbital optimizations is required around the two transit ion 
states, and for dioxymethane, where two dominant configurations must be 
correlated. The configurations which dominate the expansion of the FORS 
wavefunction vary greatly as the reaction coordinate is changed, and 
even vary somewhat during the optimization of the other geometric 
coordinates for a f ixed reaction coordinate. The MCSCF configurations 
used for the orbital optimizations were, for each geometry, the pre­
dominant configurations based on natural reaction orbital s in the f inal 
FORS CI wavefunction at that part icular geometry. For the methylene 
insert ion and the subsequent conversion of dioxirane to dioxymethane, 
about 30 dif ferent SAAPs in total were used for the MCSCF optimizations 
at one or another of the geometries considered. The f inal wavefunctions 
were in al l  cases 320 SAAP CI functions based on the optimal orbitals. 
The energies of the C^^ HgCOg system during the insert ion of 
methylene to form dioxirane, and the r ing opening to form dioxymethane, 
are shown in Fig. 5:1. The optimal geometric parameters for each value 
of the reaction coordinate are given in Table 5.4 and are displayed in 
Figs. 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. On the basis of these graphs, a number of 
geometries were interpolated between the optimized ones and the energies 
were r igorously optimized at these interpolated geometries to f lesh out 
the energy curve in Fig. 5.1. These interpolated geometries are also 
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Table 5.4. Geometries and energies for formation of dioxirane and 
dioxymethane® 
Reaction 
Coordi nate 
(A) 
00 
Bond 
(a) 
CO 
Bond 
(A) 
HCH 
Angle 
(degrees) 
FORS 
Energy 
(hartrees) 
inf inite 1.334 4.547 105.7 -188.424014 chg + 0, 
3.704b 1.334 3.764 105.7 -188.424292 
3.175b 1.334 3.244 105.7 -188.423173 
2.910^ 1.334 1.986 105.7 -188.420555 
2.805b 1.334 2.883 105.7 -188.418625 
2.646 1.336 2.729 104.9 -188.413704 trans, st.  
2.514 1.728 2.658 132.9 -188.414786 
2.328 1.650 2.470 136.4 -188.427027 
1.852 1.580 2.014 137.7 -188.493404 
1.588 1.578 1.773 132.4 -188.545905 
1.323b 1.640 1.557 122.0 -188.587008 
1.217 1.679 1.479 118.8 -188.594272 dioxi rane 
1.111b 1.799 1.430 114.0 -188.590101 
1.032b 1.958 1.422 112.0 -188.581172 
0.979 2.041 1.414 112.2 -188.575312 trans, st.  
0.942 2.348 1.505 115.1 -188.576436 
0.873 2.384 1.478 113.6 -188.582865 
0.794 2.405 1.441 112.5 -188.586668 
0.751b 2.418 1.424 111.2 -188.587758 dioxymethane 
0.714 2.456 1.421 110.0 -188.587318 
0.688b 2.466 1.412 108.5 -188.586668 
0.582 2.540 1.397 106.7 -188.579338 
^Stationary points indicated in f inal column. In al l  cases, 
CH distance is 1.09 Â. 
^These geometries are interpolated between the optimal ones. 
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Figure 5.2. Variat ion of oxygen-oxygen distance during methylene inser 
t ion and dioxirane r ing opening 
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Figure 5.4. Variat ion of carbon-oxygen distance during methylene 
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given in the various f igures and table. The transit ion states and stable 
structures are the maxima and minima on the energy curve shown in 
Fig. 5.1. 
Inspection of Figs. 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 shows that there are sudden 
changes in the geometric parameters as the system crosses the two bar­
r iers. This is because the barriers originate in avoided crossings of 
the two lowest surfaces, so that on either side of the barrier on 
the ground state surface, the electronic structure which determines the 
geometry is quite dif ferent. 
The 00 bond distances in Fig. 5.2 are quite revealing. The double 
bond of molecular oxygen is lost just as the barrier is crossed, which 
is ref lected in the sudden jump in the 00 distance to a value character­
ist ic of single bonding. This bond is subjected to increasing strain 
as the system passes through dioxirane, lengthening and f inal ly rup­
turing, as the 00 distance increases to 2.4 A as the barrier to r ing 
opening is surmounted. 
There are similar sudden changes in the HCH angle, shown in 
Fig. 5.3. Just after crossing the insert ion barrier, the HCH angle 
increases by thirty-f ive degrees. This is presumably due to the lone 
pair of singlet methylene being drawn to the incipient CO bonds. The 
reduced electron repulsion due to lower electron density near the carbon 
would cause the HCH angle to open. ThTs explanation is consistent with 
the sharp change to 00 single bonding noted above, indicating the oxygen 
atoms begin bonding to the approaching carbon r ight as the barrier is 
crossed. The HCH angle then general ly decreases as the OCO angle 
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increases. This decrease is a "conservation of angles" around the tetra-
coordinate carbon as the OCO angle opens. The decreasing trend in the 
HCH angle is interrupted at the conversion barrier. This three degree 
increase is rather insignif icant compared to the loss of the 00 bond, 
and the downward trend in the HCH angle continues as the OCO angle 
widens st i l l  further. 
Figure 5.4 shows the CO distance. This coordinate is not independ­
ent from the 00 distance, and the sl ight jumps in the CO distance are 
merely a ref lect ion of the sudden changes from doubly to singly to not 
bound oxygens, seen more clearly in Fig. 5.2. 
2. Dissociat ion of dioxymethane 
The three independent coordinates of the HgCOg system during the 
dissociat ion were optimized for each value of the carbon to hydrogen 
midpoint reaction coordinate. These optimizations were carr ied out in 
the 320 SAAP ful l  reaction space used to describe the dissociat ion. 
Typical ly, seven to ten SAAPs were used in- the f inal MCSCF orbital 
optimization of the ful l  reaction space. The leading SAAPs are l i t t le 
changed in proceeding from dioxymethane to hydrogen and carbon dioxide. 
The major shif t  is the increase in importance of one of the two pre­
dominant dioxymethane SAAPs at the expense of the other to become the 
single predominant configuration for H^ and COg. 
The energies during the dissociat ion reaction are plotted versus 
reaction coordinate in Fig. 5.5. Dioxymethane is separated in C^^ 
symmetry from the dissociat ion products by a signif icant barrier. The 
CH, HH and CO distances and the OCO bond angle during the course of the 
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Figure 5.5. Total energy during dissociat ion of dioxymethane 
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dissociat ion are given in Table 5.5. These values are displayed in 
Figs. 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9. 
The various geometric parameters shown in Figs. 5.6 through 5.9 
are much simpler than those found for the insert ion reaction. In 
keeping with the gradual change in the FORS wavefunction during the dis­
sociat ion, the various bond lengths and angles vary smoothly from their 
value in dioxymethane to those in the dissociat ion products, i t  is 
apparent from the f igures that the dissociat ion reaction is essential ly 
complete by the t ime the hydrogens are 2.4 A away from the carbon dioxide. 
Comparison of Table 5.5 with Table 5.4 shows that the calculated 
geometries for dioxymethane are sl ightly dif ferent because of the change 
in the configurations from those needed to describe the formation of 
dioxymethane to those needed for i ts dissociat ion. These geometry di f­
ferences are, however, small .  This dichotomy would not result,  of course, 
i f  the ful l  valence space were used to treat the entire reaction path. 
The optimal CH bond lengths found for the early phases of the dioxy­
methane dissociat ion are in the range 1.07 A to 1.10 A. Thus, the 
assumption of 1.09 A for the CH bond length throughout the insert ion 
reaction is just i f ied. 
3. Accuracy of calculated geometries 
The calculated geometries for the various stat ionary points on the 
HgCOg surface were given in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. In the case of the 
stable molecules, comparison with the experimental ly known geometries 
is possible. For singlet oxygen, the FORS bond length is calculated to 
O O 
be 1.334 A, while the experimental length is 1.216 A (Huber and 
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Table 5.5- Geometries and energies for the dissociat ion of dioxymethane^ 
React ion 
Coord i  nate 
(A) 
CH 
Bond 
(A) 
HH 
Bond 
(A) 
CO 
Bond 
(A) 
OCO 
Angle 
(degrees 
FORS 
Energy 
) (hartrees) 
0.500 1 .070 0.892 1.417 116.6 -188.558936 
0.600^ 1.082 1 .800 1.405 118.0 -188.565742 
0.650^ 1 .088 1.745 1.402 119.0 -188.566639 dioxymethane 
0.700 1.105 1,710 1.394 120.0 -188.565906 
0.800^ 1.138 1.620 1.380 122.0 -188.558842 
0.900 1.179 1.523 1.394 125.4 -188.544962 
1 .000 1.214 1.377 1.330 131.3 -188.522632 
1.050^ 1.222 1.250 1.310 135.0 -188.518517 
1.081^ 1 .226 1.155 1.296 138.0 -188.516626 trans, st.  
1.100^ 1.225 1.080 1.285 139.0 -188.517908 
1.150 1.238 0.916 1.258 142.9 -188.527790 
1.200^ 1.266 0.808 1.226 147.5 -188.537083 Si 
o
 
o
 1 .357 0.780 1.200 152.0 -188.556565 
1.400 1.452 0.770 1.190 155.0 -188.576254 
1.600^ 1.645 0.765 1.183 162.0 -188.621415 
1.800 1.840 0.763 1.175 168.0 -188.653772 
2.100^ 2.134 0.761 1.174 175.0 -188.681189 
2.400^ 2.430 0.761 1.174 178.0 -188.693096 
inf ini te inf i  ni te 0.761 1.174 180.0 -188.700398 "2 + co2 
^Stationary points indicated Tn f inal column. 
^Geometry interpolated between optimized values. 
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Figure 5.6. Variat ion of carbon-oxygen distance during dioxymethane 
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Figure 5.7. Variat ion of OCO angle during dioxymethane dissociat ion 
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Herzberg, 1979). For dioxirane, the FORS CO and 00 bond lengths are 
1.479 A and 1.679 A, respect ively,  compared to the experimental values 
of 1.388 A and I .516 Â (Suenram and Lovas, 1978). Thus, these bond 
lengths are calculated in the FORS model to be from 0.1 A to 0.15 A too 
long. These errors can be attr ibuted to the lack of polar izat ion func­
t ions in the basis set.  Comparable errors of 0.1 A were found by Hay 
and Dunning (1977) in very simi lar GVB-CI calculat ions on ozone, when 
polar izat ion funct ions were omitted. 
Dioxirane i tsel f  is wel l  described within the SCF approximation, 
and the small  basis used here gives an SCF geometry for dioxirane with 
CO and 00 bond lengths of 1.434 A and 1.518 A, respect ively.  These SCF 
values are consistent with previous SCF calculat ions using small  
unpolar ized bases (Yamaguchi et  a l . ,  1930 and Catalan et al . ,  1980). 
Simi lar ly,  the SCF bond length for singlet oxygen is 1.202 A. The 
errors in the SCF bond lengths are signif icant ly reduced from the FORS 
values. The elongated FORS bonds are caused by the inclusion of lef t-
r ight correlat ion in the CO and 00 sigma bonds, i t  should be emphasized 
that this correlat ion is absolutely essent ial  in describing the forming 
and breaking of these bonds. Presumably the calculated FORS heavy atom 
bond lengths for the transit ion states to the formation of dioxirane 
and dioxymethane suffer the same systematic 0.1 A or so elongation due 
to the lack of polar izat ion. 
For COg, the CO sigma bonds are not lef t-r ight correlated. These 
bonds are calculated to be 1.174 A, just 0.01 A longer than the experi­
mental length of 1.162 A (Herzberg, 1966). For H^, whose bond is 
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correlated, the calculated length is O.76I A, again quite close to the 
experimental value of 0.741 A (Ruber and Herzberg, 1979) • Presumably 
the geometr ies calculated for the dissociat ion react ion are more 
accurate than those for the methylene insert ion react ion. The CO dis­
tance for dioxymethane is sl ight ly shorter when opt imized in the dis­
sociat ion FRS rather than the insert ion FRS. 
4.  Energet ics 
In Table 5.6 are col lected the energies of al l  stat ionary points 
on the HgCOg surface relat ive to the energy of the r ing molecule 
dioxirane. in addit ion to the energies quoted in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, 
this table also includes the results for FORS calculat ions using the 
double zeta polar ized basis, at  the opt imal geometr ies determined with 
the smaller basis. For those points which are described within the SCF 
approximation, SCF energy di f ferences for both bases are included in 
the table, again calculated at the opt imal FORS geometr ies. Since two 
di f ferent FORS funct ions were used, the entr ies for the barr ier to 
dissociat ion and for CO^ + Hg are appropriately adjusted in Table 5-6. 
The adjustment consists of shi f t ing the energy curve for dissociat ion, 
shown in Fig. 5.5, to br ing the energy for dioxymethane into coincidence 
with the energy of dioxymethane in Fig. 5.1. 
The FORS results using ei ther the small  or polar ized basis show a 
smal l  barr ier (6-9 Kcal/mole) to the insert ion of singlet methylene into 
singlet oxygen. The exothermici ty to dioxirane is 105-107 Kcal/mole, 
the barr ier to r ing opening is 12 Kcal/mole, and the open form, dioxy­
methane, is 4-8 Kcal/mole above the r ing. Note the contrast with ozone. 
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Table 5.6. Energet ics in the HgCOg system^ 
SCF Results FORS Results 
KEjb CHG^ Molecule Sma 1 1 DZP Basis Smal 1 DZP Basis 
C"2 + O2 111.9 114.4 106.8 105.3 
tr .ans. st .  113.3 114.2 
dioxi  rane 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
trans, st .  11.9 12.0 15.2 39.2 
d ioxymethane 4 . 1  8.3 1.7 25.6 
trans, st .  35.5 19.9 28.3 63.0 
COg + Hg -95.8 -114.2 -79.8 -93.0 -108.5 
overal l  ^ 
exothermic!ty -207.9 -228.6 -186.6 -198.4 
^Kcal/mole relat ive to dioxirane. 
^Karlstrom, Engstrom and Jonsson (1979). 
^Cimiragl ia,  Ha and Gunthard (1982). 
^Experiment is -221.5 Kcal/mole. See text.  
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where the r ing is the less stable form. The major change in using the 
polar ized basis is during the dissociat ion of dioxymethane. The barr ier 
to dissociat ion is lowered from 31 Kcal/mole to 12 Kcal/mole with the 
polar ized basis. Final ly,  in the small  basis,  hydrogen and carbon 
dioxide l ie 80 Kcal/mole below dioxirane, and in the polar ized basis 
these dissociat ion products are 93 Kcal/mole lower than the r ing. 
The overal l  exothermici ty of the react ion can be est imated. The 
heats of formation for methylene and carbon dioxide at zero degrees 
are 93.9 and -94.0 Kcal/mole, respect ively (Wagman, 1968). The exci ta­
t ion energy to form singlet oxygen is 22.6 Kcal/mole (Huber and Herzberg, 
1979). Most recent large scale CI calculat ions place singlet methylene 
10 Kcal/mole above the t r iplet ground state (see, e.g.,  Roos and Siegbahn, 
1977). The exothermici ty from singlet oxygen and s inglet methylene to 
carbon dioxide and hydrogen is,  therefore, 
AH = AHOfCOgj+AHffHg) -  {AH^kOg.^Zg) + Tf^Ag)} -  {AHffCHg.^B,) 
+  T ( ^ A ^ ) }  
= -94.0 + 0 -  (0 + 22.6) -  (93.9 + 10) 
= -220.5 Kcal/mole 
The zero point vibrat ional correct ion to this is quite smal l .  The zero 
point energies are 2.1 Kcal/mole for singlet oxygen (Huber and Herzberg, 
1979), 10.5 Kcal/mole for singlet methylene (Roos and Siegbahn, 1977), 
7.3 Kcal/mole for carbon dioxide (Herzberg, 1966), and 6.3 Kcal/mole 
for hydrogen (Huber and Herzberg, 1979). The products thus have 1.0 
Kcal/mole more zero point energy than the reactants, which increases the 
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overal l  exothermici ty,  with zero point motion excluded, to -221.5 
Kcal/mole. 
The calculated relat ive energies for the f i rst  few stat ionary 
points in Table 5.6 are quite consistent.  The FORS results are changed 
l i t t le upon use of the polar ized basis, and the relat ive stabi l i ty of 
dioxirane and the reactants is not changed great ly from the SCF value. 
This consistency means the FORS energies from reactants up to dioxy-
methane are probably fair ly accurate. The relat ive posit ion of carbon 
dioxide and hydrogen is much less certain. The FORS results place the 
products some 20-30 Kcal/mole higher than SCF calculat ions. There are 
even big discrepancies when the same type of wavefunct ion is used in a 
larger basis. Clearly the dissociat ion of dioxymethane is quite 
exothermic, with a s ignif icant barr ier of 12-31 Kcal/mole to the Cg^ 
dissociat ion. The overal l  FORS exothermici ty in the double zeta 
polar ized basis is -198.4 Kcal/mole, which is rather smal ler than the 
est imated total  exothermici ty of -221.5 Kcal/mole. The major source 
for this error is l ikely in the posit ion of the f inal  products, with 
the rest of the energet ics shown in Table 5.5 more rel iable. 
The calculated barr ier to C^^ insert ion of s inglet methylene is so 
smal l  that a lower symmetry at tack to methylene is l ikely to be bar-
r ier less. The remainder of  the potent ial  curve supports the V/adt-
Goddard (1975) mechanism for ozonolysis.  The C^^ r ing opening of 
dioxirane has only a smal l  barr ier and, hence, is quite l ikely,  as 
dioxirane is formed in ozonolysis with an excess of vibrat ional energy. 
The Cg^ dissociat ion of dioxymethane has a somewhat larger,  addit ional 
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barr ier.  The existence of this barr ier means the breakup of dioxy-
methane probably proceeds through the non-Cgy hydrogen shi f t  to formic 
acid suggested by Wadt and Goddard. This very exothermic, non-Cg^ decay 
route would explain why dioxymethane has never been reported experi­
mental ly,  even though i t  is calculated to be stable within symmetry. 
5.  Spectrum during r ing opening 
As dioxirane undergoes r ing opening to form dioxymethane, the 00 
sigma bond lengthens, meaning this bond is extensively lef t-r ight 
correlated. Thus, the wavefunct ion changes from 
2 2 -n 1. , ,  V 
. . .  a  T T  I T  ( 4 n )  
for dioxirane to the l imit ing form 
. . .  T T ^ T r " " ^ { a ^  -  0*2) .  ^A^(4Tr) 
just as the barr ier Is reached. Here a, a ,  ir ,  and it refer to the 
various 00 orbi tal  s,  and are, more formal ly,  the appropriate a^, b^, b^, 
and orbl tals.  For dioxymethane, the 00 distance Is long enough so 
that the a orbi tal  is nearly as low as the a orbi tal .  Hence, the o 
orbl tals can accept two electrons from the ir  orbl tals,  which suffer 
pair  repulsions by the CH bonds. The wavefunct ion for dioxymethane Is,  
therefore, dominated by 
. . .  ^ A ^ ( 2 T r )  
The barr ier to the r ing opening is caused by the avoided crossing of the 
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4 tt and 2 it surfaces, and near the barr ier there should be a low-lying 
excited state. 
Near the barr ier these four oxygen orbi tal  s are quasidegenerate, 
and can be populated with the six electrons in a var iety of ways. A 
large number of  singlet and t r iplet states are possible. The most 
important of  these is t r iplet dioxymethane, 
. . .  ^ 8 2 ( 2 7 7 )  
which is the t r iplet state corresponding to the singlet biradical dioxy­
methane. Due to the small  overlap of the local ized orbi tals containing 
the unpaired oxygen electrons, this t r iplet should be quite close to 
the singlet state of dioxymethane. 
The t r iplet state corresponding to the ^A^(4n) state is 
. . .  
O 
which undergoes an avoided crossing with the BgtZn) state near the 
barr ier in the ground state singlet.  Unl ike the (Air)  state, whose 
minimum is dioxirane, the t r iplet state is not expected to possess a 
relat ive minimum, as at  the short bonding 00 separat ion of singlet 
Vc 
dioxirane, the energy of the 00 a is raised signif icant ly.  
Other low energy possibi l i t ies are 
... + ... 
. . .  c W / '  +  . . .  / V V , '  ' > 3 8 ,  ( 3 . )  .  
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These states with three ir  e lectrons are at their  lowest when al l  four 00 
orbi tals are close in energy and, thus, should show minima near the 
barr ier in the ground singlet surface. These states also favor geom­
etr ies with long 00 distances, keeping the a" ant ibonding orbi tal  at 
low energy. 
The existence of this r ich spectrum was f i rst  recognized by Wadt 
and Goddard (1975). Vert ical  exci tat ion energies for dioxymethane were 
reported by these workers, and also by Harding and Goddard (1978). To 
date, nothing concerning these states for dioxirane or at other geom­
etr ies has been reported, and no experimental data are avai lable. 
Vert ical  exci tat ion energies from the lowest surface at various 
values of the carbon to oxygen midpoint react ion coordinate to the 
seven excited states l isted above have been calculated. The orbi tal  
space used to describe each state is the same as that used for the forma­
t ion of the lowest s inglet state of dioxirane and dioxymethane. That 
is,  the four crucial  oxygen orbi tals are kept in the react ive set,  as 
wel l  as the CO bond and ant ibonds. The number of  SAAPs in the FORS for 
the ^Ag and states are 280, and the three tr ipl .et  funct ions each 
have 384 SAAPs. The energy of each state is obtained by MCSCF opt imiza­
t ion in the FORS space used for that state. 
The low-lying singlet states are shown in Fig. 5.10, and the 
t r iplets are in Fig. 5.11. Near the barr ier the eight lowest states l ie 
within a 0.4 eV (9 Kcal/mole) range. The excited states show a discon­
t inuity at the barr ier in the lowest s inglet surface. This discon­
t inuity is due to the great di f ference in 00 separat ions on ei ther side 
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Figure 5.10. Low-lying vert ical  s inglet states during dioxirane r ing 
open i  ng 
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Figure 5.11. Low-lying vert ical  t r iplet states during dioxirane r ing 
opening 
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of the barr ier.  As a i l  of the excited states occupy the 00 a'"  
orbi tal ,  these states favor much longer 00 distances than dioxirane has. 
The discont inuity is,  therefore, a consequence of using the geometr ies 
of  the I^A^ state for al l  other states. The adiabat ic excitat ion energy 
to these states of dioxirane should be much less than the vert ical  
exci tat ion energies given here. 
3 Among a l l  these states, the 1 state of dioxymethane is of 
special  interest.  At the dioxymethane equi l ibr ium geometry, i ts vert ical  
exci tat ion energy is calculated here as 2.0 Kcal/mole. The best calcu­
lat ion on this spl i t t ing is by Siegbahn (1979)• He found, using the 
singlet dioxymethane geometry and the basis set of Karlstrom et al .  
(1979) and an MCSCF funct ion for both singlet and t r iplet dioxymethane 
ident ical  to that used here, that the singlet- tr iplet separat ion is 
2.2 Kcal/mole. A part ial  f f rst  order CI calculat ion changed this 
spl i t t ing very l i t t le,  to 2.0 Kcal/mole. Wadt and Goddard (1975) found 
this spl i t t ing to be 0.7 Kcal/mole, and Harding and Goddard (1978) 
report 0.9 Kcal/mole. Al l  calculat ions are in agreement that the 
spl i t t ing is smal l ,  about two Kcal/mole at the equi l ibr ium geometry of  
the singlet,  and that the singlet is lowest.  A FORS geometry opt imiza­
t ion of t r iplet dioxymethane yields a geometry very simi lar to the 
singlet,  namely a react ion coordinate of 0.766 A, a CO bond of 1.4l8 A, 
and a HCH angle of 111.9°. This geometry opt imizat ion lowers the 
t r iplet by just 0.5 Kcal/mole to 1.5 Kcal/mole. The t r iplet actual ly 
l ies just below the singlet immediately af ter the r ing opening barr ier,  
as seen in Fig. 5.11. 
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Near the ground state barr ier the seven excited states given here 
are al l  quite close to the ground singlet surface, and within 0.9 eV of 
the dioxirane energy. Not a l l  possible occupations of the four 00 
orbi tals with the six electrons are included here. These addit ional 
states have been examined as higher roots of the lower states, and some 
MCSCF opt imizat ions on these higher states. There is a large gap 
between the states shown in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11 before these addit ional 
states are reached. Near the barr ier these addit ional states form a 
group ly ing some 4-5 eV above the dioxirane energy, and higher elsewhere. 
Some of  these states involve excitat ions from the CO bonds. 
6.  Comparison to previous work 
In a previous theoret ical  study of the conversion of dioxirane to 
dioxymethane, Karlstrom et al .  (1979) used an MCSCF wavefunct ion con­
sist ing of the same ten conf igurat ions, al l  double replacements, at  al l  
points on the potent ial  surface between dioxirane and dioxymethane. 
These ten conf igurat ions are al l  contained in the 320 SAAP react ion 
space used here to describe the insert ion react ion and formation of 
dioxirane. In view of the large changes in the dominant port ion of the 
FORS wavefunct ion between dioxirane and dioxymethane, this means 
Karlstrom et al .  (1979) represented dioxirane and dioxymethane with only 
f ive conf igurat ions each. This is an inadequate number of  conf igurat ions 
to represent these molecules, but the l imitat ion to double replacements 
mean that these are not even the most important f ive conf igurat ions for 
dioxirane or dioxymethane. The ten conf igurat ions chosen are even less 
adequate near the conversion barr ier,  where conf igurat ions with four open 
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shel l  electrons are important,  in the approach used here, ( i )  the MCSCF 
conf igurat ions are found in the ful l  react ion space, rather than selected 
according to preconceived not ions, and ( i i )  the energy is calculated to 
the accuracy of the ful l  react ion space, rather than a smal l  MCSCF 
funct ion. Such an approach is clearly more sat isfactory. 
Karlstrom et al .  (1979) do include the four most Important conf igu­
rat ions, given in the preceding sect ion, needed for the ground state 
total ly symmetr ic s inglet in their  ten conf igurat ion MCSCF funct ion. 
Consequently,  their  energy results,  as seen in Table 5.6, are comparable 
to those obtained here. The major di f ference is that calculat ion in 
the 320 conf igurat ion ful l  react ion space used here places dioxymethane 
8 rather than barely 2 Kcal/mole above the r ing. Karlstrom et al .  
(1979) used a double zeta plus polar izat ion basîs and, consequently,  
obtained a more accurate geometry for dîoxlrane than the FORS structure 
reported here. 
Karlstrom et al .  (1979) also extend their  examinat ion of the 
potent ial  surface with their  ten conf igurat ion MCSCF funct ion up to the 
transit ion state for the dissociat ion of dioxymethane to CO^ and .  
None of the conf igurat ions used al lows for the increased lef t-r ight 
correlat ion in the CH bonds as they elongate during this dissociat ion, 
or in the incipient HH bond, as is the case for the 320 conf igurat ion 
ful l  react ion space used to describe this dissociat ion in the present 
work. However, the smooth transformation from dioxymethane to i ts dis­
sociat ion products means that Karlstrom et al .  (1979) do catch the 
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essence of the dissociat ion, which is the change from a two to a 
single dominant conf igurat ion. 
Cimiragl ia et ai .  (1982) have also considered the r ing opening to 
dioxirane to form dioxymethane, as wel l  as the dissociat ion of dioxy-
methane to carbon dioxide and hydrogen. This study uses orbi tal  s 
obtained from SCF calculat ions, fol lowed by a mult i reference CI calcula­
t ion to recover correlat ion effects, in view of the strong conf igura­
t ion mixing near the conversion barr ier,  and the the two conf igurat ion, 
s inglet biradical nature of dioxirane, the restr ict ion of the orbi tal  
opt imizat ion to an SCF funct ion by Cimiragl ia et a l .  (1982) is inappro­
pr iate. As seen in Table 5.6, this causes their  energies for the bar­
r ier to r ing opening and for dioxymethane to be too high. 
Cimiragl ia et ai .  (1982) perform only a l imited geometry var iat ion 
during the dissociat ion of dioxymethane. They l inearly interpolate the 
geometry between dioxymethane and i ts dissociat ion products, assuming 
the react ion is complete when CO^ and are four angstroms apart.  As 
shown here, the dissociat ion is complete when these molecules separate 
by 2.4 A. The poor geometr ies chosen by Cimiragl ia et al .  (1982) lead 
to a very large barr ier for the dissociat ion react ion. The exo-
thermicfty between dioxirane and CO^ plus reported by these authors 
may wel l  be correct.  Both of these structures are wel l-described by 
the SCF plus mult i reference CI wavefunct ion used by these authors, and 
as noted above the FORS calculat ions here seem to place and COg too 
high. 
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E. Conclusions 
Tt ie ent ire least motion potent ial  surface for the HgCOg system 
has been invest igated. The FORS calculat ions show that the formation of 
dioxirane from singlet methylene and singlet oxygen, as might be 
expected, is very exothermic, by 105 Kcal/mole. The barr ier to the 
insert ion of methylene is quite smal l ,  9 Kcal/mole, so that a lower 
symmetry at tack is l ikely barr ier less. 
The r ing opening of dioxirane to form dioxymethane is crucial  to 
the Wadt-Goddard (1975) mechanism for gas phase ozonolysis.  The calcu­
lat ions here reveal the r ing opening is sl ight ly endothermic, by 4-8 
Kcal/mole, with a barr ier only s l ight ly higher, 12 Kcal/mole. This con­
trasts with the isoelectronic system ozone, where the open form l ies 
28 Kcal/mole below the r ing form (Hay and Dunning, 1977)- Nonetheless, 
the r ing opening postulated for dioxirane is certainly feasible. The 
vert ical  exci tat ion energies near the r ing opening barr ier are reported 
for al l  states within 4 eV of  dToxirane. 
The f inal  react ion considered is the dissociat ion of dioxymethane 
to molecular hydrogen and carbon dioxide, one of the observed products 
of gas phase ozonolysis of ethylene. The barrfer to the dissociat ion 
of dioxymethane is 12-31 Kcal/mole, so that the presumably barr ier less 
hydrogen shi f t  in dioxymethane to formic acid, as suggested by Wadt and 
Goddard (1975), is the more l ikely decomposit ion route. As expected, 
carbon dioxide and hydrogen are much more stable than dioxirane, by 
80-93 Kcal/mole. The calculated energet ics for this dissociat ion are 
probably less accurate than those for the insert ion and r ing opening. 
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The invest igat ion reported here features more extensive geometry 
searching than previous work. Moreover, the conf igurat ions are selected 
by the FORS model appropriate to the port ion of the surface being 
invest igated. The conf igurat ions chosen to treat this system are, thus, 
more numerous and less arbi trar i ly chosen than previous invest igat ions 
of parts of this potent ial  surface (Karlstrom et al . ,  1979 and Cimiragl ia 
et al . ,  1982). The calculat ions reported here support the decomposit ion 
mechanism for dioxirane in gas phase ozonolysis suggested by Wadt and 
Goddard (1975). 
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VI. THE INTRAATOMIC CORRELATION CORRECTION TO THE 
FORS MODEL: APPLICATION TO H^, NH, AND 
A. Theoret ical  Development 
Chemists have long thought of  molecules as composed of atoms 
si tuated in close proximity to each other.  This view was adopted during 
the early stages of molecular quantum mechanics, for instance, in valence 
bond theory or in the LCAO approach to construct ing MOs. As the minimal 
basis of Slater funct ions gave way to the modern pract ice of using 
extended Gaussian bases, contracted in segmented fashion, and as 
molecular orbi tal  theory supplanted valence bond theory, the part ic ipa­
t ion of atoms in a molecular wavefunct ion has become blurred. As shown 
in Chapter I I ,  the FORS model restores the concept of  the atomic minimal 
basis in the framework of extended basis calculat ions. Appropriate 
manipulat ions of FORS wavefunct ions reveal the manner in which atoms 
part ic ipate in molecular binding. This atomic analysis of FORS wavefunc­
t ions permits an empir ical  correct ion to energies calculated by the 
FORS model.  
1.  Synopsis of  AIM theory 
Moff i t t  (1951b) recognized that the errors in the f i rst ,  rather 
pr imit ive molecular calculat ions, whi le only one percent or so of the 
total  energy, were st i l l  larger than most important chemical energy 
di f ferences such as bond energies and excitat ion energies. Moff i t t  
real ized that i t  was nearly impossible to improve the computat ions of 
that period to remove these errors, and so proposed an empir ical  
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correct ion scheme, known as the Atoms in Molecules (AIM) method. The 
scheme involves part i t ioning the molecular Hamil tonian into interatomic 
and intraatomic terms. The intraatomic terms are much larger,  and are 
known from spectroscopic data to greater accuracy than they can be 
calculated. The interatomic terms are calculated for the molecule of 
interest,  and because they are smaller than the intraatomic terms, are 
presumably calculated to greater accuracy. Moff i t t  ( I951a) was able to 
apply this synthesis of experimental and calculat ional data to obtain 
potent ial  curves of improved accuracy for several valence states of 
molecular oxygen. Further explorat ion of the concept of  atomic valence 
states in molecules is given by Moff i t t  (1954). 
The AIM method wi l l  be sketched for diatomic molecules AB. The 
molecular wavefunct ion is bui l t  from valence bond structures for the 
diatom, such as AB, A B, AB ,  A B ,  A B ,  etc. To avoid repet i t ion, 
the ground and excited states of the neutral  atoms, ions, or mult iply 
charged ions, wi l l  be col lect ively referred to as atomic states. A 
convenient notat ion for a given valence bond structure, termed a compos­
i te funct ion (CF) by Moff i t t  (1951b) is 
| A . B j >  =  A | A .>1B j> ,  (6.1) 
where A is the coset ant isymmetr izer that produces a total ly ant isym­
metr ic funct ion from the product of  ant isymmetr ic atomic funct ions |A.> 
and |B j >. Of course, for a neutral  molecule, the atomic states must 
have equal but opposite charges. A minimal basis is used to form the 
various atomic states. As the orbi tal  s on each atom are nonorthogonal,  
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the calculat ion of such a valence bond funct ion involves the di f f icul t  
computat ion of Hamil tonian and overlap integrals between the CFs: 
(6 .2 )  
The di f f icul ty of calculat ing such matr ix elements in a nonorthogonal 
basis has caused the vir tual abandonment of  the valence bond theory in 
favor of molecular orbi tal  theory. However, the clear ident i ty of 
atomic states in valence bond wavefunct ions faci l i tates the use of the 
AIM correct ion method. 
The derivat ion of the AIM correct ion procedure is based on part i ­
t ioning the molecular Hamil tonian into intra- and interatomic terms 
H = H^ + H^ + .  (6.3) 
The intraatomic term for atom A is 
where the sums run only over the electrons possessed by atom A ( this 
number changes i f  in a part icular CF the "atom" is an ion) and H^ is 
def ined simi lar ly.  The interatomic interact ion operator is 
B Z„ A An A B yAB 
° i 4 • ? 4 MI ^  ' 4 • 
The Hamil tonian matr ix element between two CFs composed of  exact atomic 
eigenfunct ions is 
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" i j ,k» •  + vA=|AkB,> 
( 6 . 6 )  
The Hermit ian conjugate element is 
"kH.IJ = <AkB«|H* + H» + vAB|A,B.> 
(6.7) 
These expressions are equal,  as the total  Hamil tonian is self-adjoint.  
The metr ic S is also Hermit ian, whi le the interact ion operator i tsel f  
is not.  Equations (6.6) and (6.7) are derived without approximation 
for exact atomic eigenfunct ions. 
The essence of the atoms in molecules method is that the interatomic 
term V and the overlaps S can be calculated much more accurately than 
the much larger atomic energies E. Approximating the atomic states by 
expanding in some appropriate basis, and denoting quanti t ies calculated 
in this basis by a t i lde, the two matr ix elements above are approximately 
given by 
" i j ,k& = + ^i j ,k£ 
"k, ,u ^ 
( 6 . 8 )  
These are no longer equal,  due to the approximate nature of the atomic 
state funct ions, and a Hermit ian matr ix is obtained by averaging these 
conjugate elements. 
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"u.k« î  + : j  + < + %,, j '  • < '-5) 
Calculat ion of the matr ix elements of the interact ion operator V def ined 
in Eq. (6.5) is exceedingly di f f icul t .  Fol lowing Moff i t t 's (1951b) 
second al ternat ive, these elements are obtained approximately by calcu­
lat ing al l  quanti t ies in Eq. (6.6) in the basis representat ion, 
and simi lar ly for . j .  Subst i tut ing into (6.9) gives 
" ,J,kA :  + T {(:? -  È?) + (E? -  + (Ef -  Ef) + (E^ -  } 
This is the Atoms in Molecules (AIM) Hamil tonian and is t r iv ial ly calcu­
lated provided that the usual H and S matr ix elements needed for a con­
vent ional calculat ion in the CF basis are known. The second term in 
the AIM Hamil tonian represents the correct ions for the errors involved 
in calculat ing the large intraatomfc energies. The part i t ioning of the 
Hamil tonian in Eq. (6.3) is purely formal,  to faci l i tate the development 
of  the approximation (6.11).  I t  is not necessary to calculate matr ix 
elements of the interact ion operator V ,  as Moff i t t  (1951b) suggests 
as his f i rst  al ternat ive. 
2. Types of atomic correct ion terms 
The essence of any AIM method, and the di f ferences between them, 
are the type correct ions used in applying (6.1]) .  In Moff i t t 's (.1951a) 
or iginal appl icat ion, AIM calculat ions on oxygen are performed in a 
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minimal basis of Slater orbi tal  s,  with screening constants selected by 
Slater 's rule. The di f ference between the exact energy E of  an atomic 
state, and the SCF energy calculated in such a basis, can be attr ibuted 
to several causes: 
i )  fai lure to opt imize the screening parameter to achieve the 
lowest possible atomic energy, 
i i )  fai lure to expand the atomic minimal basis set in terms of 
several Slater,  or Gaussian funct ions, i .e. ,  to use "Hartree-
Fock" AOs, 
i i i )  addit ional errors in the excited states or Tons due to using 
screening constants, or contract ions appropriate to the neutral  
atom ground state, 
iv) atomic correlat ion effects discussed further below, and 
v) omission of relat iv ist ic effects from the Hamil tonian. 
An addit ional source of error in molecular calculat ions is the fai lure 
to use an extended basis set in the molecular calculat ion, that is a 
more f lexible contract ion than the minimal basis, as wel l  as polar izat ion 
funct ions. 
in the sequel,  a var iant of the AIM method wi l l  be appl ied to .  
To i l lustrate the sizes of the correct ion terms l isted above, consider 
2 the P ground state of the f luor ine atom. The energy of F in a minimal 
basis, with exponent chosen by Slater 's rules, is -98.9317 h. Optimiza­
t ion of the exponent lowers this by 0.0104 h. More dramatic lowering is 
produced by increasing the basis to the atomic l imit ;  this lowers the 
energy by 0.5328 h. Atomic correlat ion for F lowers the energy by 
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0.328 h, and relatîvîst ic terms produce a lowering by 0.0805 h. The cor­
rect ions sum to 0.9517 h, and represent 0.95% of the total  energy of F, 
-99.8834 h. To put the size of these correct ions in perspect ive, the 
bond strength of Fg is just O.O6I h.  The third type of error above 
depends on the part icular state considered. The error in using near 
Hartree-Fock F atom ground state orbi tals ( l4s,7p/2s,1p) for the S 
exci ted state of F is O.OI9O h, for F ,  0.1518 h, and for F*, 
0.1075 h. 
Al l  AIM calculat ions to date have been performed with minimal 
pr imit ive sets, or minimal contract ions, rather than extended bases. 
The reason for this is that the MBS, containing just one funct ion per AO, 
permits ready ident i f icat ion of orbi tal  occupancies and, hence, atomic 
states in the molecular wavefunct ion. An s^p'^ occupation is easi ly 
dist inguished from a conf igurat ion, etc.  The f inal  type of 
error mentioned above, namely using a minimal contract ion of Hartree-
Fock qual i ty versus an extended basis for Fg, divided by two for com­
parison to the atomic terms, is 0.019 h. This error can be substant ial ly 
larger for other f i rst  row diatomics, and unl ike the other errors is 
purely molecular.  The extended basis contr ibutes direct ly to H in 
Eq. (6.11),  rather than affect ing the correct ion term Tn that equation. 
No previous AIM calculat ions have been able to account for this type of 
basis truncat ion error.  
I f  the f ive purely atomic terms are appl ied fn Eq. ( .6,111, the cor­
rect positrons of al l  valence molecular eîgenstates are obtaTned in the 
l imit  of inf ini te separat ion of the atoms, fn this l imit ,  the overlap 
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matrix becomes a unit  matr ix,  and the correct ion terms by construct ion, 
adjust the Hamil tonian H so as to asymptot ical ly y ield the correct state 
energies. I t  is to be hoped that at f in i te bond lengths, the potent ial  
curves given by the corrected Hamil tonian have the correct shapes and 
remain correct ly spaced with respect to each other.  The success of the 
AIM method must be measured by the extent to which this is true. 
Further c lar i f icat ion of the role of atomic correlat ion in the AIM 
method is needed. The composite funct ions are usual ly chosen here, and 
for the most part  in other AIM appl icat ions, as products of single con­
f igurat ion atomic valence states. Direct computat ional recovery of the 
correlat ion error,  say for the F atom, would involve excitat ion into the 
3s, 3p, 3d, etc.  higher atomic orbi tal  s.  This atomic correlat ion is,  
therefore, ent irely "dynamical" in nature, in that i ts recovery in a CI 
calculat ion would require excitat ions into the external orbi tal  space. 
This atomic correlat ion is not the only type present in the molecule, 
however. In keeping with the spir i t  of the FORS model in the present 
work, a l l  possible CFs with the appropriate overal l  symmetry which can 
be formed by taking products of al l  atomic ( including ionic) valence 
states wi l l  be chosen as the base funct ion to which the AIM correct ion 
wi l l  be appl ied. In much of  the previous AIM work, only the more 
important CFs were used. The CFs used here di f fer only in the way the 
valence, or internal orbi tal  s,  are occupied, and so the molecular cor­
relat ion energy recovered by the uncorrected funct ion is of the "near 
degeneracy" type. In l ight of this,  Eq (6.11) can be interpreted in 
the fol lowing way: the base funct ion i tsel f  recovers al l  the "near 
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degeneracy" correlat ion through the uncorrected Hamil tonian, and the 
correct ion term recovers the "dynamical" molecular correlat ion, which is 
interpreted in the AIM scheme as purely atomic in nature. 
Two points in the preceding paragraph deserve further discussion. 
The uncorrected wavefunct ion is def ined above to consist of  al l  possible 
CPs formed from al l  atomic states. In fact,  i f  the atomic basis in 
which this calculat ion is performed is suff ic ient ly f lexible, and the 
AOs used to construct the CPs are opt imized in that basis, this def ini­
t ion is equivalent to the FORS wavefunct ion def ined from the molecular 
orbi tal  viewpoint in Chapter I I .  A minor point involves the atomic 
states whose products are the CFs. In most instances, these atomic 
states are of the SCF type, that is,  they consist of  a single conf igura­
t ion. In a few instances, a mult iconf igurat ion funct ion must be used, 
e.g.,  when the two conf igurat ions s^p^ and s^p^^^, (n < 4) happen to 
possess the same state symmetry. This choice is consistent with the 
above discussion. The atomic mult iconf igurat ion funct ion recovers the 
"near degeneracy" correlat ion of the atom, and the remaining correlat ion 
error is "dynamical" in nature and is treated as a correct ion. 
The types of atomic correct ion energies given above fal l  into two 
general categories: basis set errors, and correlat ion or relat iv ist ic 
effects. With the aid of the new digi tal  computers, the focus of 
quantum chemistry from the late 1950s onward was on the el iminat ion of 
these basis and correlat ion errors. With modern computers and programs, 
basis errors can be reduced pract ical ly to zero for diatomics and are 
quite small  even for moderately sized molecules. Recovery of  the 
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correlat ion error has proved the more di f f icul t  problem, with most MCSCF 
or CI procedures aimed pr imari ly at the recovery of valence shel l  cor­
relat ion errors. The FORS calculat ions on diatomic molecules presented 
at the end of Chapter I I  serve as a perfect example of  these decades of 
computat ional improvement: the MCSCF procedure recovers al l  "near 
degeneracy" type correlat ion, and the est imated basis truncat ion errors 
are smaller than the errors in the calculated bond energies. Unfortu­
nately,  these bond energy errors are several t imes larger than chemical 
accuracy, and so one must look pr imari ly to the atomic correlat ion, and 
possibly to the neglect of  relat iv lst ic terms in the Hamil tonian to 
obtain more accurate bond energies. 
3. The ICC modif icat ion of AIM theory 
Short ly after Moff i t t 's or iginal AIM proposal,  a number of  workers 
were attracted to the concept by i ts promise of great ly improved 
accuracy for l i t t le computat ional ef fort .  Only one of the result ing AIM 
variants wi l l  be discussed here. Review art ic les, with reference to 
other work, have been given by Arai ( I96O), Hurley (1963),  and Bal int-
Kurt i  and Karplus (1974).  The development of  the AIM approximation in 
Eq. (6.11),  and the notat ion used here, fol lows closely the review by 
Bal int-Kurt i  and Karplus (1974),  who obtain (6.11) with more r igorous 
attent ion to the commutat ion propert ies of the interact ion operator and 
the ant isymmetr izer,  and with more discussion of the approximations 
involved in i ts development. Verhaegen and co-workers have developed a 
correlat ion correct ion scheme based on Mul l iken populat ion analyses of 
MBS SCF funct ions that can dist inguish only the weights of atomic 
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configurat ions (not individual atomic states) in the wavefunct ion. This 
scheme is simi lar in spir i t  to AIM methods but is quite di f ferent in i ts 
appl icat ion, and is most recent ly described by Lieven, Breulet and 
Verhaegen (1981). 
Appl icat ion of Moff i t t 's or iginal AIM proposal was shown by several 
workers to yield binding energies larger than experiment,  that is,  the 
or iginal underest imates of these bond energies were being overcorrected 
by the AIM correct ion. Hurley (1956) at tr ibuted these overcorrect ions 
to the large correct ions appl ied to those CPs formed from ions or 
excited states bui l t  from orbi tals with exponents chosen for the ground 
state atoms, in the most successful  modif icat ion of AIM theory to date, 
Hurley (1956) proposed the Intraatomic Correlat ion Correct ion (ICC) 
scheme. The ICC correct ion is obtained from atomic or ionic calculat ions 
in which the exponents are reopt imized for each such state, that is,  
correct ions of type i i i  above are ignored. The result ing correlat ion 
correct ion for such a state is appl ied unchanged in the molecule, even 
though al l  CPs are constructed using the same screening parameters. An 
interest ing and highly useful  consequence of the ICC correct ion is that 
the screening parameters can be taken as those giving the lowest 
molecular energy rather than those best for the ground state neutral  
atoms, since the ICC correct ion is assumed Independent of  the screening 
constants used in the molecular calculat ion. As most of  Hurley's work 
was performed with minimal Slater bases, these excited states and Ions 
as wel l  as the neutral  atoms st i l l  possess a large correct ion due to 
fai lure to expand these states In a larger pr imit ive set,  the type 11 
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error given above. In later work, Hurley (1963) uses Hartree-Fock AOs 
rescaled for the molecule to construct CPs, thereby substant ial ly 
reducing these type i i  contr ibut ions to the ICC correct ions. 
The assumption that the correlat ion correct ion is independent of  
the screening parameters (or the scal ing of a contract ion) at f i rst  
glance seems quite arbi trary. However, a number of  workers have shown 
that correlat ion effects are surpr is ingly independent of  orbi tal  size 
and shape. Hurley (1956) gives this physical motivat ion for the 
assumption: the correlat ion energies of H ,  He, and Li^ ( including 
also the MBS truncat ion error) are 1.49, 1.51, and 1.54, respect ively,  
al though the Slater MBS SCF funct ions for these three species have 
quite di f ferent screening constants. The pure correlat ion errors for 
two electron atoms are l ikewise almost constant,  changing from 1.08 eV 
for H ,  1. l4 eV for He, I .I8 eV for Li"*",  to J.24 eV for Ne^^. Mi l ler 
and Ruedenberg (1968) have shown the Js inner shel l  correlat ion for the 
four electron atoms is 1.12 eV for Li  ,  1.07 eV for Be, and 1.00 eV for 
Ne*^. As another example, take the fsoelectronic series of nine elec­
tron atoms: the total  correlat ion energy of F is 8.82 eV; Ne*, 8.92 eV; 
and Na*^, 9.14 eV (Verhaegen and Moser, 1970), The correlat ion error 
is remarkably constant for this sequence, especial ly in view of the fact 
+2 
that the SCF orbi tals deform (.shrink) more in proceeding from F to Na 
than they do in going from F to excited F, F*,  or F » I t ,  thus, seems 
physical ly Just i f ied to take the correlat ion energies as independent of  
orbi tal  sizes. Of course, correlat ion energies do vary with the number 
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of electrons occupying these orbi ta Is,  or the manner in which these 
electrons are coupled. 
One drawback of the ICC procedure is that unl ike the AIM scheme, i t  
does not correct ly predict the posit ions of al l  valence states of a 
diatom in the l imit  of large bond lengths. The neglect of  the type i i i  
correct ion term improves the shape of the potent ial  curve for which the 
screening parameters and atomic contract ions were adjusted, at  the 
expense of the correct asymptot ic behavior for the other states. The 
curves for other states must be obtained by separate ICC calculat ions on 
each desired state, rather than obtaining al l  states from the same 
secular equation, as in the or iginal AIM formal ism. 
4. The FORS-IACC procedure 
As shown in Chapter I I ,  the FORS bond energies for diatomic mole­
cules possess an error rather larger than chemical accuracy. The Atoms 
in Molecules concept with a correct ion scheme simi lar to the ICC scheme 
can be appl ied to the FORS wavefunct ion to remove a goodly port ion of 
this error.  The correct ion scheme used here is termed the IntraAtomic 
Correlat ion Correct ion ( lACC) to show i ts commonal i ty with the ICC 
approach, but di f fers from i t  in two important fashions. 
The major innovat ion in the FORS-IACC scheme is that the CFs are 
constructed from orthonormal "atomic" orbi tals.  As shown in Chapter I I I ,  
the MOs of  a FORS wavefunct ion may be local ized according to a projec­
t ion procedure in such a fashion that the local ized orbi tals closely 
resemble unhybridized atomic orbi tals.  When construct ing CFs, the 
local ized MO most c losely resembling a part icular AO is used in that AO's 
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stead. Examinat ion of the projected local ized MOs in Figs. 3.1, 3.3, 
and 3.6 shows the extent to which this replacement is just i f ied. (Note 
that,  in general,  the projected MOs used as the three p, or f ive d, etc.  
orbi tals are not spat ial ly equivalent.)  The use of these projected 
local ized MOs in the CPs permits a great s impl i f icat ion of the AIM 
approximation. Since the orbi tals are orthonormal,  the CPs are also 
orthonormal at  al l  bond distances. Equation (6.11) s impl i f ies to 
H;j ,k& = " i j ,kJl  {(E-i  "  V (^j  "  Èj))S; j  (6-12) 
The computat ion of H is also considerably simpl i f ied by orbi tal  ortho-
normal i ty.  The correct ion term may be viewed as a perturbat ion which 
is diagonal in the CP representat ion. 
A second important feature of the PORS-IACC procedure is that the 
uncorrected Hamil tonian is computed using an extended, f lexibly con­
tracted atomic basis set.  The minimal basis orbi tals to which electrons 
are assigned in forming CPs are found by local izat ion of the PORS MOs, 
af ter these have been opt imal ly determined in the QBO basis. The three 
types of atomic basis errors and the purely molecular error of inf lexible 
contract ion described in Sect ion VI.A.2 are minimized by taking the 
molecule opt imized PLOs as the atomic minimal basis set for the con­
struct ion of CPs. Because the PORS calculat ions, at  least for diatomic 
molecules, are performed in large QBO sets, the errors due to f in i te 
basis expansion are small  and need not be accounted for in the correc­
t ion term în Eq. (6.12).  Therefore, the lACC correct ion term used in 
applying (6.12) consists only of correlat ion and relat ivîst ic correct ions. 
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The correlat ion correct ion used in the lACC scheme is a general iza­
t ion of the ICC correct ion, for which correlat ion errors are assumed 
independent of  orbi tal  scal ing. Here the orbi tals are determined by 
molecular opt imizat ion in a f lexible basis and, hence, are deformed from 
the neutral  f ree atom SCF AOs in a more complicated fashion than just 
rescal ing. However, the PLOs were shown in Chapter I I I  to be quite 
simi lar to the free atom SCF AOs, with overlaps usual ly in excess of 
0.9. Therefore, the lACC correlat ion and relat iv ist ic correct ion for 
an atomic state bui l t  from PLOs are assumed to be equal to that of the 
same state formed from i ts opt imal f ree atom AOs. 
Given the Hamil tonian matr ix in the CP representat ion, appl icat ion 
of the lACC correct ion requires only knowledge of the correlat ion and 
relat iv ist ic energy correct ions to the various atomic states occurr ing 
in the CPs. Happi ly,  there is much more information of this type 
avai lable now than in the early days of AIM theory. There are two key 
compilat ions of these data for the three to ten electron atoms (Li  to 
Ne), and for many isoelectronic posit ive Tons as wel l .  Correlat ion 
energies, in some cases corrected for the 2s-2p near degeneracy, for al l  
states ar is ing from the 2s^2p^ conf igurat ions, are given by Verhaegen 
and Moser (1970). Correlat ion energies for al l  2s^2p^ and 2s^2p^ 
states, and relat iv ist ic correct ions for al l  three types of conf igura­
t ions are given by Desclaux, Moser and Verhaegen (1971). For higher 
elements, less data are avai lable, Clementi  (1965) has given correla­
t ion correct ions for the ground states of the f f rst  22 elements, and 
some of their  posit ive ions. Fraga et al ,  (1976) give relat iv ist ic 
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correct ions to Hartree-^Fock energies for the ground states of the f i rst  
102 elements and many of  their  posit ive ions 
The avai labi l i ty of correlat ion and relat iv ist ic correct ions for 
negative ions is considerably less, owing largely to the di f f icul ty in 
obtaining experimental data for these species. General ly only the 
singly negative ion, at most,  wi l l  be stable. Electron aff ini t ies are 
di f f icul t  to measure accurately,  and are normal ly only avai lable for the 
ground states of the ions. Hotop and Lineberger (1975) have given 
experimental electron aff ini t ies for the f i rst  85 elements of the 
periodic table, including a very few negative atom excited states. 
Schaefer et  al .  (1969) have given less accurate theoret ical ly derived 
electron aff ini t ies for the atoms B to F, including a number of  the low-
ly ing excited negative ion states. Correlat ion and relat iv ist ic correc­
t ions can be extracted from these electron aff ini t ies, with the help of 
judicious extrapolat ion of the known correct ions for the neutral  and 
posit ive ions, Clementi  and RoettT (1974) give SCF energies for singly 
negative ions from Li to I  .  
Only s ingly negative ions occur fn the diatomic molecules con­
sidered in the present case. However, highly negative ions can occur,  
e.g^, C CFs would be found included in the CO wavefunct ion. For 
doubly negative ions, there are vir tual ly no experimental data (Hotop 
and Lineberger, 1975), and extrapolat ion to these or even more negative 
ions from the posit ive and neutral  species is dubious. I t  is recommended 
that the correct ion appl ied to any such CF for which accurate values 
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are unknown be taken as equal to the correct ion appl ied to the CF formed 
with neutral  atoms in their  ground states. 
As a result  of the resolut ion of the errors of atomic Hartree-Fock 
energies into correlat ion and relat iv ist ic contr ibut ions by Desclaux, 
Moser and Verhaegen (1971), i t  is possible to attr ibute the molecular 
errors to ei ther correlat ion or relat iv ist ic contr ibut ions. While 
theoret ical  chemists usual ly bel ieve relat iv ist ic effects to be much 
more constant than correlat ion energies, relat iv ist ic correct ions to 
atomic energies are hardly negl igible. Recently,  Fel ler and Davidson 
(1980) have suggested the discrepancy between experimental and large 
scale CI determinat ions of the s inglet- tr iplet separat ion in methylene 
is due to relat iv ist ic contr ibut ions to the carbon atom, said to be in 
2 2 3 the s p or sp valence state, respect ively.  The lACC scheme permits 
the relat ive importance of correlat ion versus relat iv ist ic errors in 
molecular calculat ions to be est imated. 
B. Appl icat ions 
1. Implementing the lACC correct ion 
To apply the lACC correct ion embodied in Eq, (6.12) to a FORS 
wavefunct ion, the Hamil tonian matr ix elements between CFs formed from 
PLCs are needed. Although these matr ix elements could be evaluated 
direct ly,  two di f f icul t ies ar ise. The specif icat ion of just which CFs 
occur in the ful l  valence space is not as simple as specifying which 
SAAPs occur in the FRS. Furthermore, whi le exist ing ALIS programs can 
readi ly evaluate Hamil tonian matr ix elements between SAAPs, this is not 
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the case for the calculat ion of these matr ix elements for CPs. Whi le 
both these problems are soluble, in the present case exist ing programs 
are used to do as much computat ion as possible in a SAAP basis before 
transforming to a CP representat ion. 
As already discussed, the ful l  set of  CPs constructed from al l  
atomic valence states is equivalent to the ful l  valence space of SAAPs 
described in Chapter I I .  These two bases are related by an orthogonal 
t ransformation, 
{CPs} = {SAAPs}T .  (6.13) 
The ful l  valence space in the SAAP basis is readi ly generated (Lam, 
1982), as is the Hamil tonian in this SAAP basis. The Hamil tonian in 
the CP basis is obtained by s imi lar i ty transformation, 
= T"^ T .  (6.14) 
The transformation T in Eq. (6.13) is a sparse matr ix,  and i ts elements 
are simply def ined numbers. T is independent of  the molecular geometry, 
and i ts computat ion is i l lustrated by an example below. The algebraic 
manipulat ions needed to obtain this transformation are the only d i f f i ­
cult  step in applying the lACC procedure. A program to carry out this 
transformation, and to diagonal ize the CP Hamil tonian before and after 
applying the lACC correct ion has been wri t ten. This program also calcu­
lates the correct ion to the molecular energy via f i rst  order perturbat ion 
theory. 
In transforming SAAPs bui l t  from PLCs to CPs constructed from the 
same PLOs, i t  is necessary to know how the PLCs are occupied in the 
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various atomic states. The atomic states must be expressed in terms of 
real rather than complex atomic orbi tals,  as the PLOs are of course real.  
Al l  valence states ar is ing from the p^ conf igurat ions, 1 <N ^6, have 
been found for real atomic p orbi tals.  These states, and the method by 
which they were obtained, are given in the Appendix to this chapter.  
A d i f f icul ty faced in obtaining the transformation to the CF basis 
is that the various CPs occurr ing in the ful l  valence space are unknown. 
The quod erat inveniendum process by which the transformation to the 
unknown CPs is found yields also the CPs themselves. Each SAAP is fac­
tored to a product of  atomic space-spin products, and these atomic 
products are compared to the atomic states given in the tables in the 
appendix. This comparison reveals which atomic states, or l inear com­
binat ions of atomic states, occur in each SAAP. 
An al ternate method for the computat ion of T is to diagonal ize the 
Hamil tonian matr ix between SAAPs constructed from the free atoms' MBS 
AOs with al l  atoms separated by large distances (àlO A).  Each eigen­
vector is a pure CP, except in cases where several atomic states of the 
same symmetry exist ,  in which case this is the desired atomic near 
degeneracy mixing. 
In the next three sect ions, the lACC correct ion is appl ied to Hg, 
NH, and P^. Por s impl ic i ty,  the total  ant isymmetr izer A is assumed to 
incorporate the usual normal iz ing factors of l /ZT for each doubly 
occupied orbi tal  occurr ing in a SAAP. The coset ant isymmetr izer A also 
Includes the various /FÎT factors that occur in I ts usual def ini t ion. 
Three other operators wi l l  be used in the fol lowing to simpl i fy the 
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notat ion: 
S = {1 -  interchange of = 1/2 and = -1/2}/ /2 
L = {1 -  replacement of  = +1 with Ly = -1}/ /2 (6.15) 
X = {1 + exchange of lef t  and r ight atom}//2 
The notat ion used to label each atomic state is |^^ ' ' "^L(L^,S^)>, which 
may include a superscr ipt on the ket to indicate i ts charge. is 
not a good quantum number, as described in the Appendix. The correla­
t ion correct ion depends only on S and L, of course, so the operators in 
Eq. (6.15) group only terms which receive ident ical  correct ions. 
2_; #2 
Hg is the simplest possible example of the lACC correct ion proce­
dure. For the ground state of hydrogen, the FORS wavefunct ion con-
2 2 
sists of the two conf igurat ions,1o and la ,  which correct ly dissociates 
= '  g u '  
Hg to 2H. Calculat ions at R = 1.4 bohr using an unsealed ( I0s,3p,1d/ 
5s,3p,1d) basis, with molecule opt imized polar izat ion exponents of  
Çp = 0.3, 1.2, 5.4 and = 1.96, give SCF and FORS energies of 
-1.1335808 h and -1,1521191 h, respect ively.  These correspond to bond 
strengths of 3.64 eV and 4.14 eV, respect ively,  compared to the experi­
mental 4.75 eV (Huber and Herzberg, 1979), so that the FORS wavefunct ion 
recovers just 45% of the molecular correlat ion. The QBO set used here 
is essent ial ly complete for SCF or FORS type calculat ions, with a 5 vh 
error in the atomic H energy, and a 15 yh error in the molecular SCF 
energy. 
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Fol lowing projected local izat ion of the FORS orbi tals,  two s shaped 
orthonormal orbi tals are obtained, one on each atom and designated A 
and B. One of  these orbi tals is shown in Fig. 6.1. I t  has an overlap 
of only 0.899 with the Is orbi tal  of a f ree H atom, due more to shrinkage 
of the orbi tal  than i ts orthogonal iz ing tai l  on the other atom. Three 
singlet SAAPs can be formed from these PLOs, namely, 
AtABGQq} ,  AIAASqq} ,  A{BB8oo} ,  0^^ = (aS -  3ot)/ /2 
Two l inear combinat ions of these adapted to symmetry can be formed, 
|covalent> = A^ASG^g} 
| ionic> = I / /2 A{AAegQ} + I / /2 AIBBO^q} 
The ionic minus l inear combinat ion is the conf igurat ion and 
u g u '  
does not contr ibute to the ground state. Recomputat ion of the FORS 
funct ion using the PLOs gives the coeff ic ients of the covalent and ionic 
terms in the uncorrected FORS funct ion as 0.780814 and 0.624763, 
respect ively.  
The covalent- ionic representat ion of the FORS funct ion for is 
the same form as the usual valence bond funct ion composed of nonorthog-
onal AOs. I t  di f fers in that the "atomic" orbi tals A and B are ortho-
normal PLOs in the present case. As a result ,  the coeff ic ient of the 
ionic term is considerably larger than in a conventional valence bond 
funct ion. However, the FORS funct ion is exact ly equivalent to a GVB 
calculat ion in the same basis. Proof of  this,  and farther discussion of 
the relat ionship between the MO and VB type funct ions for H^, is given 
by Hurley (1976). 
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Figure 6.1. One of  the equivalent projected local ized orbi tals for H2. 
Electron occupancy = 1, bond order to other atom = 0.9756 
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The possible atomic states for a proton having 0, 1, or 2 electrons 
are 
= |proton>^ 
H = 1^5(0,1/2)> = Isa 
H = |^S(0,-1/2)> = 1s6 
H ^S(0,0)>" = 1s^(ae -  ea)/ /2 
One of the basis lACC postulates is to ident i fy the molecular orbi tals 
A and B with the atomic orbi tal  Is.  Expanding the spin funct ion of the 
covalent SAAP gives 
|covalent> = — A{(Aa)(Bg)} —^A{(Ag)(Ba)} 
/2 /2 
Subst i tut ing the atomic state funct ions into the covalent and ionic 
terms gives 
|covalent> = — A{|^S(0,1/2)>|^S(0,-1/2)> -  |^S(0,-1/2)>|^S(0,1/2)>} 
/2 
| ionic> = — {|^S(0,0)> |proton>* + [proton>^|^S(0,0)> }  
/2 
Use of the interchange operators def ined in Sect ion VI.B.I  s impl i f ies 
the notat ion to 
|covalent> = AS|^S(0,1/2)>|^S(0,- l /2)> 
ionic> = X|^S(0,0)> |proton>^ 
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The transformation from the covalent and ionic SAAPs to the symmetry 
adapted CPs is thus a unit  matr ix.  The CPs present in the molecular 
wavefunct ion are the neutral  HH and the ionic H H"*",  a l l  in their  ground 
states. The neutral  and ionic CPs in the uncorrected PORS wavefunct ion 
have the same coeff ic ients as the covalent and ionic SAAPs. 
The lACC correct ion is quite simple for H^. A bare proton and a 
hydrogen atom have no correlat ion energy. Relat iv ist ic correct ions to 
the H and H energy are negl igible on the chemical energy scale. Thus, 
only the correlat ion correct ion for H is required. The SCP energy of 
the hydride ion is -0.487927 h (Proese Pischer, 1977) and the exact 
energy is -0.527751 h (Pekeris,  1958). The hydride correlat ion correc­
t ion is,  therefore, -39.8 mh. The second basic assumption of the lACC 
scheme is that this correlat ion correct ion for H transfers unchanged 
into the hydrogen molecule. Denoting the sum of the correct ions to the 
CPs as 6, and treat ing the lACC correct ion term in (6.12) as a perturba­
t ion, the total  lACC correct ion is 
= (0.780814)2(0 + 0) + (0.624763) 2 (-0.039,824 + O) 
= -0.01554 h 
= -0.42 eV 
EIACC = + AE = -1.16766 h. 
corresponding to = 4.56 eV. This is substant ial ly closer to the 
4.75 eV experimental result  than is the uncorrected PORS value of 
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4.14 eV. Correct ing the Hamil tonian according to Eq. (6.12) and 
diagonal iz ing i t  gives an lACC correct ion of -0.43 eV, which is scarcely 
di f ferent from the perturbat ion treatment.  The perturbat ion result  is 
more enl ightening about the nature of th lACC correct ion than is the 
diagonal izat ion, which is not a var iat ional treatment due to approxi­
mating the Hamil tonian. The perturbat ive treatment shows the lACC cor­
rect ion to be ent irely due to the inclusion of dynamical correlat ion in 
the hydride component of  the wavefunct ion. 
3_. NH 
The lACC correct ion to the two lowest states of the imidogen 
3 -  1 
radical,  NH, wi l l  be i l lustrated. These are the X E and a A states, 
2 
arising from the ir configurat ion. Energy results from SCF and FORS 
calculat ions on the t r iplet were discussed in Chapter I I ,  and the PLOs 
for this state are shown in Fig. 3.1, The nine SAAPs in the FORS wave-
funct ion constructed from these PLOs are 
2 (} i^ = A{s zhxy 0^} 
2 ( j )2 = A{s zhxy 0^} 
2 ( j )^ = A{z shxy 0^} 
2 
*2^ = A{z shxy 0^} 
(|)g = Afs^h^xy 0^} 
2 
= A{h szxy 0^} 
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2 ( j )^ = A{h szxy 0^} 
(j)g = A{z^h^xy 0^} 
= A{s^z^xy 0^} ,  
2 
where the Is core is understood; s,  x,  y,  and z designate the ni trogen 
PLCs; h is the hydrogen PLCs; and the t r iplet Serber spin funct ions are 
®1 ®00®00®11 
®3 ^ ®00^®10®11 "  
The geminal spin funct ions are given as footnotes to Table 6 . 3 .  The 
f i rst  four SAAPs correspond to NH, the next four to N^H ,  and the last 
to NV .  
Because the analysis of the SAAPs in terms of CPs is easiest i f  
the two atoms have an even number of  electrons, consider f i rst  one of 
the N*H" SAAPs. 
• = Afs^h^xy eooWll^ 
= A{s xy 0oo®11 '  ^  ®00^ 
A[A^{s xy 0QQ0^^} •  A2{h 0qq} ]  
Recourse to the Appendix of  this chapter shows this factor izat ion gives 
9 + 
a P state of N ,  and a s inglet hydride ion, 
(|,g = ApP(0, l )s^pV | ^ S ( 0 , 0 ) > "  
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Here the N state is always wri t ten f i rst  in the CFs. The analysis of 
(j)g and (j)g is simi lar.  
The ionic SAAPs (p^ and (j>y are more di f f icul t  to analyze, because 
they contain a s ingle s electron. For example, 
*6 = ^{h^szxy 8Qo(8, i8,q -
= A[A^{szxy(0^^0^Q -  0^Q0^,)/ /2} • 0^^}]  
= A[A^{xyzs(0^^0 ^ Q  -  • A2{h^ 0^^}]  
N The coupl ing of an,s electron to a p conf igurat ion is treated in the 
Appendix to this chapter.  The ni trogen ion in is present in a mixture 
of states, 
3 3 + /? 3 n + 1 
5(0,1 )spj> -  /y D(0, l)spj> } |  ' s (0,0)> 
The covalent type SAAPs require careful  analysis,  because one of 
the geminal spin funct ions must be decomposed in separat ing the ni trogen 
electron from the hydrogen. As an example, consider 
*1 = A{s^zhxy 8008008,,}  
= Afs^xyzh 8008,,800} 
= À[Ag{s^xyz 0QQ0,^a}{h6} -  Ag{s^xyz 0QQ0QQg}{hoi} ] / /2 
The p port ion of the spin funct ion for ni trogen in the f i rst  term is the 
5/2 3/2 high spin Serber funct ion 0 for three unpaired electrons. 
However, in the second term, the spin dependence is not a single Serber 
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funct ion. In fact,  
1  , 3 / 2  1 / 2  / 2  a  1 / 2  1 / 2  /f 9 
as can be shown in the same manner . the ^ states are related to Berber 
funct ions in the Appendix, (j)^ becomes 
*1 = À[— Ar{s^xyz 3/2}{hg} + — A^{s^xyz ^^^}{ha} 
/Ï 00 v/gr 00 
-  i  Ag(s^xYZ , 1 / 2  1 / 2  }{ha}]  
Use of Table 6.10 permits expression in terms of CPs, 
<Pi = A[-
/2 
S(0,3/2)s^p^> S(0,-1/2)> 
/6 
S(0,1/2)s^p^> S(0 ,1 /2 )>  -
/3 
S(0,1/2)s^p^> S(0,1/2)>] 
4 2 The two S •  S products di f fer only in the values and are treated 
together,  with the same lACC correct ion. 
After simi lar analysis of al l  nine SAAPs fn the ground state con­
f igurat ion, the fol lowing nine CPs are found present:  
ij;^ = À|4s(0,*)s2p3>|2s(0,A)> 
7,2 
,p = A| 'D(0,1/2)s^p^>|^S(0,1/2)> 
= A|4p(0,A)sTp4>|2s(0,A)> 
,p^ = A|^PC0,1/2)sVV|^S(0,1/2)> 
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= ÀpP(0 , l ) s ^ p V | ^S (0 ,0 )> "  
= ÀpD(0, l)sV^>"^I^S(0,0)>" 
>l>^ = Àps(o,i) s V V |^s(o,o)>" 
i g  =  ÀpP(0 , l)s°pV| ^S (0 ,0 )> "  
'I'g = À|^ P(0, l)s^pV |proton>^  ^
Here the >'• notat ion accomplishes much the same purpose as the spin 
project ion exchange operator given in Eq. (6.15) did in the example: 
A|4s(0,A)>|2s(0,*)> = 1 Al'*S(0, l /2)>|^S(0,1/2)> 
-  ^A|^S(0,3/2)>|^S(0,-1/2)> 
À|4p(0,*)>|2s(0,*)> = 1  A|4p(0,1/2)>|2s(0,1/2)> 
-  ^^A|4p(0,3/2)>|2s(0,1/2)> 
The transformation from the SAAP to CF basis is given in Table 6.1. 
Two of the CPs, and contain ^P states, which can interact to 
form two conf igurat ion atomic states, from which the 2s-2p near 
degeneracy correlat ion is removed, 
(^5 = (^5 *3) ( b "a ) 
3 The coeff ic ients a and b are f ixed by a calculat ion on the lower P 
atomic state of N"*",  a = 0.989949 and b = -CUl4l422, Applfcat ion of this 
2x2 transformation fol lowTng the transformation in Table 6.1 gives the 
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Table 6.1. Transformation from SAAPs to CPs for X^Z NH^ 
rp  
SAAP ^.1 h •f; 'Ps S 
^1 m /ïTI 
^2 • -m 
^3 ^fiTï /ÏTI 
H -m Wï 
*5 1 
'^6 -/ITT /ÏTI 
h / l /3  m 
'^8 1 
^9 1 
3 
and are subjected to a further transformation to 
obtain the f inal  CPs. See text for discussion. 
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combined transformation from the SAAP basis to the CF basis in which the 
lACC correct ion is appl ied. 
Transforming the Hamil tonian in the SAAP basis to the CF basis as 
in Eq. (6.14),  applying the appropriate correct ions to the diagonal 
elements, and diagonal iz ing gives an lACC correct ion for t r iplet NH of  
-0.2476 h. First  order perturbat ion theory gives a scarcely di f ferent 
correct ion of -0.2466 h, which is the value of the lACC correct ion used 
h 2 
below. The correct ion at inf ini te separat ion is the |  S>| S> correct ion, 
namely -0.2148 h. The lACC correct ion increases the calculated bond 
strength to 3.65 eV, quite close to the experimental 3.85 eV. 
The detai ls of the perturbat ion correct ion for t r iplet NH are shown 
in Table 6.2. This table gives the coeff ic ients for each CF in the 
uncorrected wavefunct ion. Although the largest term is the product of  
N and H in their  ground states, there are substant ial  admixtures of 
other CFs, part icular ly the N CF. This CF is fol lowed in importance 
by various N H CFs, and the N^H CFs are the least important.  Al l  but 
14 12 
one of the CFs has a larger total  correct ion than the |  S>| S> CF, so 
that the correct ion to NH is greater than that for N + H. Because of 
this,  the lACC bond strength is greater than the FORS bond energy. 
The f i rst  excited state of NH is the a^A state, ar is ing from the 
2 1 
same TT configurat ion as the ground state. The A state dissociates to 
2 the f i rst  excited state of N, D, and a ground state H atom. Calcula­
t ion at R = 2.0 bohr with the same basis as used for the ground state 
gives an SCF energy of -54.908654 h and a FORS energy of -54.930066 h. 
The SCF energy of N in the basis used here is -54.295505 h. The SCF 
Table 6.2. lACC perturbat ion correct ion to NH 
Ni t rogen a Hydrogen^ Total  Weighted^ 
CF Coeff ic ient Correlat ion Relat iv i ty Correlat ion Correct!on Correct ion 
|4s>|2s> 0.566690 -0.188^ -0.0268 — -0.2148 -0.0690 
|^D>1^S> 0.346512 -0.206^ -0.0268 -0.2328 -0.0280 
l^p>|^s> 0.334704 -0.202 -0.0242 -0.2262 -0.0253 
l^p>l^s> 0.161077 -0.293 -0.0242 -0.3172 -0.0082 
S>"® 0.215703 -0.145^ -0.0270 -0.0398 -0.2118 -0.0099 
|W|^s>- -0.164031 -0.164 -0.0238 -0.0398 -0.2276 -0.0061 
ps>+|^s->-
-0,194511 -0.200 -0.0238 -0.0398 -0.2636 -0.0100 
S>"® 0.120096 -0,213 -0.0246 -0.0398 -0.2774 -0.0040 
pP> |proton>* 0.543257 -0.265^ -0,0266 -0.2916 -0.0861 
-0.2466 h 
^Correct ions from Desclaux, Moser and Verhaegen (1971), except as noted. 
^See discussion for Sect ion VI.B.2. 
' 'Total  correct ion for the CF, t imes i ts coeff ic ient squared. 
^Verhaegen and Moser (1970). 
®The notat ion indicates which conf igurat ion dominates the two conf igurat ion state. 
^From the electron aff ini ty given by Hotop and Lineberger (1975), and data in references 
a and d. 
to 
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and FORS bond strengths are 3.08 eV and 3.6? eV, respect ively.  The 
experimental bond strength can be obtained by appropriately combining 
the dissociat ion energy of the ground state (Piper,  1979). the electronic 
excitat ion to and zero point energies in both states (Huber and 
k 2 Herzberg, 1979), and the ni trogen S ->• D exci tat ion (Moore, 1949). 
This "experimental" bond strength is 4.67 eV, and possesses the ±0.10 eV 
uncertainty of the ground state bond energy. The FORS calculat ion 
recovers just 37% of the SCF error in the bond strength, an even lower 
percentage than for the ground state. 
The analysis of the a\  state of NH is much simpler than for the 
ground state. Using the PLOs (which are much l ike those of the 
ground state),  there are six SAAPs in the FORS funct ion, 
2 ( j )^ = A{s zhxy 0^} 
*2 = A{z^shxy 6^} 
(j)^ = Ats^h^xy 0^} 
cf)^ = A{z^h^xy 0^} 
2 
<t>^ = A{h szxy 0^} 
(|)g = A{s^z^xy 0^} , 
2 
where the Is core is understood and the singlet Serber funct ion 
0^ = ®00®00®00' other possible singlet funct ion 0^ is not used for 
the last three SAAPs, as t r ip let coupl ing the TT electrons gives an 
1 _ 
overal l  symmetry of  Z .  Each of the SAAPs is equal to a single CF, 
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apart from a phase change result ing from sign choices in the tables in 
the Appendix. The CFs present are 
=  A s |^D ( - 2 , 1 / 2 )s^p^|^S(0 , - 1 / 2 ) >  
=  À s |^D(-2,1/2)sV^ > | ^ S ( 0 , - 1 /2)> 
= A|^D(-2,0) s ^ p V |^S(0,0)>" 
ip  ^ = A| ' ' D ( - 2 , 0 ) S°PV 1 ^ S ( 0 , 0 ) > "  
t|;^ = A1''D(-2,0)sV^>"^I^S(0 0)>" 
= |^D(-2,0)s^p^> |proton>* ,  
where the spin project ion interchange operator of Eq. (6.15) has been 
+ 1 
used. There are again two CFs and which interact in a N D 
calculat ion. This 2s-2p near degeneracy effect is removed by an addi­
t ional transformation, 
( ^ 3  = (^3 4%) (  b "a )  
where from a two conf igurat ion calculat ion on the lower state, 
a = 0.990004 and b = -0. l4l04l.  Pari ty considerat ions perclude any 
mixing of and or ip^ with \p^ and ipj^.  The total  transformation 
f r o m  S A A P s  t o  C F s  i s  a  n e g a t i v e  u n i t  m a t r i x  f o l l o w e d  b y  t h e  a b o v e  2 x 2  
rotat ion. 
The f i rst  order perturbat ion theory lACC correct ion to a\  NH is 
-0.2632 h, compared to the -0.2328 h correct ion for a separated hydrogen 
atom and D ni trogen atom. The lACC bond strength is thus increased 
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f rom the FORS result  to a value of 4.50 eV, not far from the true value 
of 4.67 eV. Expl ic i t  diagonal izat ion of the corrected CF Hamil tonian 
gives an lACC correct ion of -0.2641 h. 
The detai ls of the lACC correct ion are shown in Table 6.3.  The 
coeff ic ients of the CFs in the uncorrected wavefunct ion are included in 
this table, and are qual i tat ively simi lar to those for the ground 
state. Again, the most important CF is the dissociat ive product c losely 
fol lowed by a N H"*" CF. N H CFs make the next greatest contr ibut ion, 
+ -fol lowed by N H CFs, Al l  but one of the CFs have a greater correct ion 
than the |^Ds^p^>|^S> CF, which is why s inglet NH has a larger lACC 
2 
correct ion than the dissociated hydrogen plus D ni trogen. 
Table 6.4 contains a summary of  the relevant energet ics of the N, 
H, and NH system. By construct ion, the FORS + lACC energies of the 
atoms are the exact energies, apart from very smal l  basis expansion 
errors. The deviat ion of the FORS + lACC molecular energies from the 
exact values ref lects the small  (0.2 eV) errors in the bond energies for 
both states. Table 6.4 also shows that the vibrat ionless FORS + lACC 
separat ion of the two NH states is essent ial ly the exact result .  A 
common procedure to correct SCF or FORS exci tat ion energies is to reduce 
4 2 them by the 0.49 eV error in the ni trogen S -  D separat ion. This gives 
adjusted SCF and FORS exci tat ion energies for NH of  1.34 eV and 1.49 eV. 
This adjusted FORS result  is deceptively good, as Tables 6.2 and 6.3 
clearly show the and ^A states are hardly pure |^S>|^S> and 
|^D>|^S>. 
Table 6,3- lACC perturbat ion correct ion to a^A NH 
Ni t roqen Hydrogen^ Total  Weighted^ 
CF Coeff ic ient Correlat ion Relat iv i ty Correlat ion Correct ion Correct ion 
l^DsV>l^S> 0.663786 -0.206^ -0.0268 -0.2328 -0.1026 
|2Ds'p4>|2s> 0.365005 -0.258 -0.0242 -0.2822 -0.0376 
l^DsV>-'pS>-® 0.221032 -0.157^ -0.0270 -0.0398 -0.2238 -0.0109 
|^Ds%Vi^S>"® 0.089176 -0.248 -0.0246 -0.0398 -0.3124 -0.0025 
|^DsVVl^S>~ -0.241630 -0.223 -0.0238 -0.0398 -0 .2866 -0.0167 
l^Ds^p^> |proton>^ 0.557645 -0.272^ -0 .0266 — -0.2986 -0.0929 
-0.2632 h 
^Correct ions are from Desclaux, Moser and Verhaegen (1971), except as noted. 
^See discussion for Sect ion VI.B.2. 
' 'Total  correct ion for the CF, t imes i ts coeff ic ient squared. 
^Verhaegen and Moser (1970). 
The notat ion indicates which conf igurat ion dominates the two conf igurat ion N state. 
^From the electron aff ini ty of this metastable ion given by Hotop and Lineberger (1975). 
and data in references a and d. 
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Table 6.4. Energies for N, H, and NH^ 
SCF FORS FORS + lACC Exact 
N ^S -54.4004 -54.4004 -54,6152 -54.6158 
N -54.2955 -54.2955 -54.5283 -54.5290 
T(^D -  ^S) 2.85 eV 2.85 eV 2.36 eV 2.36 eV^ 
H ^S -0.4998 -0.4998 -0.4998 -0.5 
NH -54.9758 -55.0027 -55.2493 -55.2573 
NH -54.9087 -54.9301 -55.1933 -55.2006 
T(.^A -  3%") 1.83 eV 1,98 eV 1.52 eV 1.54 eV^ 
^Energies in Hartree, except as indicated. Since correlat ion 
correct ions are avai lable only to three digi ts,  the f inal  digi t  in 
columns three and four is uncertain. 
'^Calculated from data in this table. The actual spl i t t ing is 
2.38 eV (Moore, 1949). See note a. 
^Calculated from data in this table. The actual spl i t t ing is 
1.56 eV, correct ing the observed V q q  for zero point vibrat ions (Huber 
and Herzberg, 1979). See note a. 
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4. F? 
SCF and FORS calculat ions on the ground state of Fg were given in 
Chapter I I .  Plots of the PLOs for Fg were shown in Fig. 3.3- In this 
sect ion, the lACC correct ion is appl ied to F^. Once again, the easiest 
way to describe the SAAPs is with a hole notat ion, indicat ing which of 
the PLOs are vacant.  The fol lowing eight symmetry adapted l inear 
combinat ions of SAAPs formed from PLOs are present in the FORS 
wavefunct i  on :  
*2 = yj !^>}/ /2 
= { |Sg/ 2Y^> + |s"^ Zj^V}//2 
^  = Is; '  
= { |z^^> + \ z ^ » / / 2  
*6 = { |x;2> + |x-2> + |y-2> + |y-2>}/2 
*g = {|s%^> + s h ' ) / y / l  
Here s,  x ,  y ,  and z refer to the various 2s and 2p PLOs, and I  and r  
refer to the lef t  or r ight atoms. The f i rst  four SAAPs are covalent,  
whi le the last four are ionic in nature. Note that the plus signs in 
and (J)^ are a consequence of the phase choice for the z^ and z^ 
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orbitals,  namely that these have their  plus lobes directed toward each 
other as shown in Fig. 3-3. 
Analysis of these SAAPs in terms of atomic states gives the fol­
low! ng CPs :  
= Às|^P(0,1/2)sV>|^P(0 ,-1/2)sV> 
1^2 = ÀLS|2p(l , i /2)s2p5>|2p(i ,_i /2)s2p5> 
= Àxs|^P(0,l/2)sV>I^S(0,-1/2)sV^> 
= Às|^S(0, l /2)sV^>|^S(0,-1/2)sV^> 
= Âx|^S(0,0)sV>"l ^ S(0,0)sV>'^ 
ip^ = AX|^S(0,0)sV>"I^D(0,0)s^pS'^ 
iPj = Ax|^ S(0,0)sV>"| ^ P(0,0)sV^>'^  
ig = Àx|^S(0,0)s^pS"|^S(0,0)s°pS"*" 
Here the interchange operators def ined in Eq. (6.15) have been used. 
The transformation from the SAAP basis to the CF basis is given in 
Table 6.5. Once again the 2s-2p near degeneracy of the ^S F^ states 
must be removed by applying the transformation 
iPq) = (^5 *g) (  b " a  )  
fol lowing the transformation in Table 6.5, The coeff ic ients a and b 
are determined in a f"*" atomic calculat ion on the lower state, 
a = 0.981733 and b = -0,190259. 
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Table 6.5. Transformation from SAAPs to CPs for 
9 2 
SAAPV' '  h 'I'3 ^ ^5 "'6 "^7 *^8 
<1.1 
*2 -1 
H 
] 
1//J -2//5'  
<|)g 2/ /S" I / /3 
(ji- 1 
1 
g 
i j j^  and t j /g are subject to a further transformation 
to obtain the f inal  CFs. See text for discussion. 
The detai ls of the lACC correct ion are shown in Table 6.6. The 
f i rst  order perturbat ion theory correct ion to is -0.8219 h, whi le at 
inf ini te separat ion, the correct ion to F + F in their  ground states is 
-0.8090 h. The larger correct ion to the molecule than the separated 
atom increases the bond strength from the uncorrected FORS value. The 
lACC correct ion gives a bond strength of 1.04 eV, which is not as close 
to the experimental value of 1 .658 eV as was the case for and NH. 
The coeff ic ients of the uncorrected FORS wavefunct ion in the CF 
basis are given in Table 6.6. The F^ wavefunct ion is dominated by two 
neutral  f luor ines in their  ground states. The next most important term 
is the ionic F F^ CF, with the F^ in i ts lowest s inglet state, ^D. The 
correct ion to this ionic SAAP is scarcely larger than that for the 
neutral  ground state FF SAAP, which is responsible for the smal l  
(0.0129 h) lACC stabi l izat ion of F^ over 2F. 
Some of  the correct ions to the CFs given in Table 6.6 exceed 1 h.  
One might wel l  wonder about the treatment of such correct ions by per­
turbat ion theory, as 1 h = 627.5 kcal/mole. However, the di f ference in 
the correct ions appl ied to any two SAAPs is smal ler,  at  most 0.2228 h 
and usual ly much smal ler.  These di f ferences in the correct ions are 
about an order to magnitude less than the di f ferences in the diagonal 
elements themselves. An even more conclusive just i f icat ion of the 
perturbat ive treatment is that diagonal izat ion of the corrected 
Hamil tonian gives a correct ion of rO.8229 h, hardly changed from the 
perturbat ive result  in Table 6.6, 
Table 6.6. lACC perturbat ion correct ion 1 + to X' l  F-g 2 
Left  Fluorine^ Right r ,  .  a F1uor1 ne Total  Wei ghted^ 
CF Coeff ic ient Correlat ion Relat iv i  ty Correlat ion Relat iv i  ty Correct ion Correct ion 
fPo>l'Po> 0.830507 -0.324^ -0.0805 -O.324C -0.0805 -0.8090 -0.5580 
0.021155 -O.324C -0.0805 -O.324C -0.0805 -0.8090 -0.0004 
| \>I^S> 0.188533 -O.324C -0.0805 -0.439 -0.0768 -0.9203 -0.0327 
\h>\h> 0.025763 -0.439 -0.0768 -0.439 -0.0768 -1.0316 -0.0007 
0.236557 -0.399® -0.0804 -0.248^ -0.0808 -0.8082 -0.0452 
|^S>-|^D>+ 
-0.404721 -0.399® -0.0804 -O.269C -0.0808 -0.8292 -0.1358 
| is>-| ip>+ 
-0.226993 -0.399® -0.0804 -0.353 -0.0765 -0.9089 -0.0468 
|1s>-|1ssOpS+d 0.048149 -0.399® -0.0804 -0.455^ -0.0736 -1.0080 -0.0023 
-0.8219 h 
^Correct ions from Desclaux, Moser and Verhaegen (1971), except as noted. 
'^Total  correct ion for the CF, t imes i ts coeff ic ient squared. 
' 'Verhaegen and Moser (1970). 
^The notat ion indicates which conf igurat ion dominates the two conf igurat ion state. 
^From the electron aff ini ty of F (Hotop and Lineberger, 1975) and data in reference a and c.  
^Extrapolated from the correlat ion correct ions in reference a for the high spin, Z = 9 
s°p3 ^S, s°p4 ^P, and s°p^ states. 
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(a prodigious increase in the basis over the one used in the 
calculat ions described above improves somewhat the SCF and FORS bond 
strengths. Using a ( l8s,9p,2d/5s,4p,2d) atom centered basis, with 
= 0.36 and 1.26 and a ( ls,1p,1d) set of bond orbi tal  s,  with opt imized 
exponents Çg = 0.87, Çp = 0.87, and Çp = I .80 gives SCF and FORS energies 
of -198.770765 and -198.850875 h. These correspond to bond strengths of 
-1.29 and 0.89 eV, respect ively.  I t  is unl ikely that further Improve­
ments In the basis can Increase these values by more than 0.02 eV. 
Most l ikely the 0.11 eV improvement In the SCF and FORS results would 
carry over to the lACC result  as wel l ,  which would leave I t  st i l l  rather 
short  of  the experimental value.) 
5. Discussion and Conclusions 
A comparison of the lACC correct ion for the four electronic states 
considered here is given in Table 6.7. In al l  cases, the lACC correc­
t ion to the FORS wavefunct ion gives improved agreement with experimental 
results.  The performance of the lACC correct ion is part icular ly 
encouraging for Hg and both states of NH. However, the result  for F^ 
is rather poorer.  This Is probably because the electron correlat ion 
error in the FORS funct ion for F^ Is more interatomic than intraatomic 
in nature. Each F atom br ings three lone pairs to the molecule, and 
the interact ion between these pairs is not accounted for by the FORS 
funct ion (which pr incipal ly correlates the bond pair)  or the lACC 
correct ion. 
I t  is di f f icul t  to compare previous Atoms in Molecules work to 
the present lACC scheme. Most of  the earl ier work was done with rather 
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Table 6.7. Comparison of bond energies^ 
"2 NH X^E" NH a^A ^2 
SCF 3.64 1.06 3.08 -1.40 
FORS 4.14 2.77 3.67 0.78 
FORS + lACC 4.56 3.65 4.50 1.04 
exp 4.75^ 3.85^ 4.67^'^ '^ 1.658^ 
^A11 energies fn eV. 
'^Huber and Herzberg (1979). 
^Piper (1979). 
^Moore (1949). 
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small ,  nonorthogonal atomic bases, and usual ly with a subset of  the ful l  
valence space CF sets used here. No comparison to earl ier work wi l l  be 
given, but references to earl ier H^, NH, and calculat ions wi l l  be 
given. References to work on other molecules can be found in the review 
art ic les l isted above. Hurley (1955) appl ied the AIM method of Moff i t t  
(1951b) to Hg, and based on i ts great overest imate of the bond strength 
proposed the ICC correct ion scheme (1956). NH has been frequently con­
sidered by various workers. Hurley (1958a, 1958b) has given ICC correc­
t ions to the ground and excited states of al l  second period hydrides, 
including NH. Krauss and Wehner (1958) also apply the ICC correct ion to 
NH. This paper deals with the problem of transforming a basis of Slater 
determinants constructed from orthonormal MOs into a valence bond form, 
a problem solved here with the aid of the PLOs. Liu and Verhaegen 
(1970) have ut i l ized Mul l iken populat ion analyses to ident i fy atomic 
conf igurat ions in the NH wavefunct ion. Final ly,  Bal int-Kurt i  and 
Karplus (1969) have appl ied their  Orthogonal ized Moff i t t  modif icat ion 
of AIM theory to F^. 
A prel iminary report of  the lACC correct ion scheme for F^ has been 
given by Ruedenberg et  al .  (1982). in this sketch of the lACC method, 
relat iv ist ic correct ions were omitted, and basis errors for the various 
atomic states were included in the correct ions. While relat iv i ty con­
tr ibutes l i t t le to the F^ bond strength (see below), the inclusion of 
basis errors, part icular ly for the F ion, does affect the bond strength, 
giving a value of I .30 eV. These basis correct ions to the atomic 
states have not been appl ied here for the fol lowing reason. Adding 
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dif fuse funct ions to the diatom basis set wi l l  contr ibute very l i t t le to 
the uncorrected FORS results.  These di f fuse funct ions wi l l  substant ial ly 
reduce the. basis errors in SCF calculat ions on the negative ions to 
about the same size as those for the neutral  or posit ive ions. I f  basis 
errors are excluded from the lACC correct ions, adding the di f fuse func­
t ions wi l l  have almost no effect on the magnitude of the lACC correct ion, 
rather than substant ial ly reducing the total  lACC correct ion. Assuming 
atomic correlat ion correct ions to be independent of  the atomic basis 
expansion chosen is in keeping with the assumption by Hurley that the 
ICC correct ion is independent of  orbi tal  scal ing, and the assumption in 
the present case that the correlat ion correct ion doesn't  change when 
the AOs of  a part icular state are replaced by the molecular PLOs. 
There are a few sign changes in the present case from the earl ier 
presentat ion, due to di f ferent phase choices in the tables in the 
appendix to this chapter.  
An interest ing byproduct of  the lACC scheme is i ts abi l i ty to 
incorporate relat iv ist ic as wel l  as correlat ion errors in the correc­
t ion terms. Applying the perturbât ive treatment to the relat iv ist ic 
correct ions only gives a total  relat iv ist ic correct ion of -0.0262 h to 
NH, and -0.0262 h to ^A NH, compared to -0.0268 h for the dissocia­
t ive l imit  of both states. Relat iv i ty thus decreases these bond 
strengths by less than 0.02 eV, and leaves the excitat ion energy 
unchanged. For the relat iv ist ic correct ion is -0. l607, compared 
to -0.1610 for 2F, which decreases the bond strength by less than 
0.01 eV. Although the relat iv ist ic correct ions are substant ial ,  in 
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the case of and NH they are very nearly cancel ing. Such would not 
be the case i f  the species being compared possess great ly di f ferent 
occupation of the 2s orbi tal ,  as Fel ler and Davidson (198O) suggest may 
be the case for singlet and t r iplet methylene. 
In conclusion, the ful l  valence space FORS wavefunct ion may be 
expressed in a basis of composite funct ions, that is,  products of 
neutral  and ionic atomic states. The expansion of the FORS wavefunct ion 
in these CF bases reveals much about the part ic ipat ion of atoms and ions 
in the molecular wavefunct ion. In addit ion, such expansions permit  the 
appl icat ion of the IntraAtomic Correlat ion Correct ion to the molecular 
FORS wavefunct ion. This correct ion ut i l izes experimental data for the 
various atomic states to correct the molecular wavefunct ions for 
dynamical correlat ion effects not incorporated in the FORS model.  The 
lACC scheme gives very good results for and two states of NH, and 
somewhat improved results for Fg. Relat iv ist ic contr ibut ions to bond 
strengths are found to be negl igible for the electronic states con­
sidered here. 
C. Appendix: Real Atomic States 
A prerequisi te for lACC calculat ions or molecules containing the 
elements from the second period is the knowledge of these atom's 
valence states. These valence states must be expressed in terms of 
real atomic orbi tals,  as molecular calculat ions are performed with real 
PLOs. An L-S coupl ing scheme is used for the atomic states, except 
that the restr ict ion to real orbi tals precludes the use of as a good 
quantum number. 
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Salmon and Ruedenberg (1972) have described a computer algori thm 
for the generat ion of atomic states that are eigenfunct ions of L^, 
2 
s ,  and 5^. Karwowski and Fraga (1974), using a modif icat ion of this 
procedure, have tabulated al l  atomic states ar is ing from the p^, 
N = 2,3; d^, N = 2,3,4,5; and f^,  N = 2,3,4,5,6,7 conf igurat ions. Both 
of these procedures use complex atomic orbi tals,  with Serber spin 
dependence. These algori thms rely on simultaneous diagonal izat ion of 
2 2 the L ,  L ^ ,  S  ,  and matr ices, so that the eigenvectors, that is,  the 
atomic states, have arbi trary phases. 
N 1. p states 
N In the present case, the p atomic states are obtained using angular 
momentum ladder operators (Gray and Wil ls,  1931). In this procedure, 
the state with highest total  angular momentum, orbi tal  angular momentum 
project ion, and spin angular momentum project ion is wri t ten in terms of 
complex orbi tals.  The lowering operators L and S are appl ied to 
generate the states with lower project ions. States with lower total  
orbi tal  angular momentum are generated by orthogonal i ty to the higher 
angular momentum states. The phases of the L-S states possessing the 
maximal project ions = L and S^ = S have arbi trary phase, but the 
phases of al l  other states are f ixed by the lowering operators. 
Once the atomic states constructed from complex p orbi tals are 
found, the atomic states using real p orbi tals can be formed. Within 
the Condon-Short ley phase convention, the complex and real p orbi tals 
are related by the unitary transformation. 
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Atomic states constructed from real p orbi tal  s are found by subst i tut ing 
for the complex orbi tals.  The states with = 0 are always pure real 
or pure imaginary funct ions of the real p orbi tals.  i f  they are 
imaginary, real valued atomic states are generated by mult iplying by i .  
The pair  of states formed from real atomic orbi tals with orbi tal  angular 
momentum +L^ and -L^, with al l  other quantum numbers equal,  are ei ther 
complex conjugates or negative complex conjugates. The normal ized sums 
and di f ferences of these pairs are thus pure real or pure imaginary 
funct ions. The pure imaginary funct ions are again mult ipl ied by i  to 
generate real states. 
N Al l  real valued p states constructed from real p orbi tals have 
been found by this process. The symbol 1.^ is used below to designate 
the real l inear combinat ions of +L and -L eigenstates, whi le -L 
z z z 
designates the l inear combinat ion made real by mult ipl icat ion by i .  
is not a good quantum number, except when = 0. The real atomic 
p^ states are given in Tables 6.8 to 6.11. In these tables, each state 
is labeled as 1^^^^L(L^,S^)>. The geminal spin funct ions are labeled 
0_- ,  and are given as footnotes to Table 6.9. The mult ielectron Serber 
^ z SS 
spin funct ions are labeled 0 ,  where a indexes the funct ion in cases 
a 
where more than one such funct ion is possible. 
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Table 6.8. p^, p^, p states 
p^ states 
Doublets^ xa ya zct 
|^P(l ,1/2)> -1 
|2p(0,1/2)> 1 
j^P(- l , l /2)> 1 
p^ states 
Doublets^ GooBooO x^z^y GooGogO x^y^z GooG^oO 
|^P(l ,1/2)> 
-1 
|2p(o, l /2)> 1 
|2p(-1,1/2)> 1 
6 p state 
| 's(o,o)> = %oWao • % - («6-6")/'^ 
^Doublets with = -1/2 are obtained by replacing ot  with 3.  
'^Doublets with s,  = -1/2 are obtained by replacing by 
°00800G' *00 -
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2 Table 6.9. p states 
S inglets^ X r
o
 
CD
 
o
 
o
 
"oo Goo *Y 800 xz 8^0 yz 
l^s(o,o)> 1/ /3 1 //3 I / /3 
1^0(2,0)> 1//2 -1//2 
|^D(1,0)> 
-1 
|^D(0,0)> 1 / /ET -2/V& 
|^D(-1,0)> 1 
|^D(-2,0)> -1 
Tr iplets^ xy ®11 * :  *11 Y: 9,1 
3p(l , l )  -1 
3p(o, i)  1 
3p(-1, l )  1 
= (a3-6a)/ /2. 
^Triplets with 5% = 0 or -1 are obtained by replacing 8^ ^ by 8^Q 
or 0^_i» respect ively.  0^^ = aa, 8^^ = (ag+8a)//2, and = 63. 
Table 6.10. states 
Doublets* x2y e/z x^z ej /z e] ' :  1/% y^z e] / :  
Zp( l , ] /2)> -1/2 
Zp(0,1/2)> 1 / /2  1 / /T 
Zp(- l , l /2)> 1/ /2  
Zd(2,1/2)> 1//2 -1//2 
Zd(1,1/2)> -1//2 
Zd(0,] /2)> 
h { - ] , ] / 2 ) >  -1 / /2  
ZD(-2,1/2)> 
Quartets '^ xyz 8^/2 3/2 
l^S(0,3/2)> -1 
^The doublet spin funct ions are = Ggga, and 0^^^ = 
(O^qO -  /T 0^^e)/ /J.  Doublet states with s^ = -1/2 are obtained by 
replacing e|/2 with , „ /el /2 1/2 .  
(0io3 -  /2 0^_^a)/ /3. 
b. The quartet state with project ion s^ = 1/2, -1/2, or -3/2 is 
obtained by replacing 0^^^ = S^^ot wi th 0^'^ = 
(0^^e + /2 0^Qa)//3 or 03/2-1/2 ^ (0^_^ci + /2 0^q6)//3 or 03/2*3/2 
0^_j6, respect ively.  
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,2,  ,1/2 1/2 z2y 8|/2 1/2 xyz e}/: xyz 8^/2 ''Z 
•1/ /2 
1//2 
1//2 
1//2 
-1 
Table 6.11, states 
Sînglets xV yV x\z y^xz 0q q 0q q  Z^xy 6 q q 0 q q  
^S(0,0)> I / /3 1//3 I / /3 
^D(2,0)> I / /2 - I / /2 
^D{1,0)> -1 
^D(0,0)> -2/1^ ly/g" 1//6 
^D(-1,0)> 1 
^D(-2,0)> -1 
Triplets^ x\z y^xz 0q q 0 ^ ,  z ^ x y  
pP(l . l )> -1 
pp(o, i)> 1 
p P ( - 1 , 1 ) >  1  
^Triplets with s = 0 or -1 are obtained by replacing 0qq®^^ with QqqQ^q ®00^1-1'  
respect ively.  ^ 
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2. and states 
The s^p^ states are t r iv ial ly generated from the p^ states given 
above. The space part  of  the appropriate p^ state is pref ixed with s^, 
and i ts Serber funct ion is pref ixed with the geminal funct ion 0^^. 
The s\ ]^ states are most readi ly generated from the p! l  states by 
coupl ing the s electron at the end, i .e. ,  p^s^. I t  is readi ly shown 
that the L and quantum numbers of  a p^s^ state are exact ly the same 
as the corresponding p^ state. The p^s^ state is obtained by coupl ing 
an sa and/or an s3 electron to the appropriate p^ states. 
Formulae for coupl ing one electron to a Serber funct ion are given 
by Salmon (1974). The process is i l lustrated for one case with N = 3 
that occurs in the NH wavefunct ion. Three possible states for p^ with 
2 .  L 
space product xyz and = 0 are the |  D(0,1/2)>, |  S(0,3/2)>, and 
|^S(0,1/2)> states. The possible t r iplet states for p^s^ with space 
product xyzs and = 0 and S^ = 1 are pD(0, l)> and |^S(0, l)>. The 
I  D(0,1)> state can be obtafned by coupl ing sa to |  D(0,1/2)>, whi le 
the |^S(0,1)> state can be reached by coupl ing sa to |^S(0,1/2)> or s3 
to | ' ' s(0 ,3 /2)>. Using Salmon's formulae, the spin dependence for 
|^D(0,1)> is 
n"(4e") = Gg/Z 1/2(3e")a 
For the pS(0, l)> state, the spin funct ion is 
0^1(4e-) .  - 1 eS/z i / : (3e-).  + 83/:  .  
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3 1 The desired p s states are, therefore, 
pD(0, l)> = A{xyzs 
pS(0, l)> = -A{xyzs ^2^} 
(There is a third possible t r iplet funct ion 0^^, obtained by a coupl ing 
an electron to ^^^(3e ) ,  that is used in the |^D(-2,1)> state.)  
SS^ 
In general,  the spin funct ions ,  obtained by coupl ing a single 
electron to the Serber funct ions for one fewer electron, are not 
themselves Serber funct ions, but are related to them by an orthogonal 
t ransformation. 
Elements of the transformation D are most readi ly calculated by expanding 
both 0 and n in terms of expl ic i t  a /3 products. In the present case, 
the Serber t r ip let funct ions with S^ = 1 for four electrons are 
~ ®00®11 
®2 "  ®11®00 
83 = (0^^010 "  
Expressing the n spin funct ions in terms of these gives 
n j '  -  l e i '  -  ^  
4' = + 6^') / /3 
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3 13 3 The p s S and D states with spin project ion 1 can now be expressed in 
terms of SAAPs, with Berber spin dependence rather than f2's,  as 
t r iplets xyzs ej  ^  xyzs 0^^ xyzs 6^^ 
pD(-2, l)> 1 
pD(0, l)> 1//3 -/zTT 
|3s(0, l)> /273 1//3 
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